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PREFACE

11The Department of Operations Management would like to welcome you to this module 
in Quality Management and Techniques. We will be examining quality management in 
detail. We believe and hope that, after your success in the preceding modules of supply 
chain and operations management, you will find the specialist field of Quality Manage-
ment and Techniques to be an interesting field in business management.

12Quality management as a management science is currently experiencing rapid develop-
ment in service and manufacturing or industrial sectors. We hope that, while you were 
studying the modules on supply chain and operations management, you saw the value 
of having some knowledge and practical experience in supply and operations manage-
ment. Since the creation of value in terms of products and services is the very reason for 
any enterprise’s existence, every manager should appreciate the importance of supply 
chain management, operations management and quality management.

13Nowadays, organisations are ever more focused on supply chain performance. The major 
themes of this module thus focus on supply chain as the unifying theme. Key to this is 
quality management. Looking upstream, we look at developing suppliers while down-
stream we focus on customer service and after-sales service.

14Quality management and supply chain management are integrative approaches to a 
unifying theme that provides a link between the roots of quality management and new 
developments such as Six Sigma and service quality. Employees and managers are some-
what limited to the functional and specialist disciplines such as operations management, 
supply chain management, human resource management, marketing management or 
logistics management. All these functions need to work together to satisfy customers.

15Now that you have thought, once again, about what the broad outlines of quality man-
agement entail and why it is considered to be an important specialist discipline within 
the field of business management, we hope that you are glad that you have decided to 
continue your study of the concepts and methods involved in this specialist field. The 
new knowledge you will attain and the skills you will learn, coupled with your apprecia-
tion of the relative importance of the content of the study material, should add value to 
your career development.

16In this module you will be required to master the skills of applying tools and techniques, 
and learn to appreciate the value of quality management and its potential contribution 
to successful businesses. Note that this study guide only contains the Learning Units of 
the module. There are other activities and instructions on the myUnisa site of the module, 
therefore you should regularly visit myUnisa.

17We are certainly pleased about your decision to continue with your studies and we will 
do our best to make your studies interesting, stimulating and rewarding – in fact, a pro-
ductive experience! Enjoy your studies!
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THE STUDY PROCESS
18Do not merely study the prescribed book. This study guide is your “teacher” and it will 
“request” that you become actively involved in all activities in the text book. When you 
start studying this module, we suggest that you follow the steps below. We wish you 
success with your studies. If you follow these steps, work hard and show positive com-
mitment, you will enjoy and achieve success with this module.

19Step 1:  Try to obtain a “feeling” for and interest in the subject or body of knowledge 
by getting an overview of the entire syllabus for MNO2602. You can do this by 
reading the contents page of this study guide (page iii).You will notice that the 
syllabus is divided into four topics.

20Step 2:  Get an overview of the contents of each of the four topics of the syllabus.  
Topic 1 – study units 1 to 3; topic 2 – study units 4 to 9; topic 3 – study units 10 
to 13 and topic 4 – study units 14 and 15. On page vi in the “Module MNO2602 
framework” you will find a diagrammatic representation of the MNO2602  
syllabus, consisting of four topics and 15 study units, and references to the 
relevant chapters of the prescribed book.

21Step 3:  Begin with the first topic by reading its title page, the topic aim and the learn-
ing outcomes for each study unit. The learning outcomes indicate what you 
should be able to do after you have worked through the topic. The outcomes 
will amount to either knowing or understanding some portion of the theory 
or to demonstrating that you can apply your new-found knowledge to solving 
practical problems.

22Step 4:  You are now ready to start your actual in-depth study of study unit 1. Read 
through the contents section of the first study unit. This will indicate the learn-
ing outcomes for the particular study unit in the specific topic and what these 
learning outcomes entail.

23Step 5:  Having obtained a good idea of what you will be expected to know, understand 
or achieve (i.e. the learning outcomes) and after reading through the applicable 
chapter in the prescribed book, you should be able to continue with your in-
depth study of study unit 1.

24Step 6:  Continue with study unit 1 by working through all the sections (i.e. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, etc)  
that follow. These sections will focus specifically on one or more portions of 
the prescribed book.

25Step 7:  Once you have completed all the sections in the study unit, you will come to 
the heading “Assessment” in the study guide. This section will refer you to 
the discussion questions in the prescribed book. Answer these questions and 
read the summary at the end of the study unit. After completing this step, you 
should have acquired a thorough knowledge of the contents and mastered the 
skills necessary for this part of the study material. At this stage, you need to ask 
yourself, “Has this occurred?”
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26Step 8: Repeat steps 3 to 7 for all topics (and the study units).

PRESCRIBED BOOK
27The following prescribed book is used for the second-level module MNO2602:

Foster, ST. 2015. Quality Management & Techniques. First custom edition. Harlow: Pearson 
Custom Edition. ISBN: 9781784347925

28Note that the prescribed book is only used for this module. The study guide is based on 
the prescribed book, therefore you will not be able to utilise the study guide without 
the prescribed book.

MODULE FRAMEWORK
29This module consists of 15 study units, which is divided into four topics. Each study unit has 
several sections. The table below shows a detailed breakdown of the MNO2602 syllabus.

Topic 1: Understanding quality concepts 

Study unit Section

1   Differing perspectives on 
quality

1.1 Recognising different perspectives on quality
1.2 What is quality?
1.3 Differing functional perspectives on quality
1.4 The three spheres of quality
1.5 Other perspectives of quality
1.6 Arriving at a common understanding of quality using a 

contingency perspective of quality 

2   Quality theory 2.1 What is theory?
2.2 Leading contributors to quality theory

2.2.1 W. Edwards Deming
2.2.2 Joseph M. Juran
2.2.3 Kaoru Ishikawa
2.2.4 Armand Feigenbaum
2.2.5 Philip Crosby
2.2.6 Genichi Taguchi
2.2.7 The rest of the pack

2.3 Viewing quality theory from a contingency perspective
2.4 Resolving the differences in quality approaches: an integrative 

view
2.5 Theoretical framework for quality management 

3   Global supply chain 
quality and international 
quality standards

3.1 Managing quality for the multinational firm
3.2 Quality improvement: the American way
3.3 Quality improvement: the Japanese way
3.4 Quality improvement: the European way
3.5 Are quality approaches influenced by culture? 
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TOPIC 2: DESIGNING AND ASSURING QUALITY

Study unit Section

4 Strategic quality planning 4.1 Strategy content
4.2 The importance of time in quality improvement
4.3 Leadership for quality
4.4 Quality and ethics
4.5 Quality as a strategy
4.6 Quality strategy process
4.7 Deploying quality
4.8 Does quality lead to better business results?
4.9 Supply chain strategy

5 The voice of the customer 5.1 Customer-driven quality
5.2 Customer relationship management
5.3 The “gaps” approach to service design
5.4 Segmenting customers and markets
5.5 Strategic supply chain alliances between customers and 

suppliers
5.6 Communicating downstream
5.7 Actively solicited customer feedback approaches
5.8 Passively solicited customer feedback approaches
5.9 Managing customer retention and loyalty
5.10 Customer relationship management systems 

6 The voice of the market 6.1 What do we mean by the voice of the market?
6.2 Gaining insight through benchmarking
6.3 Purposes of benchmarking
6.4 Difficulties in monitoring and measuring performance
6.5 Commonly benchmarked performance measures
6.6 Business process benchmarking
6.7 Leading and managing the benchmarking effort
6.8 Baselining and re-engineering
6.9 Problems with benchmarking 

7  Quality and innovation in 
product and process design

7.1 Designing products for quality
7.2 The design process
7.3 Quality function deployment
7.4 Technology in design
7.5 Other design methodologies
7.6 Designing for reliability
7.7 Environmental considerations in design 

8 Designing quality services 8.1 Differences between services and manufacturing
8.2 What do service customers want?
8.3 SERVQUAL
8.4 Designing and improving the services transaction
8.5 The customer benefits package
8.6 Service transaction analysis
8.7 Supply chain quality in services
8.7 A theory for service quality management 
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9  Managing supplier quality in 
the supply chain 

9.1 The value chain
9.2 Supplier alliances
9.3 Supplier development
9.4 Applying the contingency perspective to supplier 

partnering
9.5 A supplier development programme: ISO/TS 16949:2009
9.6 Acceptance sampling and statistical sampling techniques
9.7 Building an understanding of supply chain quality 

management 

TOPIC 3: IMPLEMENTING QUALITY

Study unit Section

10  The tools of quality 10.1 Improving the system
10.2 Ishikawa’s basic seven tools of quality
10.3 Quality circles and Kaizen teams
10.4 The new seven tools for improvement
10.5 Other tools for performance measurement 

11  Statistically based quality im-
provement for variables

11.1 Statistical fundamentals
11.2 Process control charts
11.3 Some control chart concepts for variables
11.4 Process capability for variables
11.5 Other statistical techniques in quality management

12  Statistically based quality im-
provement for attributes

12.1 Types of attributes
12.2 Generic process for developing attributes chart
12.3 Understanding attribute charts
12.4 Choosing the right attributes chart
12.5 Reliability models 

13  Six sigma management and 
lean management tools

13.1 What is Six Sigma?
13.2 Organising Lean Six Sigma
13.3 DMAIC overview

TOPIC 4: FOREVER IMPROVING THE QUALITY SYSTEM

Study unit Section

14  Managing quality improve-
ment teams and projects

14.1 Leading teams for quality improvement
14.2 Types of team
14.3 Implementing teams
14.4 Managing and controlling projects 

15  Implementing and validating 
the quality system

15.1 Building blocks for the system of quality improvement
15.2 Internal validation: documenting and assessing the quality 

system
15.3 Quality audits
15.4 Validating the quality system
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MODULE AIM AND OUTCOMES
30The aim of this module is to provide you with the knowledge and understanding of the 
theoretical concepts and practical skills involved in the strategic role of quality manage-
ment. This module focuses on the foundational concepts in quality management to 
develop your understanding of general quality implementation practices. It provides a 
foundation for quality management and its associated techniques.

31After completing this module, the student should have an understanding of quality 
theory and how quality is applied in terms of quality control, quality assurance and qual-
ity management. This implies managing and utilising the teachings, methods and tools 
to prevent errors (waste) and improve performance internal to the organisation. The 
outcomes for this module are as follows:

	Outcome 1: Understanding quality concepts

32After completing this module you should be able to:

• explain what quality is and indicate the differing perspectives on quality.
• explain the three spheres of quality and provide a theoretical framework for qual-

ity management.
• explain the managing of quality and the importance of understanding the needs 

of the internal and external customer.
• describe the early quality theories of the most important contributors to quality.
• view quality theory from a contingency perspective.
• resolve the differences in quality approaches and explain the different international 

approaches and quality standards.

	Outcome 2: Designing and assuring quality

33After completing this module you should be able to:

• demonstrate strategic quality planning by referring to leadership and ethics
• demonstrate quality as a strategy and explain the quality strategy process
• explain the concept of the voice of the customer
• demonstrate the relationship between quality and customer relationship 

management
• explain strategic supply chain alliances between customers and suppliers
• explain the concept of the voice of the market
• explain the importance of design for quality and what quality (and innovation) in 

product and process design entails
• apply QFD, technology in design and prototyping methodologies
• explain the cornerstones of designing quality services
• demonstrate the significance of managing supplier quality in the supply chain
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	Outcome 3: Implementing quality

34After completing this module you should be able to:

• explain what implementing quality entails
• explain and apply the relationship between changing the culture and implement-

ing quality
• briefly explain and apply the different tools of quality
• explain and demonstrate the management of improvement teams
• explain the basics of process control charts (e.g. SPC) and distinguish between 

improvement for variables and improvement for attributes
• explain and apply the Six Sigma concept

	Outcome 4: Improving the quality system

35After completing this module you should be able to:

• explain learning for quality improvement
• explain and apply the importance of proper implementation of a quality system
• explain the building blocks for the system of quality improvement
• explain the concept of internal and external validation of the quality system

BROAD OUTLINE OF THE MODULE
36The broader aim of Quality Management and Techniques is to understand quality theory, 
which forms the basis of a contingency approach. This will prepare you to apply quality 
improvement processes that have been designed by leaders of quality management, 
such as W.Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran, Phillip Crosby, Kaoru Ishikawa and others who 
successfully contributed to the quality management models and frameworks.

37The basis for assuring quality is strategic planning which is used to prioritise and plan 
quality improvement. We learn the importance of designing quality products and services 
whereby, through a network of facilities, raw materials are procured and transformed into 
sub-assemblies and final products which are delivered to customers through a distribu-
tion system.

38After planning and designing the products and processes, quality has to be implemented 
throughout the supply chain. A set of basic tools for quality improvement is used to 
obtain data to determine whether the production processes are suitable or whether the 
process requires improvement. The tools are statistically based for quality improvement.

39Organisations need to manage growth and future demand. It requires teamwork and 
training of employees to understand and determine the processes that need to be im-
proved. Quality management is the responsibility of every employee in the organisation, 
from top management to low-level employees.
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IMPORTANT TECHNIQUES IN THIS MODULE
40As its name suggests, this module will cover not only quality management theory, but 
also quality management techniques. These techniques consist of a variety of tools, charts 
and calculations. Most of the important techniques in this module are covered in study 
units 10, 11 and 12. The following techniques are important to apply in preparation for 
the examination:

41Study unit 8

•	 SERVQUAL: Gap analysis

42Study unit 10

•	 Process mapping
•	 Histogram
•	 Pareto analysis
•	 Quality circle process

43Study unit 11

•	 Control charts for variables:

 − x-bar and R chart
 − x-bar and S chart

•	 Process capability

44Study unit 12

•	 Control charts for attributes:

 − p chart for proportion defective
 − np chart for number defective

•	 Reliability models:

 − Series reliability
 − Parallel reliability

•	 Reliability measurement:

 − Failure rate
 − Mean time to failure (MTTF)
 − Mean time between failures (MTBF)
 − System availability (SA)

45
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TOPIC 1

Understanding quality concepts

OVERVIEW
46To understand quality in the supply chain, we need a common language. In topic 1 we 
recognise the different perspectives on quality by defining quality by means of product 
dimensions and service dimensions. To implement quality improvement, we need to 
understand the foundation that has been laid by the leaders in the quality movement. 
We look at frameworks such as ISO 9000:2008, the Deming Prize and the Baldrige criteria. 
These provide models for improvement that are used around the world.

TOPIC CONTENT
47Study unit 1:  Differing perspectives on quality

48Study unit 2:  Quality theory

49Study unit 3:  Global supply chain quality and international quality standards

50
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Study unit 1

Differing perspectives on quality

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
1.0 Introduction
1.1 Recognising different perspectives on quality
1.2 What is quality?
1.3 Differing functional perspectives on quality
1.4 The three spheres of quality
1.5 Other perspectives of quality
1.6  Arriving at a common understanding of quality using a contingency perspective of 

quality
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit you should be able to:

 − explain the different perspectives on quality.
 − define quality.
 − explain the different functional perspectives on quality and expound on the three 

spheres of quality.
 − evaluate other perspectives on quality.

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 45 of the prescribed book.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
51Chapter 1 defines the terms. The author references various definitions of quality. He dis-
tinguishes between service and manufacturing from a quality perspective and delves 
into the supply chain. Corporate America has taken the concept of the supply chain to 
heart. In this fifth edition, Foster has made the concept of the supply chain integral to 
the subject of quality. Any book on quality must discuss Deming. Throughout the book, 
the author refers to Deming.
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52The focal point of the chapter is the question: “What is Quality?” Foster supplies a list of 
topics that can be ideally used in a class discussion:

•	 Tangibles
•	 Service reliability
•	 Responsiveness
•	 Assurance
•	 Empathy
•	 Availability
•	 Professionalism
•	 Timeliness
•	 Completeness
•	 Pleasantness

53From different perspectives in the supply chain, quality involves:

•	 Engineering
•	 Operations
•	 Strategic management
•	 Marketing
•	 Financial
•	 Human resources

54

FIGURE 1-3: The Conversion System Model of Operations Management

1.1 RECOGNISING DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES ON QUALITY

Study pages 26 to 27 of the prescribed book.

	Different perspectives on quality

• There are many definitions and dimensions of quality in the supply chain.
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• For the present, you should view quality as a measure of goodness that is inherent 
to a product or service.

• Employees working for the same firm often view quality differently, as illustrated 
in the next paragraph.

	Different views of quality can exist in the same firm

• Engineering: A product engineer might associate quality with product design.
• Marketing: A marketing executive might associate quality with quick design time.
• Accounting: An accountant might associate quality with low product cost.

	Perceptions on quality can vary

55In order to communicate effectively about quality, managers need to recognise that 
differences in perceptions of quality exist.

1.2 WHAT IS QUALITY?

Study pages 27 to 30 of the prescribed book.

	Garvin’s definitions of quality:

• Transcendent: Quality is something that is intuitively understood but nearly impos-
sible to communicate, such as beauty or love.

• Product-based: Quality is found in the components and attributes of a product.
• User-based: If the customer is satisfied, the product has good quality.
• Manufacturing based: If the product conforms to design specifications, it has good 

quality.
• Value-based: If the product is perceived as providing good value for the price, it 

has good quality.

	Garvin’s product quality dimensions

• Performance: Efficiency with which a product achieves its intended purpose.
• Features: Attributes of a product that supplement its basic performance.
• Reliability: The propensity for a product to perform consistently over its useful 

design life.
• Conformance: Numerical dimensions for a product’s performance, such as capac-

ity, speed, size, durability, colour, or the like.
• Durability: Degree to which a product tolerates stress or trauma without failing.
• Serviceability: Ease of repair.
• Aesthetics: Subjective sensory characteristics such as taste, feel, sound, look, and 

smell.
• Perceived quality: Quality is as the customer perceives it. Customers imbue products 

and services with their understanding of their goodness. This is perceived quality.
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	Service quality dimensions

• Tangibles: They include the physical appearance of the service facility, the equip-
ment, the personnel, and the communication material.

• Service reliability: It differs from product reliability in that it relates to the ability of 
the service provider to perform the promised service dependably and accurately.

• Responsiveness: The willingness of the service provider to be helpful and prompt 
in providing service.

• Assurance: The knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire 
trust and confidence.

• Empathy: Caring, individual attention paid to customers by the service firm.

	Why does it matter that different definitions of quality exist?

• An important attribute of a strategic plan is functional alignment or consistency.
• Understanding that different definitions and dimensions of quality exist, allows 

measures to be taken to provide a better basis for communication and planning.
• By sharing a common definition of quality, each department within a company 

can work toward a common goal.
• Understanding the multiple dimensions of quality desired by customers can lead 

to improved product and service design.

1.3 DIFFERING FUNCTIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON QUALITY

Study pages 31 to 40 of the prescribed book.

	A supply chain perspective

• Upstream activities: Activities involving interaction with suppliers
• Core processes: Traditional process improvement and value stream mapping
• Downstream activities: Shipping, logistics, customer support and focusing on 

delivery reliability

	Engineering perspective

• Engineers are interested in applying mathematical problem-solving skills and 
models to the problems of business and industry.

• Two of the major emphases in engineering are the areas of product design and 
process design.

• Product design engineering

o It involves all of those activities associated with developing a product from 
concept development to final design and implementation.

o Figure 1–1 on page 32 demonstrates the six steps in the engineering life cycle 
for the design of products.
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o Concurrent engineering refers to the simultaneous performance of product 
and process design activities.

• Related concepts

o Life testing is a facet of reliability engineering that concerns itself with determin-
ing whether a product will fail under controlled conditions during a specified life.

o Statistical process control is concerned with monitoring process capability and 
process stability.

	Operations perspective

• The operations management view of quality is rooted in the engineering approach.

• Like engineers, operations managers are very concerned about product and 
process design.

• Rather than focusing only on the technical aspects of these activities, operations 
managers concentrate on the management of these activities.

	Systems view

• Operations management utilises the systems view that underlies modern quality 
management thinking.

• The systems view involves the understanding that product quality is the result of 
the interactions of several variables such as machines, labour, procedures, plan-
ning, and management.

• See figure 1-3 on page 34 of the prescribed book: The conversion system model 
of operations management.

	Strategic management perspective

• When the concept of strategic planning first arose, practitioners treated quality-
related strategic planning as if it were a separate exercise from firm-level strategic 
planning.

• To become pervasive in a company, quality management needed to be included 
in all business practices, including strategic planning.

• See figure 1-4 on page 35 of the prescribed book: A generic strategic planning 
process.

	Goal of strategic quality planning

• The ultimate goal of strategic quality planning is to aid an organisation to achieve 
sustainable competitive advantage.

• Research shows that quality is still the major concern of CEOs.

	Marketing perspective

• Marketing efforts are often focused on managing perceptions of quality.

• Tools for influencing customer perceptions of quality:
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o The primary tools for influencing customer perceptions of quality are price 
and advertising.

o See figure 1–5 on page 38 of the prescribed book: A marketing system.

• Focus on service:

o Another important contribution of the marketing perspective has been the 
focus on service.

o Customer service surveys are important tools for assessing the multiple dimen-
sions of quality.

	Financial perspective

• One of the most commonly asked questions about quality management is: “Will 
it pay us financial benefits?”

• Deming made the first theoretical attempt to link quality improvements to financial 
results through the “Deming value chain.”

• See figure 1–6 on page 39 of the prescribed book: The Deming value chain.
• Law of diminishing marginal returns: According to this law, there is a point at which 

investments in quality improvement will become uneconomical. See figure 1–7 
on page 39 of the prescribed book.

	Human resource perspective

• Understanding the human resource perspective on quality is essential as it is im-
possible to implement quality without the commitment and action of employees.

• Related concepts:

o Employee empowerment: Empowering employees involves moving decision-
making to the lowest level in the organisation.

o Job analysis: Collecting detailed information about a particular job.
o 360 degree feedback: A performance measurement system whereby an em-

ployee’s peers, supervisors and subordinates are involved in evaluating the 
worker’s performance.

o Total quality human resource management (TQHRM): Involves many of the con-
cepts of quality management to provide a more supportive and empowered 
environment.

1.4 THE THREE SPHERES OF QUALITY

Study pages 41 to 42 of the prescribed book.

	Quality control

• Includes phases of analysis, relation, generalisation.
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• Activities relating to quality control include:

o Monitoring process capability and stability
o Measuring process performance
o Reducing process variability
o Optimising processes to nominal measures
o Performing acceptance sampling
o Developing and maintaining control charts

	Quality assurance

• Refers to activities associated with assuring/guaranteeing the quality of a product 
or service.

• Quality assurance activities include tasks such as:

o Failure mode and effects analysis
o Concurrent engineering
o Process improvements
o Design team formation and management
o Off-line experimentation
o Reliability/durability product testing

	Quality management

• The management processes that overarch and tie together the control and assur-
ance activities make up quality management.

• For this reason, a variety of managers, supervisors, and employees are involved 
in quality management activities such as:

o Planning for quality improvement
o Creating a quality organisational culture
o Providing leadership and support
o Providing training and retraining
o Designing an organisational system that reinforces quality ideals
o Providing employee recognition
o Facilitating organisational communication

1.5 OTHER PERSPECTIVES ON QUALITY

Study pages 43 to 44 of the prescribed book.

	The value-added perspective on quality

• A customer-based perspective that is utilised by services, manufacturing and 
public sector organisations.
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• It involves a subjective assessment of the efficacy of every step of the process for 
the customer.

	Cultural perspectives on quality

• International marketers have long noted that there are differences in tastes and 
preferences between cultures and nations.

• As a result, approaches to quality improvement may differ across cultures.

1.6 ARRIVING AT A COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF QUALITY 
USING A CONTINGENCY PERSPECTIVE ON QUALITY

Read page 44 of the prescribed book.

56Contingency theory presupposes that there is no theory or method for operating a busi-
ness that can be applied in all situations. As a result, a coherent quality strategy will need 
to address key environmental variables.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 1:

Activity 1.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Why is quality a difficult term to define? How can we improve our understanding 
of quality?

(b) Discuss Garvin’s eight dimensions of quality. Is Garvin’s multidimensional approach 
a step forward in improving our understanding of quality? Why or why not?

(c) Why is communication within an organisation an important part of the quality 
improvement process?

(d) Compare and contrast the engineering perspective and marketing perspective of 
quality.

(e) What is your concept of quality? Is it multidimensional, or does it focus on a single 
dimension such as features, reliability, or conformance? Explain your answer.

Activity 1.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 1 in the prescribed book and answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 1-1 (p. 46)
 − Case 1-2 (p. 47)
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Feedback on activity 1.1

(a) As stated on page 27 of the textbook, if you ask ten people to define quality, you will 
probably get ten different definitions. Garvin found that most definitions of quality were 
transcendent, product based, user based, manufacturing based, or value based. 
Also refer to the differences between product and service quality dimensions and the 
differing perspectives on quality to compile your own definition of quality.

(b) Garvin lists the following:

 y performance

 y features

 y reliability

 y conformance

 y durability

 y serviceability

 y aesthetics

 y perceived quality

Using Garvin’s terminology, these terms identify five different aspects of quality. One 
might say: “Quality is in the eye of the consumer.”

(c) On page 30 of the textbook the author says: “It is difficult to devise a coherent strategic 
plan relating to quality when communication is imprecise.”

Think about the people involved – the marketer, engineer, order processor and man-
ager. Do they all speak the “same language”? Communication enables planning. In a 
multidimensional environment, communication becomes more difficult, simply due to 
the different backgrounds. How do you make this happen? What are the priorities that 
must be shared?

(d) This is pretty much a follow-up to the previous question. The textbook (p. 37) says: “The 
marketer focuses on the perceived quality of products and services as opposed to the 
engineering based conformance definition of quality, perceived quality means that 
quality is as the customer views it.” Use the following guidelines to answer this question:

 y Do the communications styles and background influence the marketer and the 
engineer?

 y What are the goals of the engineer?

 y What are the goals of the marketer?

 y Do they coincide or conflict? What should the goals be in an efficiently run organisation?

(e) There is no right or wrong answer to this question. Remember it asks what your concept 
of quality is. Is it multidimensional, or does it focus on a single dimension such as features, 
reliability, or conformance? Think “out of the box” in answering this question.

SUMMARY

57There are many different perspectives on quality management. We have found that 
customers and producers viewed quality differently. A focus on production and a focus 
on services provide two different perspectives on quality.
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58The functional perspectives on quality vary greatly. These functional perspectives form 
an alignment in strategies and improve quality communication.

59The fundamental areas of quality control, quality assurance and quality management 
focus on different aspects of quality. Designing plans and systems in each of these areas 
simultaneously helps to develop a robust system of quality improvement to set the stage 
for improved competitiveness.

60Despite the simplicity of many principles, it requires a complex mix of system design, 
organisational design, rewards design and process design which can be tied together in 
a strategic framework. The next study unit will focus on quality theory.
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Study unit 2

Quality theory

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
2.0 Introduction
2.1 What is theory?
2.2 Leading contributors to quality theory
2.2.1 W. Edwards Deming
2.2.2 Joseph M. Juran
2.2.3 Kaoru Ishikawa
2.2.4 Armand Feigenbaum
2.2.5 Philip Crosby
2.2.6 Genichi Taguchi
2.2.7 The rest of the pack
2.3 Viewing quality theory from a contingency perspective
2.4 Resolving the differences in quality approaches: an integrative view
2.5 Theoretical framework for quality management
Activities
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit you should be able to:

 − explain the term “theory”
 − comment on the leading contributors to quality theory
 − explain quality theory from a contingency perspective or explain the contingency 

approach to quality in business
 − resolve differences in quality approaches
 − illustrate a theoretical framework for quality management

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 71 of the prescribed book.

2.0 INTRODUCTION
61When the author discusses theory, he is not being philosophical; he rather discusses the 
major “players” and their contributions to the subject. On page 32 of the prescribed book, 
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the point is made that “there is not a unified theory explaining quality improvement.” 
The author also states that quality improvement is positively linked to employee morale. 
He links quality improvement to the classic Theory X (and Z for that matter) approaches 
to management.

2.1 WHAT IS THEORY?

Study pages 49 to 52 of the prescribed book.

62Before we dive into quality theory, we first need to understand what theory is.

	Theory defined

63Theory is a “coherent group of general propositions used as principles of expla-
nation for a class of phenomena” (Foster, 2013:49)

	Illustration of a theory

• For example, it might have been observed that many companies that have im-
plemented quality improvements have experienced improved worker morale.

• See figure 2-1 on page 50 of the prescribed book: A theoretical model relating 
quality improvement to worker morale.

	Four elements of a theory

• What: This involves which variables or factors are included in the model.
• How: The how of a theoretical model involves the nature, direction, and extent of 

the relationship between the variables.
• Why: The why of the theory is the theoretical glue that holds the model together.
• Who-where-when: The who-where-when aspects place contextual bounds on 

the theory.

	Two ways of establishing a theory

• Induction: The process of induction is useful but is also subject to observer bias 
and misperception.

• Deduction: Using deduction, researchers propose a model based on prior research 
and design an experiment to test the theoretical model. See figure 2-2 on page 
50 of the prescribed book: Inductive reasoning vs deductive reasoning.

	Is there a theory of quality management?

• As yet, there is not a unified theory explaining quality improvement that is widely 
accepted by the quality community.

• The differing approaches to quality improvement represent competing philoso-
phies that have sought their places in the marketplace of ideas.
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	Managers must apply what fits

64As a result of the availability of competing philosophies of quality management, 
practising quality managers must become familiar with these philosophies and ap-
ply those that are applicable to their particular situation.

	The most successful companies

65The most successful companies have put their own stamp on quality campaigns, 
mounting their own massive training efforts internally.

2.2 LEADING CONTRIBUTORS TO QUALITY THEORY

Study pages 52 to 64 of the prescribed book.

	W. Edwards Deming

• Pre-eminent authority

o W. Edwards Deming was widely accepted as the world’s pre-eminent authority 
on quality management prior to his death on 24 December 1994.

o Deming gained credibility because of his influence on the Japanese and 
American industry.

• Deming’s 14 points for management

o While Deming espoused the belief that theory was important to the under- 
standing of quality improvement, the closest he ever came to expounding a 
theory was in his 14 points for management.

o Taken as a whole, the 14 points represent many of the key principles that pro-
vide the basis for quality management in many organisations.

o See table 2-2, page 54 of the prescribed book: Deming’s 14 points.

	Joseph M. Juran

• Juran’s approach

o Juran tends to take a more strategic and planning approach to improvement 
than Deming.

o Juran promotes the view that organisational quality problems are largely the 
result of insufficient and ineffective planning for quality.

• The Juran trilogy: Three basic processes that are essential for management to 
improve quality: planning, improvement and control

• Control versus breakthrough
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o Another important Juran concept is control versus breakthrough.
o According to Juran, control is a process-related activity that ensures processes 

are stable and provides a relatively consistent outcome.
o Breakthrough improvement: Process has been studied; major improvement 

has resulted in large nonrandom process improvement.
o Control involves gathering data about a process to ensure that the process is 

consistent.

• Project-by-project improvement

o Juran teaches that improvement in organisations is accomplished on a project-
by-project basis “and in no other way.”

o The project-to-project approach advocated by Juran is a planning-based ap-
proach to quality improvement.

• Pareto analysis

o Joseph Juran identified an economic concept that he applied to quality 
problems.

o The economic concept is called Pareto’s law or the 80/20 rule.
o Using Pareto’s law, we see that the majority of quality problems are caused by 

relatively few causes.

	Kaoru Ishikawa

• Ishikawa’s primary contributions

o Perhaps Ishikawa’s greatest achievement was the development of the basic 
seven tools of quality.

o Ishikawa is credited with democratising statistics.
o Ishikawa felt that to be successful, firms must make everyone responsible for 

statistical analysis and interpretation.

• Ishikawa’s quality philosophy

o Ishikawa spent his life working to improve quality in Japan.
o His ideas were synthesised into 11 points that made up his quality philosophy.
o Ishikawa is often overlooked in the US; however, every firm that pursues quality 

improvement should use his tools.

	Armand Feigenbaum

• Feigenbaum’s primary contributions

o Feigenbaum’s primary contribution to quality thinking was his assertion that 
the entire organisation should be involved in improving quality.

o He was the first in the US to move quality from the offices of the specialists 
back to operating workers. This occurred in the 1950s.
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• Feigenbaum proposes a three-step process to improving quality:

o quality leadership
o quality technology
o organisational commitment

• Major impediments to improving quality – the four deadly sins

o Hothouse quality refers to those quality programmes that receive a lot of 
hoopla and no follow-through.

o Wishful thinking occurs with those who would pursue protectionism to keep 
American firms from having to compete on quality.

o Producing overseas is a panacea undertaken by managers who wish that out 
of sight, out of mind could solve quality-related problems.

o Confining quality to the factory means that quality has historically just been 
viewed as a shop floor concern.

	Philip Crosby

• Crosby became well known for his authorship of the book Quality is Free.

• The primary thesis of this book was that quality, as a managed process, can be a 
source of profit for an organisation.

• Crosby specifies a quality improvement programme consisting of 14 steps.

• This underlies the Crosby zero-defects approach to quality improvement.

	Genichi Taguchi

• The Taguchi method was first introduced by Dr Genichi Taguchi to AT&T Bell Labs 
in the US in 1980.

• Due to its increased acceptance and utilisation, the Taguchi method is now com-
monly viewed to be comparable in importance to the Deming approach, and the 
Ishikawa concept of total quality management.

• See table 2-6 on page 63 of the prescribed book: The Taguchi method

• Unique aspects of the Taguchi method

o Definition of quality: Taguchi said “ideal quality” refers to a reference point for 
determining the quality level of a product or service.

o Quality loss function: Taguchi disagrees with traditional quality thought as it 
relates to specifications. Normally, when specifications are set, a target is speci-
fied with some allowance for variation. Taguchi states that any deviation from 
target specifications results in loss to society.

o Robust design: The Taguchi concept of robust design states that products and 
services should be designed so that they are inherently defect free and of 
high quality.

	The rest of the pack
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66Read pages 64 to 67 of the prescribed book. Take note of other important contribu-
tors to quality theory.

2.3 VIEWING QUALITY THEORY FROM A CONTINGENCY 
PERSPECTIVE

Read page 67 of the prescribed book.

67By now you might be wondering, in view of all of this disagreement about how to ap-
proach quality improvement, how you should proceed. A great deal of contradictory 
information exists about how firms should improve quality.

68Because there are various approaches to improve quality, one should focus on funda-
mental questions, such as: What are our strengths? Where are our competencies? In what 
areas do we need to improve? What are our competitors doing to improve? What is our 
organisational structure?

69Once these questions have been answered, you will have a profound understanding of 
the business. In turn, knowledge of the business will help you to understand the major 
approaches to quality improvement, which will provide a means for selecting those points, 
philosophies, concepts and tools that will form the basis for improvement.

70As previously stated, firms well known for quality do not adopt a single quality philosophy. 
Successful firms adopt aspects of each of the various approaches to quality improvement. 
This is called the contingency perspective.

71The keys to the contingency approach are an understanding of quality approaches and 
the business, and the creative application of these approaches to the business. Hence 
the optimal strategy will apply quality philosophies and approaches to business on a 
contingency basis. This will enable you to make the correct quality-related decisions.

2.4 RESOLVING THE DIFFERENCES IN QUALITY APPROACHES: 
AN INTEGRATIVE VIEW

Study pages 67 to 71 of the prescribed book.

72There are many differences between the approaches to quality management espoused 
by the experts mentioned in this chapter. However, rather than focusing on differences, it 
is instructional to review the literature to identify common themes and messages, show 
the variables at the core of quality management and those variables that are important. 
See figure 2-5 on page 68 of the prescribed book.

	Core quality variables
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• Leadership: The role of the leader in being the champion and major force behind 
quality improvement is critical.

• Employee involvement: Once the leader is enlightened and motivated to go forward 
in the quality effort, employees must be trained and developed.

• Quality assurance: Quality experts agree that quality can be assured only during 
the design phase. Effort must be invested in designing products, services, and 
processes so that they are consistently of high quality.

• Customer focus: An understanding of the customer is very important to quality 
management efforts.

• Quality philosophy: Adoption of a philosophy toward quality improvement is also 
important.

• Information analysis: Fact-based improvement refers to an approach that favours 
information gathering and analysis.

• Strategic planning: Juran supported the notion that quality improvement should 
be strategically planned.

• Environment or infrastructure: Quality environment or infrastructure must be cre-
ated that supports quality management efforts.

• Team approach: A contemporary approach to quality management learned from 
the Japanese is teamwork.

• Focus of the quality department: As a result of the dispersion of responsibility 
for quality, the role of the quality department has changed significantly. Rather 
than performing the policing function, these departments are fulfilling more of 
a coaching role.

• Breakthrough: The need to make large improvements is not precluded by continu-
ous improvement. Firms must find ways to achieve radical improvements. The 
process used to achieve this often involves technology or organisational re-design. 
Analysis and data are necessary for successful breakthrough implementation.

2.5 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Read page 71 of the prescribed book.

73As we have discussed in this study unit, there are many different variables which form 
the framework for a quality management theory. See figure 2-6 on page 70 of the pre-
scribed book.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 2:

Activity 2.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.
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(a) Do you believe that the development of a unified theory of quality management is 
possible? What is a unified theory?

(b) Select one of Deming’s 14 points for management and describe how this point could 
have resulted in quality improvements in a business or volunteer organisation with 
which you have been involved / would like to be involved in.

(c) What was Joseph Juran’s primary contribution to quality thinking? Discuss Juran’s 
three-step process to improving quality.

(d) Compare and contrast Deming’s, Juran’s and Crosby’s perspectives of quality manage-
ment. What are the major similarities and differences between their perspectives?

Activity 2.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 2 in the prescribed book and answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 2-1 (p 72)
 − Case 2-2 (p 73)

Feedback on activity 2.1

(a) On page 51, “A closer look at quality – quality and management fads” looks at the dif-
ferent approaches to quality. As you work through the leading contributors to quality, 
this might be a good question to keep going on the side.

Einstein spent most of his later life searching for a unified theory in physics. He failed. 
Do unified theories exist in any discipline? What would the implications be if there was 
a unified theory for quality management? If you contrast the approaches of the leading 
contributors, do they all follow the same approach? Does the fact that we are dealing 
with people affect this situation?

(b) Every successful manager can point to failures in his past. The difference between a suc-
cessful manager and an unsuccessful manager is how he or she reacts to those failures. 
Although this concept is seldom discussed, writers like Deming and Juran are sharing 
the remedies, either made or observed, to past failures.

The success of these writers is based upon the fact that they can help the new manager 
avoid the common, but not obvious pitfalls. Any person who has had a position of au-
thority should be able to read Deming’s list and identify a mistake that was made relat-
ing to each one. This should prove to be a fascinating discussion in the online “student 
lounge” amongst yourselves.

(c) Juran’s three-step process entails:

 y planning

 y control

 y improvement

This three-step process emphasised control over breakthrough. This was a major step 
towards ongoing quality improvement, rather than mass inspections. This approach 
moved the process of quality to the lowest possible level.

(d) Deming addressed the entire process and focused primarily on the assertion that poor 
quality is not the fault of the worker, but of the system. Deming also strongly opposed 
the creation of quality inspection departments.
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Juran’s work focuses on the idea that organisational quality problems are largely the 
result of insufficient and ineffective planning for quality. In addition, Juran fleshed out 
many of the implementation issues involved with quality through his trilogy.

Crosby made two key points in his arguments about the responsibility of the quality 
department, and not the individual worker. Crosby has enjoyed the most commercial 
success of the three. First, he argued that quality, as a managed process, could be a 
source of profit for an organisation. Second, Crosby adopted a “zero defects” approach 
to quality management, and emphasised the behavioural and motivational aspects of 
quality improvement rather than statistical approaches.

Similarities: All three men were very passionate about the role of quality in business 
organisations, and felt that quality is a process that must be deliberately managed. In 
addition, all three of them saw quality as the focal point for organisational performance 
and effectiveness.

Differences: Deming and Juran were more statistically oriented in their approach than 
Crosby. The individuals emphasised different aspects of quality management in their ap-
proaches. Crosby’s zero defects approach probably goes further than would be advocated 
by Deming or Juran. Crosby was also more prolific than Deming and Juran in terms of 
the production of quality-related materials (e.g., videos, workbooks, lecture series, etc.).

SUMMARY
74In this study unit we briefly introduced the major voices in the growth of the quality 
movement. Although there is no single theory that is widely adopted to explain the 
quality phenomenon, the basis for a theory exists. The variables in figure 2-6 forms the 
basis of a model that is testable. The interaction of these variables forms the basis for a 
quality system that will result in improved quality.

75A variety of models were introduced. The models discussed have been applied in many 
different organisations all over the world. The next study unit focuses on global supply 
chain quality and international quality standards.
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Study unit 3

Global supply chain quality and international quality 
standards

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
3.0 Introduction
3.1 Managing quality for the multinational firm
3.2 Quality improvement: the American way
3.3 Quality improvement: the Japanese way
3.4 Quality improvement: the European way
3.5 Quality improvement: the Chinese way
3.6 Are quality approaches influenced by culture?
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − offer guidelines for managing quality in multinational firms
 − explain quality improvement from the perspective of other countries
 − comment on the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
 − Discuss the ISO 9000:2000 and ISO 14000 quality standards

Key concepts

See the key concepts on page 105 of the prescribed book.

3.0 INTRODUCTION
76The task of managing quality is affected by increased globalisation. This chapter discusses 
the opportunities and obstacles created by globalisation. The differences between re-
gions of the world also include discussions of various quality approaches that have been 
developed in those regions and the awards that act as quality barometers within each.
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77

Figure 3-1: U.S. Trade 1960–2010
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

78In an increasingly globalising economy, it is important to understand the approaches 
that various nations use to improve quality. It is clear that the trend is toward greater 
participation in a global economy. As a result, the worker of the future will need to adapt 
to approaches having roots in other cultures.

79In this chapter, the global economy and the role quality plays in that world economy is 
discussed. We consider different quality models from different regions. From an integra-
tive perspective, it is reasonable to borrow from all these models if that will help your 
firm perform better. The underlying theme in the chapter is the importance of learning 
from other cultures to compete effectively.

3.1 MANAGING QUALITY FOR THE MULTINATIONAL FIRM

Study pages 76 to 80 of the prescribed book.

80Firms must cope with more diversity now than ever before. One of the causes of this di-
versity challenge has been the increased emphasis on international trade over the past 50 
years, because companies are seeking new markets. There are a number of mechanisms 
that firms use in globalising:

	Licensing

81By licensing, a US corporation can allow foreign firms to sell in restricted markets 
while using the design of the original designer.
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	Partnering

82Organisations also seek international markets through joint ventures or partnering.

	Globalisation

83This is another approach to capturing international markets. A firm fundamentally 
changes the nature of its business by establishing production and marketing facilities 
in foreign countries. We refer to these firms as multinational corporations. See figure 
3-3 on page 78 of your prescribed book.

	Physical environment

84Where firms locate themselves; near to or far away from natural resources.

	Task environment

85The operating structure that the firm encounters when globalising; the economic 
structures, skills of employees, compensation structure, technologies, and govern-
ment agencies all vary when globalising.

	Social environment

86This refers to cultural factors such as language, business customs, customer prefer-
ences, and patterns of communication.

	Exporting

87Another means of entering international markets is to not globalise but to become 
an exporter. Exporters produce their products and ship them internationally. See 
figure 3-4 on page 80 of the prescribed book.

88Next we continue the theme of integrative quality by exploring quality improvement 
within US, Japanese, and European contexts.

3.2 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT: THE AMERICAN WAY

Study pages 80 to 91 of the prescribed book.

89At the end of study unit 2, we discussed several operational variables that should be ad-
dressed in assessing our future directions for quality improvement. These variables focus 
on systemic issues, rather than the tactical day-to-day problems. However, management 
still needs a means for assessing the approaches it has employed to improve operating 
performance. 
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90The following assessment mechanisms are discussed in the textbook:

	Baldrige performance excellence program

• A powerful self-assessment mechanism in the United States.
• The award is open to small (less than 500 employees) and large firms (more than 

500 employees) in the manufacturing and service sectors. It is not open to public-
sector and not-for-profit organisations.

• There can be only two winners per category each year. That limits the number of 
yearly awards to six.

• Baldrige Award framework: See figure 3-6 on page 84 of the prescribed book.
• Key characteristics of the Baldrige quality award:

o The criteria focus on business results. Companies must show outstanding 
results in a variety of areas to win.

o The Baldrige criteria are nonprescriptive and adaptive. Although the focus of 
the Baldrige Award is on results, the means for obtaining these results are not 
prescribed.

o The criteria support company-wide alignment of goals and processes.
o The criteria permit goal-based diagnosis. The criteria and scoring guidelines 

provide assessment dimensions.

• Baldrige Award categories:

o Category 1: Shows the award criteria for leadership
o Category 2: Focuses on how the company establishes strategic directions and 

how it sets it tactical action plans to implement the strategic plans
o Category 3: Addresses the customer and market focus
o Category 4: Information and analysis; it relates to the company’s selection, 

management, and use of information to support the company
o Category 5: Deals with workforce focus
o Category 6: Examines the key aspects of operations focus
o Category 7: Documents the results of the other six categories and requires a 

series of tables and graphs that demonstrate the operational and business 
results of the firm

• The Baldrige process:

o The first step is eligibility determination.
o Firms that are granted Baldrige site visits sometimes refer to themselves as 

“Baldrige Qualified.”
o The site visit consists of a team of four to six examiners visiting a company over 

a period not exceeding one week.
o See figure 3-7 on page 87 of the prescribed book: Baldrige Process.

• Being a Baldrige examiner

o Appointment to the board of trustees for the Baldrige board of examiners is a 
very prestigious designation.
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o Examiners are unpaid volunteers, and must be willing to give up approximately 
10% of their year to serve as an examiner.

3.3 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT: THE JAPANESE WAY

Study pages 91 to 94 of the prescribed book.

91The Japanese have raised worldwide quality to a new level of competitiveness. Using 
quality as a competitive weapon to obtain orders in the marketplace, the Japanese are an 
example for the rest of the world that has benefited producers and consumers worldwide.

	The Deming Prize

• The Deming Prize for quality was established in 1951 by the Japanese Union of 
Scientists and Engineers (JUSE).

• The Deming Prize is more focused on processes than the Baldrige Award.

	Lean production

• A philosophical view of waste reduction.
• Anything that does not add value to the customer should be eliminated.
• Therefore quality problems that cause scrap and rework are wasteful.
• Lean systems is the second view that focuses on optimising quality processes.
• Lean production is defined as a productive system to optimise processes through 

the philosophy of quality improvement.
• Lean as a philosophy: continual reduction of waste was identified by Shigeo Shingo 

as a group of seven wastes.

	Other Japanese contributions to quality thought

• Japanese total quality control

o Requires attention to detail in every aspect of the process.
o This attention to detail runs deep in the Japanese culture.

• Visibility

o Andon: Warning lights; when a defect occurs, the line is stopped.
o Line-stop authority: The approval to stop the line whenever there is a problem.

• In-process inspection: With in-process inspection, all work is inspected at each 
stage of the process.

• N = 2 Technique: This technique is an alternative to acceptance sampling.

• Total involvement of workforce

o Horizontal deployment means that all departments are involved in quality.
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o Vertical deployment means that all levels of management and workers are 
actively involved in quality.

• The five Ss. The five Ss are a sequential process that companies follow to literally 
“clean up their act.”

o Seri: Organising by getting rid of the unnecessary.
o Seiton: Neatness that is achieved by straightening offices and work areas.
o Siso: Cleaning plant and equipment to eliminate dirtiness that can hide or 

obscure problems.
o Seiketsu: Standardising locations for tools and other materials.
o Shetsuke: Discipline in maintaining the prior four Ss.

• Quality circles: Natural work teams made up of workers that are empowered to 
improve processes they use.

• Preventive Maintenance (PM): The idea behind this concept is that the worst condi-
tion a machine should ever be in is on the day you purchase it.

3.4 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT: THE EUROPEAN WAY

Study pages 95 to 101 of the prescribed book.

92In the past, Europe found itself in a position similar to that of the US. European manufac-
turers were finding the Japanese to be formidable competitors and came to realise that 
they needed to change. It’s uncertain where Europe currently stands in terms of quality 
management. Because of the radical differences in the European infrastructure, politics 
and business practices, it is easy to overgeneralise.

93ISO 9000:2008 is the European standard for quality that has been expanded worldwide. 
There has been a perception in the quality community that Europe is behind the Japanese 
and the United States in improving quality.

94Culture plays a greater role in European quality practices than in the United States. Eu-
ropean businesses are at the horns of a particular dilemma. Europe is a loose federation 
of foreign nations. Each country tries to protect its own culture while at the same time 
tries to cooperate with other countries.

95The European Quality Award (EQA) and ISO 9000:2008 are two types of quality recogni-
tion which is widely used in Europe.

	European Quality Award

• In 1988, a group of 14 European countries created The European Foundation for 
Quality Management, reacting to increased competition from overseas.
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• The European Foundation for Quality Management administers the European 
Quality Award (EQA).

• The EQA has two levels: the highest level for the most accomplished applicant of 
the year and the second level is the European Quality Prize for other firms that 
meet the award criteria.

• The EQA is similar to the Baldridge award; the differences are primarily in the 
categories of people, society results, and key results.

• The EQA people category addresses the perceptions of employees concerning 
their employer.

• The Baldridge criterion of workforce development focuses on those things that 
lead to customer service and improved products.

• The focus is on employee satisfaction as an outcome of the quality system.
• The applicant must document how the affected society views the company.
• The company’s approach to quality of life, the environment, and the preservation 

of global resources are criteria used by the EQA.
• Charitable activities, leisure-related activities, and employment stability are all 

important aspects of the quality system for the Europeans.

	ISO 9000:2008

96The focus of ISO 9000:2008 is for companies to document their quality systems in a 
series of manuals to facilitate trade through supplier conformance. After the quality 
system is documented, ISO 900:2008 registration states that a quality system is in 
place and being adhered to.

97“ISO” is the abbreviation for the International Organisation for Standardisation, 
which is located in Geneva, Switzerland. The ISO standard was developed so that 
an internationally recognised standard for documentation of quality systems could 
be applied in many different cultures. Let’s now discuss the basics of ISO 9000:2008 
and its requirements.

• The requirements of ISO 9000:2008 provide a recognised international quality 
standard for businesses.

• ISO 9000:2008 is a simplified document with six requirements and three standards.
• The three standards are as follows:

o ISO 9000:2008 – Quality management systems: Fundamentals and vocabulary.
o ISO 9001:2008 – Quality management systems: Requirements. This specifies the 

requirements of a quality management system. These requirements are used 
for internal implementation, contractual purposes, or third-party registrations.

o ISO 9004:9008 – Quality management: Guidelines for performance improve-
ment. This broader document provides guidelines for objectives that are not 
included in ISO 9001:2008. These include continual improvement and enhanc-
ing overall performance.
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• ISO 9001:2008 consists of five clauses:

o Clause 4: Quality Management System
98See table 3-6 on page 97: Quality management system requirements.

o Clause 5: Management System
99See table 3-7 on page 97: Management requirements.

o Clause 6: Resource Management
100See table 3-8 on page 98: Resource management requirements.

o Clause 7: Product Realization
101See table 3-9 on page 98: Product realisation requirements.

o Clause 8: Measurement, Analysis and Improvement
102See table 3-10 on page 99: Measurement, analysis and improvement standards.

	Quality management principles underlying ISO 9000:2008

103The following eight principles provide the foundation for ISO 9000:2008:

• Customer focus
• Leadership
• Involvement of people
• The process approach
• A systems approach to management
• Continual improvement
• Factual approach to decision-making
• Mutually beneficial supplier relationship

	Selecting a registrar

• Certain ISO registrars have memoranda agreement with departments of com-
merce of individual countries.

• Therefore only a few will be recognised in a country.
• Organisations must be careful when selecting a registrar by checking with cus-

tomers and departments of commerce within their country.

	The ISO 9001:2008 Process

104The registration process for ISO 9000:2008 takes several months from initial meeting 
to final registration audit.

• Step 1: Inquiry
• Step 2: The client contracts with the registrar
• Step 3: Involves a phase 1 audit
• Step 4: The certification audit
• Step 5: The process audit
• Step 6: The final certification audit
• Step 7: Rolling certification audits

105
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106See figure 3-9 on page 100 of the prescribed book for an example of the ISO regis-
tration process.

	ISO 14000

107Following the groundbreaking success of ISO 9000:2008, the International Organisa-
tion for Standardisation (ISO) developed an international standard for environmen-
tal compliance, called ISO 14000.

• Compliance standard: ISO 14001 (Environmental management systems).
• ISO 14000 uses the same approach as ISO 9000:2008, including system auditing, 

training, statistical techniques, documentation control, and so forth.
• ISO 14000 could also be sufficient to for developing an environmental manage-

ment system.
• See table 3-11 on page 101 of the prescribed book: Elements of ISO 14001.

108Note that quality standards for environmental management will be covered in more 
detail in the third-year module, MNO3704 (Environmental Management).

3.5 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT: THE CHINESE WAY

Read pages 102 to 104 of the prescribed book.

•	 Factors leading to low quality in China include the low level of education. Some work-
ers, especially agricultural workers who have moved into the industrial sector, lack 
experience.

•	 These workers are unfamiliar with the consumer goods they make and may not 
be committed to long-term quality improvement as they work for a short period of 
time and then return to their homes to farm.

•	 Guanxi or influence can range from personal relationships to bribery.
•	 Although it is not clear that Chinese products meet world standards for quality, over 

time, Chinese firms will need to meet international standards of quality if their standard 
of living is to increase proportionally.
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3.6 ARE QUALITY APPROACHES INFLUENCED BY CULTURE?

Read page 104 of the prescribed book.

109The American approach has historically been command-and-control oriented. On the 
other hand, the Japanese approach is based on an ethic of consistency and emphasis 
on reduction of waste, while the Europeans have adopted broad standards that can be 
adapted to the diverse nation states of the European Community.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 3:

Activity 3.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) What are the advantages and disadvantages of globalisation? Provide an example of 
a firm that has engaged in globalisation. What are some of the potential advantages 
and disadvantages of globalisation for this particular organisation?

(b) Category 3 of the Baldrige criteria focuses on the importance of the customer in 
assessing the quality of the products and services that a firm sells. Why do you think 
the authors of the Baldrige criteria included this category? How is the customer im-
portant in assessing the quality of the products and services that a company sells?

(c) How can firms use lean production to improve quality? Is lean production a useful 
concept for both service and manufacturing organisations?

(d) What are the major substantive differences between the quality awards discussed 
in this study unit and ISO 9000:2008? Are they intended for similar or entirely dif-
ferent purposes?

Activity 3.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 3 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 3-1 (p 106)
 − Case 3-2 (p 107)

Feedback on activity 3.1

(a) The primary advantage of globalisation is that a firm retains all of the profits from the 
sale of its products or services in a foreign country. This is a significant advantage when 
one thinks about the potential of a foreign market like China, which has over one billion 
potential consumers.

As figure 3-3 illustrates, the physical environment, the task environment and the social 
environment affect quality. These factors are dependent upon the local culture to a 
great degree.
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The primary disadvantage of globalisation is that it is complicated and forces a firm to in 
essence “set up shop” in a foreign country. By going abroad, a firm significantly changes 
the physical environment, the task environment, and the societal environment in which 
it operates. This may result in a number of challenges, ranging from becoming familiar 
with a foreign culture to determining how to get the raw materials that a firm needs to 
manufacture its product to a foreign destination. IBM is an example of a company that 
engages in globalisation. IBM manufactures products in many countries of the world. 
The major advantage to globalisation for IBM is that it vastly increases the number of 
potential customers for its computer hardware products. However, IBM’s dark-suit culture 
may be considered foreign in many parts of the world.

(b) Refer to Ishikawa’s second point (of 11 points) in study unit 2: “The first step in quality is 
to know the requirements of the customer.”

Deming, Juran, Feigenbaum and Parasuraman, Zeithamel, and Berry all directly address 
the customer. Figure 2-5 directly places “Customer role” at the core of quality management.

The Baldrige Awards’ category 3 directly speaks to the importance of the customer:

To be successful in serving the customer, firms must understand the product and service 
attributes that are important to the customer. This is documented as well as how the firm 
assesses the relative importance of product or service features. The processes for listen-
ing to and learning from customers and markets also must be evaluated, improved, and 
kept current with changing business needs.

(c) There are two primary views pertaining to lean manufacturing to improve quality. First, 
lean is comprised of a group of techniques or systems focused on optimising quality. 
Second, lean is a philosophy that helps rally the members of an organisation around 
the themes of reducing waste and improving quality. Lean is a useful concept for both 
service and manufacturing organisations. Although lean originated in a manufacturing 
setting, its basic principles and philosophies are equally applicable in a service setting.
The focus of lean production is eliminating waste. Shingo’s seven wastes identify the 
characteristics of waste, as seen in table 3-5.

Lean manufacturing is directed at reducing waste. On page 92 of the textbook, it is stated 
that “… anything in the process that does not add value for the customer should be 
eliminated.” Given this view, quality problems cause scrap and rework and are wasteful.

Lean is a philosophy that requires discipline. Read quality highlight 3-3: The humbling 
of Toyota on pages 92 to 93 of the textbook. Here we can see that problems occur when 
discipline is lost.

(d) The purposes of ISO 9000:2008 and the award programmes are radically different. The 
purpose of ISO 9000:2008 is not to provide a framework for organisational improvement 
and change (although this can occur through the implementation of ISO 9000:2008). The 
focus of ISO 9000:2008 is for companies to document their quality systems in a series of 
manuals for the purpose of facilitating trade through supplier conformance.

The following eight principles provide the foundation for ISO 9000:2008:

 y Customer focus
 y Leadership
 y Involvement of people
 y The process approach
 y A systems approach to management
 y Continual improvement
 y Factual approach to decision-making
 y Mutually beneficial supplier relationship

Once this is in place, the quest for a quality award is appropriate.
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SUMMARY
110In this study unit, we discussed the global economy and the role played by quality in 
that world economy. We considered the different quality models from different regions 
in that world economy. Models such as the Malcolm Baldrige Award, the Deming Prize, 
the European Quality Award and ISO 9000: 2008.

111From an integration point of view, it is reasonable to borrow from all these models to 
help your company perform better. The underlying theme in this study unit is the impor-
tance of learning from other cultures to compete effectively. In the next topic we look at 
designing and assuring quality.
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TOPIC 2

Designing and assuring quality

OVERVIEW
112The basis for assuring quality is strategic planning that prioritises and plans quality im-
provement. If we want to achieve our goals, how are we going to get there? The voice 
of the customer is key in designing products and services. We must learn how to gather 
information about the customer. In study unit 5 you will learn the tools used by firms 
who know their customers. Once we know what the customer wants, how do we design 
goods and processes that will satisfy these wants? Part of designing and assuring quality 
is to deliver products and services to the customer.

TOPIC CONTENT
113Study unit 4:  Strategic quality planning

114Study unit 5:  The voice of the customer

115Study unit 6:  The voice of the market

116Study unit 7:  Quality and innovation in product and process design

117Study unit 8:  Designing quality services

118Study unit 9:  Managing supplier quality in the supply chain
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Study unit 4

Strategic quality planning

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
4.0 Introduction
4.1 Strategy content
4.2 The importance of time in quality improvement
4.3 Leadership for quality
4.4 Quality and ethics
4.5 Quality as a strategy
4.6 Quality strategy process
4.7 Deploying quality (Hoshin Kanri)
4.8 Does quality lead to better business results?
4.9 Supply chain strategy
Activities
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit you should be able to:

 − motivate the importance of time as part of strategic quality planning
 − expound on ethics and leadership as part of strategic quality planning
 − apply the principles of strategic quality planning to your organisation
 − expand on the statement: “Quality leads to better business results”

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 130 of the prescribed book.

4.0 INTRODUCTION
119Quality is strategic. This may seem somewhat obvious, but the actions of companies 
implementing quality measures often obscure this fact. This is especially true when 
a company is in a reactive mode and does not use effective planning. In this chapter, 
aspects of strategic quality planning are discussed.
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120Strategic planning has two important dimensions. These are content and process. Strategic 
content answers the question of what is to be contained in the strategic plan. Strategy 
process consists of the steps used to develop the strategy.

121The chapter discusses quality from the perspective of strategy. One of the fundamental 
themes of this text is that quality improvement is a managed process. Although this may 
seem obvious now, a framework is needed to help achieve desired results. The chapter 
provides a strategic framework for this to occur.

122The chapter discusses various strategic issues relating to strategy content and process. 
Two processes are discussed: the forced-choice model and Hoshin plan. It also discusses 
the results associated with quality. Results are of strategic importance because they help 
us to determine if we have accomplished what we wanted to.

4.1 STRATEGY CONTENT

Study page 110 of the prescribed book.

	Why is quality planning Important?

123As we have discussed earlier, quality improvement is a planned managerial activ-
ity. Quality improvement involves identifying potential improvements, prioritising 
potential areas for improvement, and planning the implementation of projects and 
improvements.

	Strategy content variables

• Time
• Leadership
• Quality costs
• Generic strategies
• Order winners
• Quality as a core competency

4.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF TIME IN QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Study pages 110 to 112 of the prescribed book.

	There are two aspects of time in quality improvement:

• the time it takes to achieve business goals as a result of quality
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• the speed at which companies improve

	Deming consistently stated that continuous quality improvement was a slow process 
that required commitment of resources and time.

	Strategic planning implies planning for the long term.
	Rapid quality improvement associates benefits with improved quality, greater market 

share and increased sales.
	According to Donald Wheeler, one of three things may occur when setting goals:

1. People will achieve the goals and positive results.
2. People will distort the data.
3. People will distort the system.

	Achieving the goals is what management hope will occur.

4.3 LEADERSHIP FOR QUALITY

Study pages 112 to 116 of the prescribed book.

124Leadership is the process by which a leader influences a group to move toward the at-
tainment of superordinate goals. Superordinate goals are those goals that pertain to 
achieving a higher end that benefits not just the individual, but the group. For followers 
to have power, leadership must share its power. Hence leadership is about the sharing 
of power. This power can take many forms:

•	 Power of expertise: Sometimes a leader has special knowledge (or is perceived to have 
special knowledge).

•	 Reward power: If a leader has rewards that he or she can bestow on subordinates in 
return for some desirable position, the leader has reward power.

•	 Coercive power: If the leader has power to punish the follower for not following rules 
or guidelines, the leader has coercive power.

•	 Referent power: If a leader is charismatic or charming and is followed because he or 
she is liked, then the leader has referent power.

•	 Legitimate power: Legitimate power comes with the position.

	Leadership dimensions

• Trait dimension: Leadership characteristics tied to the personal “traits” of leaders 
(such as height and intelligence).

• Leader skills:

o Attributes such as knowledge, communication, planning, and vision
o Commitment to quality – leaders must provide funding, time and resources to 

improvement efforts over the long term in order for it to be successful
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4.4 QUALITY AND ETHICS

Study page 116 of the prescribed book.

125Quality appears to be good business. Quality is also good ethics. It is unethical to ship 
defective products knowingly to a customer. Reliable products reflect an ethical approach 
to management.

4.5 QUALITY AS A STRATEGY

Study pages 116 to 122 of the prescribed book.

126In study unit 1 we raised the question whether quality is sufficient to win orders in the 
marketplace. Remember, we stated that although quality can still win orders in some 
markets, in many markets quality has become an order qualifier. Therefore, high-quality 
production is an essential ingredient to participation in the market.

127In study unit 3 we discussed research showing that quality is still an effective tool for export 
in the international market. We now look at quality as a strategy from the perspective of 
generic strategies, namely cost, differentiation and focus.

	Costs of quality

• Costs due to poor quality
• Costs associated with improving quality

	PAF paradigm

• Prevention costs are those costs associated with preventing defects and imper-
fections from occurring.

• See table 4-2 on page 117of the prescribed book: Prevention costs
• Appraisal costs are associated with the direct costs of measuring quality.
• See table 4-3 on page 118 of the prescribed book: Appraisal Costs

• Failure costs are roughly categorised into two areas of costs:

o Internal failure costs are those associated with online failure.
o External failure costs: product failure after the production process.

	Accounting for quality-related costs

• Lack of acceptable accounting standards for these costs.
• Narrow definitions limit organisations who want to measure customer require-

ments in order to improve their service.
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• See example 4-1 on page 118 of the prescribed book.

	Lundvall-Juran Model

• The PAF categorisation is a useful way of understanding costs.
• The law of diminishing marginal returns can be used to model quality costs.
• See figure 4-1 on page 120 of the prescribed book.

	Differentiation through quality

128A competitor achieves differentiation if the customer perceives the product or service 
to be unique in an important way.

	Focus through quality

129If you think of a product that is particularly regional or is marketed to a particular 
group, that limited region or group is the object of the focus strategy.

	Order winners

130Terry Hill of the London Business School defined a process for setting strategy that 
is centred on the identification of the order winning criteria (OWC).

	Quality as a core competency

131Quality, in and of itself, is probably not a core competency. However, core compe-
tency is built on the foundation of a long-term commitment to quality and continual 
process improvement.

4.6 QUALITY STRATEGY PROCESS

Study pages 122 to 123 of the prescribed book.

132So far, we have mostly discussed strategy content. This refers to the variables, defini-
tions, components, and concepts included in the strategy. We are now ready to discuss 
the strategy process, which consists of the steps for developing strategy.

	Forced-choice model

• This is one of several strategic planning models that could be adapted to dem-
onstrate integrated quality planning.

• Useful for companies that are relatively inexperienced in strategic planning.
• See figure 4-2 on page 123 of the prescribed book.
• See figure 4-3 and the discussion on page 124 of the prescribed book.
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4.7  DEPLOYING QUALITY (HOSHIN KANRI)

Study pages 123 to 125 of the prescribed book.

133Hoshin is Japanese for compass, course, policy, or plan. Kanri refers to management control. 
In English, this refers to policy deployment. See figure 4.4 on page 125 of the prescribed 
book. The company develops a three- to five-year plan, and senior executives develop 
the current year’s Hoshin objectives. Then the process of catchball occurs. Catchball refers 
to the interactive nature of the Hoshin planning process. See A closer look at quality 4-2 
on pages 123 to 124 of the prescribed book.

4.8 DOES QUALITY LEAD TO BETTER BUSINESS RESULTS?

Study pages 125 to 128 of the prescribed book.

134One of the most common questions posed by executive management is: “Do quality 
efforts pay off?” As we saw in study unit 1, Deming provided an answer to this question 
with his value chain. Deming proposed a theoretical basis for concluding that quality 
does pay off.

135The effects of quality on business results are mixed. There are two primary reasons for this. 
First, there are many variables that affect profitability besides quality. Second, many com-
panies implement quality incorrectly. Therefore, we need to understand the relationships 
between quality and other variables, such as price, cost, productivity and profitability.

	Quality and price

136The price-quality relationship becomes increasingly unclear when culture differences 
in an international setting are considered.

	Quality and cost

137A fundamental difference exists between a low-cost strategy based on competitive 
pricing, and a low-cost orientation that is based on continual learning and produc-
tion competence.

	Quality and productivity

138The relationship between quality and productivity is clear. The elimination of waste 
results in higher productivity.

	Quality and profitability

139High quality is no guarantee of success. Firms must still successfully market, manage 
cash, and do the many other things that ensure profitability.
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4.9 SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY

Study pages 128 to 129 of the prescribed book

140Strategic planning is important for effective supply chain management. Figure 4-5 in the 
prescribed book shows various things to consider in supply chain strategy. Note that this 
process originated from Deming’s plan-do-check-act cycle.

	Understand the different classes of sourced items.
	Identify your supply chains’ optimal performance levels.
	Understand current levels of performance and where to improve on.
	Organise team projects and plans for achieving desired supply chain objectives.
	Implement your improvement teams and plans.
	Monitor the results and take corrective action where needed.

141Questions relating to supply chain strategy fall into the following groupings:

	logistics
	suppliers
	inventory management
	information flows
	products
	services

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 4:

Activity 4.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) According to the quality literature, without top management leadership, quality 
improvement will not occur. Why do you believe this is the case?

(b) Do you agree with the statement “quality is good ethics”? Explain your answer.
(c) Describe the difference between prevention, appraisal and failure costs (PAF). Is one 

cost more important than the other? Explain your answer.
(d) Why is the forced-choice model particularly useful for companies that are relatively 

inexperienced in strategic planning? Explain your answer.

Activity 4.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 4 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 4-1 (p 132)
 − Case 4-2 (p 133)
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Feedback on activity 4.1

(a) Leadership equates to power. This power is defined as:

 y power of expertise

 y reward power

 y coercive power

 y referent power

 y legitimate power

The text also states that for the employees to feel empowered, power must be shared. 
This establishes an environment where a leader can effectively influence the organisa-
tion through mutual trust.

Employees also must trust that if they make recommendations for improvement, the 
recommendations will be taken seriously and considered for implementation by man-
agement. Nothing can damage a quality improvement effort faster than management’s 
failure to consider implementing changes that employees recommend. Employees may 
begin to think that nothing will really change. Quality specialists who find themselves 
in companies not implementing a majority of employee suggestions need to work with 
management to increase the percentage.

This all implies that direction, in the form of strategic planning, must originate from the top.

(b) On page 116, the following statement is made:

“Reliable products and low defect rates reflect an ethical approach of management’s 
care for its customers. This ethic is stated in the well-known mission statement of a New 
Bedford, Massachusetts, shipbuilder; “We build good ships. At a profit if we can, at a loss 
if we must. But, we build good ships.”

Quality literature is filled with examples of the destructive nature of poor ethics. Answer 
this question using some South African examples, indicating what kind of problems arise 
from a disregard to ethics.

(c) Prevention costs are those costs associated with preventing defects and imperfections 
from occurring. See table 4-2 on page 117 of the prescribed book: Prevention costs

Appraisal costs are associated with the direct costs of measuring quality.

See table 4-3 on page 118 of the prescribed book: Appraisal costs

Failure costs (see table 4-4, p 118) are roughly categorised into two areas of costs.

 y Internal failure costs are those associated with online failure.

 y External failure costs: product failure after the production process. This includes failure 
after the customer takes possession of the product. While the cost of failure may vary 
according to circumstances, common sense says that external failure costs are the 
most expensive. It is always better to catch mistakes as soon as possible. The worst 
possible scenario is to find out that a part is defective after the customer has already 
started using it.

The Lundvall-Juran model (p 120) is a simple economic model. It shows the difference in 
expenditures between internal and external expenditures.

(d) The forced-choice model, illustrated on page 123, is an organised approach to strategic 
planning. It provides a road map for effective long-range planning. The process involves 
sequestering six to 12 managers and having them construct the plan following the 
steps identified. The advantages of this are obvious. When a company embarks on an 
involved process for the first time, direction becomes important without a roadmap, or 
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documented procedure results are unpredictable at best. Using a forced-choice model 
provides that direction for the first few planning efforts.

SUMMARY
142This study unit discussed quality from the perspective of strategy. One of the funda-
mental themes is that quality improvement is a managed process. The various strategic 
processes were discussed, including the forced-choice model and the Hoshin plan. The 
question “Does quality lead to better business results?” was also raised. The next study 
unit introduces the voice of the customer.
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Study unit 5

The voice of the customer

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
5.0  Introduction
5.1 Customer-driven quality
5.2 Customer-relationship management
5.3 The “gaps” approach to service design
5.4 Segmenting customers and markets
5.5 Strategic supply chain alliances between customers and suppliers
5.6 Communicating downstream
5.7 Actively solicited customer feedback approaches
5.8 Passively solicited customer feedback approaches
5.9  Managing customer retention and loyalty
5.10  Customer-relationship management systems
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this unit, you should be able to:

 − explain how “the voice of the customer” relates to quality planning, management 
and implementation

 − discuss customer-driven quality, the pitfalls of reactive customer-driven quality, cus-
tomer relationship management and the gaps approach to service design

 − identify strategic supply chain alliances between customers and suppliers
 − distinguish between actively solicited customer feedback approaches and passively 

solicited customer feedback approaches
 − explain the importance of managing customer retention and loyalty, customer rela-

tionship management systems and excellent design

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 155 of the prescribed book.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION
143This study unit focuses on the “voice of the customer” in helping firms define their quality 
programs. The study unit begins with a discussion of customer-driven quality and describes 
it as a proactive approach to satisfying customer needs by learning what customers want 
and then designing products and services accordingly (p 112).

144The study unit discusses customer relationship management and the “gap” approach 
to service design. The focus of the study unit then shifts to a discussion on segmenting 
customers and markets, strategic alliances between customers and suppliers, and com-
municating with customers.

145The concept of customer relationship management (CRM) is introduced. CRM includes 
the acquisition, retention, and enhancement of customer information. The study unit 
then provides information about managing customer retention and loyalty as well as 
the “ready-fire-aim” approach to product/service design.

146Finally, it is through focus on the customer and ingenuity that we find better ways to 
serve our customers. The corporate battleground in the new century is in the area of 
service. Customers are demanding more, and suppliers are responding by giving better 
and better service.

5.1 CUSTOMER-DRIVEN QUALITY

Study pages 136 to 137 of the prescribed book.

147Customer-driven quality represents a proactive approach to satisfying customer needs, 
that is based on gathering data about your customers to learn their needs and prefer-
ences and then providing products and services that satisfy the customer.

	The pitfalls of reactive customer-driven quality

• One of the difficulties in satisfying customer requirements is that, in a dynamic 
environment, customer needs are constantly changing.

• One potential pitfall is falling into a reactive mode. A reactive mode, illustrated by 
the reactive customer-driven quality model, signals the need for major process 
and service redesign.

• See figure 5-1 on page 137 of the prescribed book.

5.2 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

Study pages 138 to 140 of the prescribed book.
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148This view of the customer asserts that he or she is a valued asset to be managed. There 
are four important design aspects to relationship management (see figure 5-2 on p 138 
of the prescribed book). These are complaint resolution, feedback, guarantees, and cor-
rective action or recovery.

	Complaint resolution

• An important part of the quality management system

• Three common types of complaints

o Regulatory complaints
o Employee complaints
o Customer complaints

• The complaint resolution process involves the transformation of a negative situa-
tion in one in which the complainant is restored to the state existing prior to the 
occurrence of the problem.

• The complaint resolution process consists of three components:

o Compensate people for losses.
o Contrition: Apologise to the customer.
o Make it easy for the complainant to resolve his or her problem.

• Complaint recovery process: Developed for documenting and resolving complaints, 
documenting recovery and providing feedback for system improvement.

	Feedback

• There are two main types of feedback; feedback to the customer and feedback 
to the firm as a basis for process improvements.

• Feedback to the firm should occur on a consistent basis, with a process to monitor 
changes resulting from the process improvement.

	Guarantees

149Another important aspect of customer service is the guarantee. Many firms offer 
service guarantees, which outline the customer’s rights. A guarantee should be:

• unconditional

• meaningful

• understandable

• communicable

• painless to invoke

	Corrective action or recovery

150Corrective action implies gathering data to determine the cause of a problem. See 
page 140 of the prescribed book.
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5.3 THE “GAPS” APPROACH TO SERVICE DESIGN

Study pages 140 to 142 of the prescribed book.

151Typically, the gap refers to the differences between desired levels of performance and 
actual levels of performance. The formal means for identifying and correcting these gaps 
is called gap analysis. See figures 5-3 and 5-4 on pages 141 to 142 of the prescribed book.

5.4 SEGMENTING CUSTOMERS AND MARKETS

Study pages 142 to 143 of the prescribed book.

152One of the preliminary steps that many analysts overlook is segmenting data. To segment 
markets means to distinguish customers or markets according to common characteristics. 
Segmentation implies that data is gathered separately for each segment and analysed 
separately.

5.5 STRATEGIC SUPPLY CHAIN ALLIANCES BETWEEN CUS-
TOMERS AND SUPPLIERS

Study pages 143 to 145 of the prescribed book.

153Increasingly, single sourcing arrangements are developing into strategic alliances, where 
the suppliers become de facto subsidiaries to their major customers. In these arrange-
ments, not only are suppliers sole source providers, but they also integrate information 
systems and quality systems that allow close interaction at all levels.

5.6 COMMUNICATING DOWNSTREAM

Study page 145 of the prescribed book.

	Customer rationalisation

154This results from an agreement between marketing and operations as to which cus-
tomers add the greatest advantage and profits over time.
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	Annuity relationship

155An annuity relationship is one in which the customer provides a long-term, steady 
income stream to the provider.

	Gathering data from customers

156There are a variety of means for gathering data from customers. These include ac-
tive data gathering techniques such as focus groups and surveys, and passive data 
gathering techniques such as customer comment cards.

5.7 ACTIVELY SOLICITED CUSTOMER FEEDBACK APPROACHES

Study pages 146 to 150 of the prescribed book.

157This includes all supplier-initiated contact with customers. The three common arenas 
for this are telephoning customers, conducting focus groups, and sending out surveys.

	Types of data

• Soft data: Phone contacts, focus groups, and survey results
• Hard data: Measurements data such as height, weight, volume, or speed that can 

be measured on a continuous scale
• Ordinal data: These are ranked so that one measure is higher than the next

	Different methods of soliciting customer feedback

• Telephone contact
• Focus groups (see figure 5-6, p 147 of the prescribed book)
• Customer service surveys

	Steps in developing a useful survey

• Identifying customer requirements
• Developing and validating the instrument
• Reliability and validity (See figure 5.10, p 149 of the prescribed book)
• Analysing the results

5.8 PASSIVELY SOLICITED CUSTOMER FEEDBACK 
APPROACHES

Study pages 150 to 151 of the prescribed book.
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158Customer-initiated contact, such as filling out a complaint card, calling a toll-free complaint 
line, or submitting an inquiry via a website, is considered passively solicited customer 
feedback. Examples of passively solicited customer feedback include:

	Customer research cards
	Customer response lines
	Web site inquiries

5.9 MANAGING CUSTOMER RETENTION AND LOYALTY

Study page 152 of the prescribed book.

	Customer retention

• Customer retention is measured as the percentage of customers that return for 
more service.

• Customer retention will increase by application of the service tools and concepts 
contained in this chapter, such as tools for data gathering and analysis.

	Customer loyalty

• Customer loyalty can be instilled by offering specialised service not available 
from competitors.

• High customer contact or technology advancements.

5.10 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Study pages 152 to 154 of the prescribed book.

159CRMS systems use data to manage the three phases of customer relationship manage-
ment, namely:

	acquisition
	retention
	enhancement

160

161

162

163
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Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 5.

Activity 5.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Describe the difference between the internal and the external customers of a busi-
ness organisation. Why is it important to distinguish between internal and external 
customers?

(b) Reflect on the last time that you complained to the manager of a store, restaurant, 
or other business about something that dissatisfied you. Was the complaint resolved 
to your satisfaction? Did the complaint-resolution process tell you something about 
the quality of the organisation that you were dealing with?

(c) Describe the basic idea behind a focus group. Are focus groups an effective way of 
gathering data about customer preferences and tastes?

(d) Describe a situation in which the use of an internet customer response might be 
appropriate.

Activity 5.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 5 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 5-1 (p 156)
 − Case 5-2 (p 157)

Feedback on activity 5.1

(a) Page 136: An internet customer response might be appropriate when a firm is interested 
in collecting passively solicited customer feedback from its customers. A well-constructed 
internet enquiry can provide a wealth of information. In today’s environment, e-mail 
addresses are almost as common as street addresses.

Many internet customer response sites enquire into a fair amount of demographic data. 
Some sites will simply ask the customer to fill out a “survey.” A vast amount of demo-
graphic data can be gathered in this way. Internet “malls” have replaced the catalogue 
as a means for “shopping at home.”

Since the customer has become acclimatised to using his personal computer, the customer 
should be more comfortable using a customer response script.

(b) This is a common experience. Many restaurants have cards that can be filled in to identify 
the quality of service. I think every student can come up with an example of a situation.

Last week, my family went to dinner after a movie; my wife ordered fish, which she found 
dry. When she asked for some dressing to add, she explained the problem. The manager 
came by and apologised. We also had our dessert paid for by the restaurant. A potentially 
negative situation was turned into a positive one.
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(c) The text defines a focus group as actively solicited customer feedback.

Focus groups gather customers and solicit their ideas and reactions to products or 
concepts. Focus groups address a selection of individuals with similar characteristics.

Page 147: First, focus groups narrowly address a single topic or group of topics. Second, 
focus groups draw individuals with similar characteristics in a highly focused environ-
ment. Figure 5-6 shows the steps involved in a focus group.

Figure 5-6: Focus Group Steps

Focus groups can be used to identify topics that elicit a strong set of opinions which, in 
turn, can be used to define the status of the product or service.

(d) On page 136, the text defines internal customers as: “... employees receiving goods or 
services from within the same firm”. External customers are described as: “… the ultimate 
people we are trying to satisfy with our work. If we have satisfied external customers, 
chances are we will continue to prosper, grow, and fulfill the objectives of the firm”.

The external customer, or end user, makes the ultimate decision as to whether the com-
pany will survive. The internal customer is integral to the quality of the end product. 
From a business perspective, the internal customer is carried overhead, while the end 
user is a source of income.

SUMMARY
165This study unit defined the voice of the customer and presented techniques such as 
surveys for learning and understanding this voice. Customer focus and satisfaction are 
key for companies to be successful. The next study unit discusses the voice of the market.
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Study unit 6

The voice of the market

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
6.0 Introduction
6.1 What do we mean by the voice of the market?
6.2 Gaining insight through benchmarking
6.3 Purposes of benchmarking
6.4 Difficulties in monitoring and measuring performance
6.5 Commonly benchmarked performance measures
6.6 Business process benchmarking
6.7 Leading and managing the benchmarking effort
6.8  Baselining and reengineering
6.9  Problems with benchmarking
Activities
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − explain what is meant by “the voice of the market” and how it relates to quality plan-
ning, management and implementation

 − discuss benchmarking and its purposes and also identify the different types of 
benchmarking

 − identify the difficulties of monitoring and measuring benchmarking
 − explain business process benchmarking and leading and managing benchmark 

performance measures
 − assess the processes of baselining and re-engineering
 − identify the problems of benchmarking

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 175 of the prescribed book.

6.0 INTRODUCTION
166A major topic of this chapter is benchmarking. A benchmark is an organisation recognised 
for its exemplary operational performance.
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167Figure 6-1 presents the driving forces that affect the strategic quality plan. Benchmarking 
provides a way to evaluate the success of the process.

168

Figure 6-1: Strategic Quality Planning Model

169The goal of benchmarking is to become best in class. Benchmarking is more effective 
for firms that have been pursuing quality and process improvement over time. This is 
certainly not a starting point for quality improvement efforts.

170Remember that the use of data and measures can result in undesired outcomes as indi-
viduals attempt to exploit the measurement system to reflect well on them. Baselines 
and other measures should be implemented carefully, with attention to the possiblility 
of unintended outcomes.

6.1 WHAT DO WE MEAN BY THE VOICE OF THE MARKET?

Study pages 159 to 160 of the prescribed book.

171In study unit 5, we considered how customers shape markets and how information about 
customers is obtained. However, customers are not the only source of information about 
the market. One of the best sources of information can be other companies. See figure 
6-1 on page 160 of the prescribed book–Strategic quality planning model.

6.2 GAINING INSIGHT THROUGH BENCHMARKING

Study pages 160 to 163 of the prescribed book.

172A benchmark is an organisation recognised for its exemplary operational performance. 
There are many benchmarks in the world, including Toyota for processes, Intel for design, 
Motorola for training, Scandinavian Airlines for service, and Honda for rapid product 
development.
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173There are two parties to a benchmarking relationship: an initiator firm and a target firm. 
The initiator firm is the firm that initiates contact and studies other firms, while the target 
firm is the one that is being studied (also called the benchmarking partner).

174There are several types of benchmarking (note that they are not all mutually exclusive). 
See table 6-1 on page 161 of the prescribed book for a list of the different types of 
benchmarking.

	Process benchmarking

175This type of benchmarking involves the initiator firm focusing its observations and 
investigation on business processes.

	Financial benchmarking

176The goal of financial benchmarking is to perform financial analysis and compare the 
results in an effort to assess your overall competitiveness.

	Performance benchmarking

177This allows initiator firms to assess their competitive position by comparing products 
and services with target firms.

	Product benchmarking

178Many firms perform product benchmarking when designing new products or up-
grades to current products.

	Strategic benchmarking

179This involves observing how others compete.

	Functional benchmarking

180This involves a company focusing its benchmarking efforts on a single function to 
improve the operations of that function.

6.3 PURPOSES OF BENCHMARKING

Study pages 163 to 164 of the prescribed book.

181There are seven primary purposes for benchmarking, namely:

	Learning from successes
	Borrowing ideas
	Best-in-firm
	Beating industry standards
	Best-in-class
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	National leadership
	Best-in-World

182These purposes require different levels of involvement in the benchmarking activities. 
See figure 6-2 on page164 of the prescribed book. Note that benchmarking purposes 
evolve as the firm becomes more mature in its quality journey.

6.4 DIFFICULTIES IN MONITORING AND MEASURING 
PERFORMANCE

Read pages 164 to 166 of the prescribed book.

183Firms often desire to compare financial measures between companies when bench-
marking. This can be a useful activity; however, problems could arise. One of the most 
significant problems stems from limitations of accounting systems across companies.

6.5 COMMONLY BENCHMARKED PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Study pages 166 to 168 of the prescribed book.

184Different firms across various industries use thousands of different benchmarking measures. 
The key business factors (KBFs) of a particular company determine which measures are 
chosen. The KBFs are factors significantly related to the business success of the company. 
See table 6-2 on page 167 of the prescribed book for a list of categories of measurements 
often gathered in benchmarking studies.

	Financial ratios

185Ones such as ROA or ROI are probably the easiest to obtain and compare.

	Productivity ratios

186These are useful in measuring the extent to which a firm effectively uses the scarce 
resources that are available to it.

	Customer-related results

187These include customer satisfaction and comparisons of customer satisfaction rela-
tive to competitors.

	Operating results

188These may include cycle times, waste reduction measures, value-added measures, 
and lead time.
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	Human resource measures

189These may include employee satisfaction measures, training expenditures, turnover, 
and absenteeism.

	Quality measures

190These can include conformance-based quality information such as reject rates, ca-
pability information, performance information, or other measures.

	Market share data

191This includes shares in the different markets served by the firm.

	Structural measures

192These include objectives, policies, and procedures followed by a firm.

	Why collect all these measures?

193Management by fact dictates that decisions are made based on the sound collection 
and analysis of data.

	Key business factors

194Key business factors are important attributes of a business that influence its opera-
tions and decision-making.

6.6 BUSINESS PROCESS BENCHMARKING

Study pages 168 to 171 of the prescribed book.

195Many benchmarking professionals believe that the most important type of benchmarking 
is business process benchmarking. This type of benchmarking is based on the concept of 
5w2h, developed by Alan Robinson. The 5w2h represents seven questions which should 
be answered by a business process benchmarking project. Five questions begin with “w” 
(who, what, when, where, why) and two questions begin with “h” (how, how much). See 
figure 6-3 on page 169 of the prescribed book.

196Robert Camp’s business process benchmarking process

197Earlier, we have defined process benchmarking. Next, we are going to discuss the bench-
marking process developed by Robert Camp.

	Step 1: Decide what to benchmark.
	Step 2: Identify whom to benchmark.
	Step 3: Plan and conduct the investigation.
	Step 4: Determine the current performance gap.
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	Step 5: Project future performance levels.
	Step 6: Communicate benchmarking findings and gain acceptance.
	Step 7: Revise performance goals.
	Step 8: Develop action plans.
	Step 9: Implement specific actions and monitor progress.
	Step 10: Recalibrate the benchmarks.

198Also see table 6-3 on page 170 of the prescribed book: Benchmarking steps at Xerox.

6.7 LEADING AND MANAGING THE BENCHMARKING EFFORT

Study pages 171 to 174 of the prescribed book.

199Training is the key to success in all quality management approaches, especially benchmark-
ing. Participants must have project management skills and be familiar with benchmarking 
approaches and protocols. Training should include managerial training, cross-functional 
benchmarking training, skills training, team training, and documentation training. One 
should always try to obtain training from organisations that are experienced in bench-
marking or from consulting organisations.

6.8 BASELINING AND RE-ENGINEERING

Study page 174 of the prescribed book.

200The aim of reengineering business processes is to enhance productivity, reduce cost, 
improve quality and to achieve better customer service. Reengineering is defined as a 
fundamental rethinking and redesigning of business processes by automation. A meth-
odology that can be applied in assessing business process reengineering impacts is 
baselining. Baselining monitors key internal performance measures over time to identify 
trends such as improvement (or decline) to inform managerial decision-making. See figure 
6-5 on page 174 of the prescribed book.

6.9 PROBLEMS WITH BENCHMARKING

Study pages 174 to 175 of the prescribed book.

201
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202Benchmarking is not a simple activity; it can be hard to implement this tool.

	It is extremely difficult to obtain cooperation from other firms in your own industry, 
unless you happen to be a Fortune 100 firm.

	The predominance of functional benchmarking with firms in noncompeting indus-
tries makes it difficult to benchmark these firms.

	Your efforts will be wasted unless you fully understand your own processes before 
you benchmark against someone else.

	Benchmarking is time consuming and costly.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 6.

Activity 6.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Describe the concept of benchmarking. Provide an example of how a restaurant that 
you are familiar with could use benchmarking to improve its performance.

(b) In the context of benchmarking, describe the distinction between an initiator firm 
and a target firm.

(c) Describe the concept of 5w2h.
(d) Provide several examples of the types of measures that are often gathered in bench-

marking studies. How does a firm determine which measures should be included 
in its benchmarking program?

Activity 6.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 6 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 6-1 (p 179)
 − Case 6-2 (p 180)

Feedback on activity 6.1

(a) Page 161: Benchmarking is the process of finding a company that is very good at a 
particular activity, studying what it does, and gathering ideas for improving your own 
operation in this area.

The second part of this question provides students the opportunity to apply a personal 
experience to a textbook concept. For example, a restaurant that you are familiar with 
has great food and a great atmosphere, but does a clumsy job of seating people when it 
is particularly busy. This restaurant should find another restaurant that does an excellent 
job of seating people when it is busy, study how they do it, and improve its own operations.

The text describes benchmarking types in table 6-1. Proper benchmarking allows the 
firm to evaluate the entire corporate process.
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Table 6-1: Benchmarking Types

(b) On page 161, the text defines the difference clearly: There are two parties to each bench-
marking relationship: an initiator firm and a target firm. The initiator firm is the firm 
that initiates contact and studies another firm. The target firm is the firm that is being 
studied (also called a benchmarking partner).

(c) The 5w2h concept is taken from work done by Alan Robinson (see p 169). The 
concept states that a business benchmark must answer seven questions, five 
of which start with the letter “w”, namely who, what, when, where and why, and 
two of which start with the letter “h”, namely how and how much.

The advantage of the 5w2h method is that it provides a structure to the process, giving 
the manager a solid point to start with.

(d) Table 6-2 on page 167 shows the categories of measures that are often gathered in 
benchmarking studies. Examples include financial ratios, productivity ratios, customer-
related results, operating results, human resource measures, quality measures, and 
market share. The choice of measures for a firm depends upon the key business factors 
of the particular firm.

SUMMARY
203In this study unit we discussed an important method for listening to the voice of the mar-
ket. We also discussed the purposes of benchmarking. The main goal of benchmarking is 
to become best in class and then best of the best. Baselines and other measures should 
be implemented carefully, with attention to the possibility of united outcomes. The next 
study unit exposes you to quality and innovation in both product and process design.
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Study unit 7

Quality and innovation in product and process 
design

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
7.0 Introduction
7.1 Designing products for quality
7.2 The design process
7.3 Quality function deployment (QFD)
7.4 Technology in design
7.5 Other design methodologies
7.6 Designing for reliability
7.7 Environmental considerations in design
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this unit, you should be able to:

 − explain the design process as well as QFD
 − explain technology in design
 − apply the principles of prototyping methodologies and designing for reliability
 − comment on environmental considerations in design

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 206 of the prescribed book.

7.0 INTRODUCTION

204Prior chapters indicated that quality should be designed into the product, not added in. 
This chapter discusses the design process and the integral part quality plays in it. The 
point is made that poor quality can be an annoyance or a catastrophe. If a car battery 
does not hold a charge, the problem is annoying. However, if a replacement heart valve 
fails, the negative results are major.
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205As life cycles for products become shorter, a focus on quality in the product design pro-
cess is necessary to remain competitive. Many of the dimensions of quality discussed in 
chapters 1 and 2 are addressed in the design phase of the product life. By focusing on 
issues such as maintainability, assembly, reliability, and product traceability, we are able 
to continually improve our ability to make things.

206Companies have implemented these processes with great results. These results have 
facilitated huge increases in production capacity, coupled with a reduction in cost. How-
ever, a company that does not become better at design will simply not be competitive 
in the future.

207

Figure 7-2: Product Development Process

7.1 DESIGNING PRODUCTS FOR QUALITY

Read pages 182 to 183 of the prescribed book.

208What does it mean to design products for quality? As mentioned before, quality has many 
different dimensions. Look again at Garvin’s dimensions of quality discussed in study unit 1; 
 it is clear that each dimension has its own design problems.
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209The Kano Quality/Design Model illustrates the relationship between quality and design. 
Figure 7-1 on page 183 of the prescribed book shows that quality is a function of fulfilling 
customer requirements and achieving high levels of satisfaction.

7.2 THE DESIGN PROCESS

Study pages 183 to 186 of the prescribed book.

210See figure 7-2 on page 184 of the prescribed book: Product Development Process

	Stage 1: Product idea generation

211During this stage, external and internal sources brainstorm new concepts. Internal 
sources include marketing, management, R&D, and employee suggestions. The pri-
mary source for external product ideas is the customer.

	Stage 2: Customer future needs projection

212This stage uses data to predict future customer needs.

	Stage 3: Technology selection for product development

213During stage 3, designers choose the materials and technologies that will provide 
the best performance for the customer at an acceptable cost.

	Stage 4: Technology development for process selection

214During this stage, designers choose the processes that will be used to transform the 
materials picked in the prior stage into final products.

	Stage 5: Final product definition

215This results in final drawings and specifications for the product with product families 
by identifying base product and derivative products.

	Stage 6: Product marketing and distribution preparation

216This stage includes activities such as the marketing plan.

	Stage 7: Product design and evaluation

217This requires definition of the product architecture, the design, production, testing 
of subassemblies, and testing of the system for production.

	Stage 8: Manufacturing system design

218This includes the selection of the process technologies that will result in a low-cost, 
high-quality product.
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	Stage 9: Product design and evaluation

219This stage finishes the process. The customer then enjoys the result of the design 
process.

7.3 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (QFD)

Study pages 187 to 191 of the prescribed book.

220Quality function deployment (QFD) describes a method for translating customer require-
ments into functional design. Sometimes this process translation is referred to as the voice 
of the customer. Designers need a means for implementing customer requirements into 
designs. See figure 7-3 on page 187 of the prescribed book. We introduce QFD step by 
step so that you can see how a house of quality is developed and analysed. The following 
steps are used to perform a QFD:

	Step 1: Develop a list of customer requirements

221The list of customer requirements includes the major customer needs as they relate 
to a particular aspect of a process.

	Step 2: Develop a list of technical design elements along the roof

222These are the design elements that relate to customer needs.

	Step 3: Demonstrate the relationship between the customer requirements and 
technical design elements

223A diagram can be used to demonstrate these relationships.

	Step 4: Identify correlations between design elements in the roof

224The correlations can be identified through the use of symbols.

	Step 5: Perform a competitive assessment of the customer requirements

225Compare your product with those of your key competitors.

	Step 6: Prioritise customer requirements

226Articulate customer requirement priorities.

	Step 7: Prioritise technical requirements

227Prioritise the technical requirements that fit your product design.
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	Step 8: Final evaluation

228The relative and absolute weights for technical requirements are evaluated to de-
termine what engineering decisions need to be made to improve the design based 
on customer input.

7.4 TECHNOLOGY IN DESIGN

Study pages 191 to 194 of the prescribed book.

	Computer-aided design (CAD) system

229This system is used in designing many things, such as ultralight airplanes, homes, 
new intersections that can handle higher volumes of traffic, and even hamburgers.

	Multi-user CAD systems

230An important advance in CAD systems has been the advent of multi-user CAD systems. 
Using a common database in a network, multiple designers in locations worldwide 
can work on a design simultaneously, around the clock.

	Geometric modelling

231This is used to develop a computer compatible mathematical description of a part.

	Engineering analysis

232This may involve many different engineering tests such as heat-transfer calculations, 
stress calculations, or differential equations to determine the dynamic behaviour of 
the system being designed.

	Interference checking

233This involves examining a design to see if different components in a product occupy 
the same space (important in the design of aeroplanes).

7.5 OTHER DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

Read pages 194 to 200 of the prescribed book.

	Organising the design team

234Teams are a primary component of concurrent engineering and include programme 
management teams, technical teams, and design teams.
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	The product life cycle

235This demonstrates the need for developing new products by showing product design, 
redesign, and complementary product development on a continuum.

	Product families and the product life cycle

• Product life cycles are becoming shorter.
• Obsolescence is a greater problem for designers, as the speed at which new 

product concepts are delivered to the market is becoming much more important 
for companies around the world.

• As product life cycles shorten, product variety and change become much more 
important to the successful competitor, because complementary products are 
needed to consume productive capacity.

• Variety refers to differences in products that are produced and marketed by a 
single firm at a given time.

• Change: Magnitude of the difference when measured at two different times.

	Complementary products

236Complementary products are new products using similar technologies that can  
co-exist in a family of products.

	Designing products that work

237Design for manufacture (DFM), Now that we have designed it, we can make it. Design 
for manufacture means to design products that are cost effective and simple to build. 
Designing for simplicity means standardising parts, modularising and using as few 
parts as possible in a design.

	Design for manufacture method

238Organisations use an over the wall syndrome by looking at the design processes se-
quentially. The product design engineers develop a design to be approved by top 
management of product design.

	Design for maintainability

239Often it seems cheaper to replace a product than to repair a product. However, it 
would be relatively expensive to replace large appliances and motor vehicles. Repairs 
to larger appliances and vehicles are therefore cheaper than replacing.

7.6 DESIGNING FOR RELIABILITY

Study pages 200 to 205 of the prescribed book.

240Component reliability is defined as the propensity for a part to fail over a given time. System 
reliability, on the other hand, refers to the probability that a system of components will 
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perform their intended function over a specified period of time. There are many ways 
to make designs more reliable. These methodologies include failure modes and effects 
analysis, fault-tree analysis and failure modes, effects and criticality analysis.

	Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)

• This is a method for systematically considering each component of a system, iden-
tifying, analysing, and documenting the possible failure modes within a system 
and the effect of each failure on the system.

• Benefits of FMEA: Some benefits include improvement of the safety, quality, and 
the reliability of products and improvement of a company’s image and its com-
petitiveness. See figure 7-14 on page 202 of the prescribed book: FMEA Steps

	Fault tree analysis

241It is an analytical tool that graphically renders the combinations of faults that lead 
to the failure of the system. This technique is useful for describing and assessing the 
events within a system.

	Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA)

• FMECA is important, because it prioritises how the design team should be spend-
ing its resources.

• In general, criticality refers to how often a failure will occur, how easy it is to diag-
nose, and whether it can be fixed.

• Criticality assessment is somewhat subjective, because it depends on the viewpoint 
of a service or field engineer.

	Product traceability

242This is the ability to trace a component part of a product back to its original 
manufacturer.

7.7 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN

Study page 205 of the prescribed book.

243Currently, society demands much more from product designers than just high-quality 
products. Many manufacturers have turned to a more environmental form of manufac-
turing that offers positive returns on investment.

	Green manufacturing

244This is a movement that began in Germany and entails requirements for importers 
to remove packaging materials.
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	Design for re-use

245This involves designing products so they can be used in later generations of products.

	Design for disassembly

246A method for developing products so that they can easily be taken apart.

	Design for remanufacture

247This is a method for developing products so that their parts can be used in other 
products; associated with green manufacturing.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 7.

Activity 7.1

Answer the following questions before consulting the feedback.

(a) What is a technology feasibility statement? Why is it important?
(b) What is meant by design for manufacture?
(c) Describe the concept of failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA). What is the end 

result of an FMEA analysis? What are some of the ancillary benefits that can be de-
rived through engaging in FMEA?

(d) Describe a method for identifying ways in which an engineered system could fail. 
What is the primary goal of this method of analysis?

Activity 7.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 7 in the prescribed book.

Answer the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 7-1 (p 209)
 − Case 7-2 (p 210)

Feedback on activity 7.1

(a) On page 186, step three of the product development process includes a statement of 
feasibility. The general question is: does the state of the art allow the product or process 
to be created? This step includes issues such as manufacturing imperatives, limitations in 
the physics of materials, special considerations, changes in manufacturing technologies, 
and conditions for quality testing a product. The technology feasibility statement quite 
simply asks the question: can this be done?

(b) On page 198, the following question is asked: Now that we have designed it, can we 
make it? Another name for this situation is a “as designed – as built” situation. No matter 
how well a product has been designed, it must be able to be successfully manufactured. 
Operations people need to be involved in the design process. Traditionally, these depart-
ments were isolated from each other. If the communications are made simple, a better 
product will be produced.
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(c) The definition, on page 204, is: Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) systematically 
considers each component of a system, identifying, analysing, and documenting the 
possible failure modes within a system and the effects of each failure on the system. It 
is a bottom-up analysis beginning at the lowest level of detail to which the system is 
designed and works upward.

FMEA is a systematic procedure that identifies and documents the possible failures within 
a system and the effects of these failures. Some of the advantages of FMEA are as follows:

 y Improvement of the safety, quality, and the reliability of product
 y Improvement of a company’s image and its competitiveness
 y Increased satisfaction from a user standpoint
 y Reduction in product development cost
 y Record of actions taken to reduce a product risk

FMEA is an integral part of Six Sigma, which is covered in Chapter 1.

(d) Failure modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) is another manner of identifying 
potential failures. FMECA is essentially an extension of FMEA. FMECA, however, locates 
each possible failure, assigns the probability of failure and allows the assignment of 
priorities. On pages 202 to 204, the text provides a list of the steps involved in FMECA:

 y A description of the product’s function
 y Listings of the potential failure modes
 y Potential effects each failure mode could have on the end user
 y Potential causes of each failure mode with the likelihood ranking for each
 y Preventive measures in place for firmly scheduling by the time production starts
 y Ranking of the effectiveness of each preventive measure
 y A ranking of the difficulty of detection
 y An estimate of the probability that the cause of a potential failure will be detected 

and corrected before the product reaches the end user

SUMMARY
248As life cycles of products become shorter, a focus on quality in the product design process 
is necessary to stay competitive. We have said that you should design products so that 
they are easy to build. By simplifying design processes, we make products that are more 
reliable. The next study unit discusses designing quality services.
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Study unit 8

Designing quality services

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
8.0 Introduction
8.1 Differences between services and manufacturing
8.2 What do service customers want?
8.3 SERVQUAL
8.4 Designing and improving the services transaction
8.5 The customer benefits package
8.6 Service transaction analysis
8.7  Supply chain quality in services
8.8  A theory for service quality management
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − distinguish/differentiate between services and manufacturing
 − explain the requirements of service customers
 − defend (or criticise) the SERVQUAL model
 − interpret the designing and improving of services transactions
 − explain the customer benefits package

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 236 of the prescribed book.

8.0 INTRODUCTION
249To provide quality service, we need to examine the service and understand it to the 
same level as we do a product. Even manufacturing firms depend on service at some 
point in the product life cycle. Quality service is therefore important in both the service 
and manufacturing environment. Both service and manufacturing depend on satisfied 
customers for continuing business.
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250This chapter discusses the factors of service, both from a generic and a quality perspec-
tive. It then discusses some of the tools such as SERVQUAL and gap analysis that can be 
used to enhance a quality service environment.

8.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SERVICES AND MANUFACTURING

Study pages 212 to 215 of the prescribed book.

251In study unit 1, we talked about the multidimensional nature of quality. If quality is mul-
tidimensional for manufactured products, it will be even more so for services. Services 
are distinguished from manufacturing on several dimensions:

	Intangibility

252Many services are intangible. This means that they cannot be inventoried or carried 
in stock over long periods of time.

	Heterogeneity

253The output of services is also heterogeneous. This means that for many companies, 
no two services are exactly the same.

	Customer contact

254Customers tend to be more involved in the production of services than they are in 
manufacturing.

	Internal versus external services

255External services are those whose customers pay the bills. Internal services are in-
house services such as data processing, printing, and mail.

	Voluntary versus involuntary services

• Voluntary services are those services that we actively seek out and employ of our 
own accord.

• A typical example of an involuntary service is a prison. Other involuntary services 
include hospitals, the IRS, and the fire department.

256How are service quality issues different from those of manufacturing?

	Availability of data

257Because services attributes are often intangible, it is sometimes difficult to obtain 
hard data relating to services.
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	Product liability

258In services, liability issues often relate to malpractice, whereas in manufacturing, li-
ability issues typically relate to safety concerns.

259How are service quality issues similar to those of manufacturing? Both manufacturing and 
service firms have the customer at the core of the business, and customer needs provide 
the major input to design.

8.2 WHAT DO SERVICE CUSTOMERS WANT?

Study pages 215 to 217 of the prescribed book.

	Dimensions of service quality (Zeithamel, Parasuraman, and Berry)

• tangibility

• reliability

• responsiveness

• assurance

• empathy

	Attributes of effective leaders in service industries

• service vision

• high standards

• in-the-field leadership style

8.3 SERVQUAL

Study pages 217 to 224 of the prescribed book.

260SERVQUAL is an important survey tool developed by Parasuraman, Zeithamel and Berry 
for assessing services quality.

	What is SERVQUAL?

• SERVQUAL is an instrument for assessing quality along five service dimensions.

• The SURVQUAL survey has been used by many firms and is an off-the-shelf ap-
proach that can be used in many service settings (see the benefits of the SERVQUAL 
instrument on page 217 of the prescribed book).
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	Parts of SERVQUAL instrument

261The SERVQUAL survey has two parts: customer expectations and customer perceptions.

	Gap analysis

262The SERVQUAL instrument is used to perform gap analysis. See figure 8-4 on page 
220 of the prescribed book: Gaps 1 – 5

	Differencing technique

• The differencing technique is used to assess the differences between expecta-
tions and perceptions.

• This methodology is explained in the prescribed book.

• See figure 8-5 on page 224 of the prescribed book.

8.4 DESIGNING AND IMPROVING THE SERVICES 
TRANSACTION

Study pages 224 to 229 of the prescribed book.

	Services blueprinting

263A services blueprint is a flowchart that isolates potential fail points in a process. 
There are four steps to developing a service blueprint (also see figure 8-6, p 225 of 
the prescribed book: Service Blueprinting Example).

• Identify processes.

• Isolate fail points.

• Establish a time frame.

• Analyse profits.

	The steps in developing a service blueprint

• Step 1: Identify processes. In this step, processes are flowcharted so that the bounds 
of the process are identified.

• Step 2: Isolate fail points. Notice the fail point in figure 8-6 (the hair colouring stage). 
What can happen here? The wrong colour could be applied, ruining the hairsstyle. 
This would be an expensive mistake.

• Step 3: Establish a time frame. In a hair salon, time is a major determinant of profit-
ability. As a result, those steps that lose time result in lost income.

• Step 4: Analyse profits. As errors occur in the process, the salon owner becomes liable.
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	Moments of truth

264The fail points in the service blueprint are also referred to as moments of truth. These 
are times at which the customer expects something to happen.

	Poka-yoke

265The idea behind poka-yoke (or fail-safing) is to ensure that certain errors will never 
occur. See figure 8-7 on page 227 of the prescribed book: The Three Ts.

8.5 THE CUSTOMER BENEFITS PACKAGE

Study pages 228 to 229 of the prescribed book.

266A customer benefits package consists of both tangibles that define the service and in-
tangibles that make up the service. The four stages of the service design process are as 
follows (also see figures 8-8 and 8-9 on p 228–229 of the prescribed book):

1. Idea/concept generation
2. The definition of a services package
3. Process definition and selection
4. Facilities requirement definition

8.6 SERVICE TRANSACTION ANALYSIS

Read pages 229 to 232 of the prescribed book.

267Service transaction analysis (STA) is a service improvement technique. Especially managers 
benefit from STA, since it allows them to analyse their processes in detail. As discussed 
earlier, Crosby views service encounters as a series of transactions (moments of truth). STA 
can identify these transactions and evaluate them from the customer’s perspective. This 
will determine if there is a gap between service design and what the customer perceives 
as the service. Ring a bell? Yes, that’s right – SERVQUAL (see section 8.3).

8.7 SUPPLY CHAIN QUALITY IN SERVICES

Read page 234 of the prescribed book.

268Do you still remember the differences between services and manufacturing? One of the 
major differences is the involvement of the customer in the process. See figure 8-11; note 
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that service supply chains are two-directional. This means that service customers actu-
ally provide inputs to the supply chain. Therefore, effective communication is necessary 
between customers and suppliers to prevent inadequate fulfilment of customer expec-
tations. In an integrated supply chain, the service provider still has greater responsibility 
for verifying customer inputs to ensure accuracy.

8.8  A THEORY FOR SERVICE QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Read pages 234 to 235 of the prescribed book.

269As we saw in study unit 2, theory development in the area of quality is an important 
work that continues. Dr Scott Sampson of Brigham Young University developed a uni-
fied theory for services management. His theory consists of several propositions, based 
on the definitions of services that were introduced earlier in this study unit. Some of the 
propositions are as follows:

	Proposition 1: The unified services theory

270“With services, the customer provides significant inputs into the production process. With 
manufacturing, groups of customers may contribute ideas to the design of the product; 
however, individual customers’ only part in the actual process is to select and consume 
the output. Nearly all other managerial themes unique to services are founded in this 
distinction.”

	Proposition 2: The unreliable supplier dilemma

271“With services, the customer-suppliers often provide unreliable inputs.”

	Proposition 3: Capricious labour

272“With services, customer-labour may ignore, avoid, or reject technologies or process im-
provements which are intended to increase quality and productivity. As a result, customer 
buy-in to process changes must be carefully addressed.”

	Proposition 4: Everyone presumes to be an expert

273“The customer often provides product specifications (what to make) and process design 
(how to make it), often without the invitation of the service provider.”
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Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 8.

Activity 8.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Discuss the ways in which services are unique in comparison with manufactured 
goods. How do these differences affect the management of service quality?

(b) Discuss some of the qualities of an effective leader in a service context.
(c) What are the advantages of the SERVQUAL instrument?
(d) Discuss several of the factors that have contributed to an increase in attention di-

rected toward quality in healthcare.

Activity 8.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 8 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 8-1 (p 240)
 − Case 8-2 (p 241)

Feedback on activity 8.1

(a) A few differences are discussed on page 215.

 y Services tend to be intangible. They cannot be picked up and carried out or stored in 
inventory. Products have definite physical attributes.

 y In the text, services are called heterogeneous. Each occurrence of a service is to some 
degree unique.

 y Customers tend to be more involved in the production of a service than of a manu-
factured product.

 y The production and consumption of a service frequently occur simultaneously.

(b) Zeithamel, Parasuraman and Berry stress leadership as a key value in service quality. On 
page 217 they list the dimensions of leadership as follows:

Table 8-1:  Attributes of Services Leaders

These are all active attributes. To be a leader in an industry, the firm must actively pursue 
and have a valid vision of what service quality actually is. This must be part of the makeup 
of the firm. A leader must demonstrate high standards at all times. Leadership must be 
real and visible. An example might be Sam Walton visiting each one of his stores regularly.

(c) On page 217 there is a list of the advantages of using this tool:

 y It is accepted as a standard for assessing different dimensions of services quality.
 y It has been shown to be valid for a number of service situations.
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 y It has been demonstrated to be reliable, meaning that different readers interpret the 
questions similarly.

 y The instrument is parsimonious in that it has only 22 items. This means that it can be 
filled out quickly by customers and employees.

 y It has a standardised analysis procedure to aid interpretation and results.

SERVQUAL provides a way to quantify both customer expectations and customer percep-
tions. This tool allows the firm to use an approach other than statistical quality control 
to obtain a measure of the effect that their quality has on the service being provided.

(d) Every newscast or newspaper seems to have a comment on the rising cost of healthcare. 
The baby-boomers, a huge proportion of our society, are starting to age and have greater 
need for medical assistance. The rising price of utilities affects every situation. On page 
233 the following is said about healthcare:

 y Health care is facing the same “cost squeeze” that government is facing.
 y A move toward health maintenance organisations (HMOs) is causing hospitals to 

streamline operations.
 y There is increasing diversity in health care.

Given this situation, healthcare is under increasing pressure to improve quality and reduce 
costs. While these two concepts are apparently at odds, the situation must be handled.

SUMMARY
275In this study unit we have focused on quality in services. We have provided tools for 
services such as SERVQUAL, services blueprinting, moments of truth, poka-yokes, and 
customer benefits packages. The bottom line is a satisfied customer. The next study unit 
exposes you to managing supplier quality in the supply chain.
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Study unit 9

Managing supplier quality in the supply chain

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
9.0 Introduction
9.1 The value chain
9.2 Supplier alliances
9.3 Supplier development
9.4 Applying the contingency perspective to supplier partnering
9.5 A supplier development programme: ISO/TS 16949:2009
9.6 Acceptance sampling and statistical sampling techniques
9.7  Building an understanding of supply chain quality management
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this unit, you should be able to:

 − explain the value chain, supplier partnering and supplier development
 − explain supplier partnering
 − identify and explain the seven steps for supplier development
 − apply the principles of acceptance sampling and statistical sampling techniques

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 257 of the prescribed book.

9.0 INTRODUCTION
276The theme of this study unit is the relationship between suppliers, producers and consum-
ers. The chapter discusses the roles of purchasing, supplier development, logistics, and 
other supply-chain functions. The interrelationship between these interests is discussed 
and analysed.

277The ISO standard TS 16949 was presented here as a good example of how automakers are 
developing and evaluating their suppliers. Supplier development efforts have resulted 
in greatly improved product quality for many firms.
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278As firms learn more about developing suppliers, new practices will emerge. The even-
tual goal of supplier development is that the supplier resembles a de facto subsidiary of 
your company.

9.1 THE VALUE CHAIN

Study pages 243 to 244 of the prescribed book.

279The value chain is a tool that disaggregates (divides / break up) a firm into its core activi-
ties to help reduce costs and identify sources of competitiveness.

	Value system

• It is part of the value system that consists of a network of value chains.
• See figure 9-1 on page 244 of the prescribed book: Porter’s Value Chain

	The chain of customers

• Looking at the activities along the value chain sequentially, we see that the links 
in the value chain are really people performing different functions.

• The chain of customers is revealed when you view the next step in the chain after 
you as your own customer.

• This means that if you work at workstation 4 in a process at the core of the value 
chain, you will make sure that the work you do is absolutely impeccable before 
you release it to your “customer” in workstation 5.

	Managing the supply chain

280See figure 9-2 on page 245 of the prescribed book: A Supply Chain

9.2 SUPPLIER ALLIANCES

Study pages 244 to 246 of the prescribed book.

281Several approaches to improving suppliers result in what is called supplier partnering. In-
spired by JIT purchasing approaches from Japanese industry, supplier-partner relationships 
have emerged that treat suppliers as de facto subsidiaries of the customer organisation. 
See table 9-1 on page 246 of the prescribed book.
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9.3 SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT

Study pages 250 to 252 of the prescribed book.

282Supplier development has to do with the activities a buyer undertakes to improve the 
performance of its suppliers. Seven steps are involved, namely:

	Identify critical products and services.
	Identify critical suppliers.
	Form cross-functional teams.
	Meet with supplier top management.
	Identify key projects.
	Define details of agreement.
	Monitor status and modify strategies.

9.4 APPLYING THE CONTINGENCY PERSPECTIVE TO SUPPLIER 
PARTNERING

Read page 252 of the prescribed book.

283Not all organisations take the same approach to supplier development. Do you still re-
member the contingency perspective we discussed in study unit 1? Then you shouldn’t 
be surprised. It is apparent that there is one variable that affects what customers want 
from their suppliers – the customer’s position in the supply chain.

9.5 A SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME: ISO/TS 16949

Read pages 252 to 254 of the prescribed book.

284The goal of developing your suppliers is based on the need to provide good quality to 
the customer. With the popularity of ISO 9000, suppliers asked auto companies to adopt a 
single standard for certifying suppliers, namely QS 9000. This standard has been updated 
and is being supplanted by ISO/TS 16949. The ISO/TS 16949 programme is founded on 
the model in figure 9-4 on page 253 of the prescribed book. This shows that it is closely 
aligned with ISO 9000:2008. The most important sections of ISO/TS 16949 are as follows:

	Quality management system
	Management responsibility
	Resource management
	Product realisation
	Measurement, analysis, and improvement
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9.6 ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING AND STATISTICAL SAMPLING 
TECHNIQUES

Study pages 254 to 256 of the prescribed book.

285Acceptance sampling is used to verify that incoming goods from a supplier adhere to 
quality standards. Inspection can range from 100% of delivery to only a few items from 
which the receiving firm draws inferences about the whole shipment.

	The need for acceptance sampling

286It is assumed that a percentage of the products is defective, and is therefore below 
the acceptable quality level (AQL). Some critics believe that this contradicts Deming’s 
concepts of continual improvement. But there is still a need for acceptance sampling 
in many instances. See A Closer Look At Quality on page 255 of the prescribed book. 
Examples of when acceptance sampling is needed include:

• Dealing with new or unproven suppliers

• During start-ups and when building new products

• When products are damaged during shipment

• Dealing with extremely sensitive products that can be damaged easily

• When products can spoil during shipment

• Problems with a certain supplier have been noticed in the production process, 
which casts doubt over the supplier’s performance

9.7 BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF SUPPLY CHAIN QUAL-
ITY MANAGEMENT

Study page 256 of the prescribed book.

287Recent developments in the area of supply chain quality management help us to under-
stand this field better. But the question remains: With the increased emphasis on supply 
chain management, what impact will this have on how we approach and teach quality 
management? Although our understanding is still limited, we are starting to generate a 
body of knowledge in this area.

288Supply chain quality management (SCQM) is defined as a systems-based approach to 
performance improvement that leverages opportunities created by the dynamic inter-
action between suppliers and customers. See table 9-3 for a list of the most important 
quality tools used by supply chain managers.
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Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 9.

Activity 9.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) What is the supply value chain? How does the supply value chain help organisations 
manage their supply chains?

(b) Describe the concept of the hidden factory. How can a realisation that the hidden 
factory exists help managers?

(c) Describe the concept of chain of customers. How does this concept benefit the 
ultimate consumer of a product or service?

(d) What is the purpose of single sourcing? How can single sourcing help firms meet 
their quality objectives?

(e) What are two of the most commonly used sole-source filters? Do you believe that 
these sources are appropriate? Explain your answer.

(f) What is the purpose of a supplier certification or qualification programme? What is 
the difference between a supplier certification programme and a supplier develop-
ment programme?

Activity 9.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 9 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 9-1 (p 258)
 − Case 9-2 (p 259)

Feedback on activity 9.2

(a) The supply chain is the set of all activities that the company performs and how they 
interact with each other. The value chain breaks down the activities of the company 
into its component parts in order to identify and reduce internal competition. Figure 9-1 
displays the value chain.

Figure 9-1: Value Chain Activities

Source: Based on M. Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior 
Performance (New York: Free Press, 1995)
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The supply value chain is depicted in table 9-1. These are the core “supplier-” related ac-
tivities that a firm performs that add value for the customer. If these supply value chain 
activities are performed well, the result is high customer satisfaction. Thus, a firm benefits 
from identifying its supply value chain by recognising the supplier-related activities that 
increase customer satisfaction. This process allows the company to concentrate on the 
expenses which are directly related to the customer.

(b) Non-value-chain activities have costs; however, they do not affect the customer. In es-
sence they are not tightly coupled to revenue. These activities are referred to as hidden 
factories. Hidden factories contain the bureaucratic activities. These are identified in 
figure 9-1. Identifying these hidden factories allows the company to concentrate on the 
other core processes, thus increasing customer satisfaction.

(c) One aspect of the value chain is the chain of customers. This implies that if you look at 
the value chain horizontally, each step or link in the chain is a person performing tasks 
for different customers. In figure 9-1 in question 1 the chain of customers is:

 y inbound logistics
 y transformation processes
 y outbound logistics

Each step defines an internal customer to the previous step. Transformation processes 
represent an internal customer to inbound logistics. The concept is that if we all try to 
satisfy our internal customers, the final customer will be satisfied.

(d) Single sourcing refers to the use of a single supplier for a specific item. The advantage of 
this is that the relationship between the two companies becomes highly important to 
both parties. If single sourcing is effective, page 221 explains:

… industry, supplier–partner relationships have emerged that treat suppliers as de 
facto subsidiaries of the customer organization. We say de facto subsidiaries because 
as information is shared and communications are improved, the relationship begins to 
resemble a parent/subsidiary instead of separate firms.

(e) Sole-source filtering refers to the situation that exists when a company looks at some 
mechanism for evaluating potential sole-source relationships. The most obvious filters 
are the Baldrige criteria and ISO 9000: 2008, as discussed in chapter 3. When a company 
has achieved this level of quality, an assumption can be made that the service will be 
reliable and consistent.

(f) A supplier certification or qualification programme is an intensive investigation into the 
potential supplier. These programmes frequently involve long-term visits and evaluation. 
A large investment is made in both time and money.

The alternative is a supplier development programme. In this situation the company 
trains the supplier over a long period of time. Potentially this can provide a better fit 
between the two companies.

SUMMARY
289In this study unit we focused on the front end of the supply chain. Supplier development 
holds the greatest quality-related benefit for manufacturers and services firms. As firms 
learn more about developing suppliers, new practices will emerge. This closer relationship 
between customer and supplier holds great potential for improved quality in products 
and services. The next topic provides an overview of the implementation of quality.
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TOPIC 3

Implementing quality

OVERVIEW
290Study unit 10 introduces the seven managerial tools for quality improvement. These tools 
are behavioural and help managers to optimise the use of team processes. Study units 11 
and 12 discuss statistically based quality improvement for variables and attributes. Study 
unit 13 focuses on six sigma and lean tools.

TOPIC CONTENT
291Study unit 10:  The tools of quality

292Study unit 11:  Statistically based quality improvement for variables

293Study unit 12:  Statistically based quality improvement for attributes

294Study unit 13:  Six sigma management and lean tools
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Study unit 10

The tools of quality

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
10.0 Introduction
10.1  Improving the system
10.2  Ishikawa’s basic seven tools of quality
10.3  Quality circles and Kaizen teams
10.4  The new seven tools for improvement
10.5 Other tools for performance measurement
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit you should be able to:

 − identify the elements of a quality system model
 − apply Ishikawa’s basic seven (B7) tools of quality
 − apply the quality circle process and its associated statistical techniques as a means 

of quality improvement
 − explain the new seven (N7) tools for improvement and how it is used as additional 

managerial tools
 − discuss/identify other tools used to measure performance

Key concepts

See key concepts on p.293 of the prescribed book.

10.0  INTRODUCTION

295Study unit 10 starts with looking at various tools that can be used to implement quality. 
So far, the text has looked at the various functional areas of business. As we know, they 
do not operate in a vacuum. Implementing quality involves looking at ways to optimise 
this interdependency. Study unit 10 introduces some of the fundamental tools that have 
proven to be successful.
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10.1 IMPROVING THE SYSTEM

Study pages 262 to 263 of the prescribed book.

	Objective of the system

296To be successful, an organisation must balance the needs of its different functional 
areas around a coherent business vision and strategy. The objective of the system is 
to satisfy the customer.

	Quality system model

297A quality system uses a business model which focuses on the customer and combines 
the dynamics of continual improvement, change, planning and renewal. See figure 
10-1 on page 263 of the prescribed book.

10.2 ISHIKAWA’S BASIC SEVEN TOOLS OF QUALITY

Study pages 263 to 279 of the prescribed book.

298Kaoru Ishikawa, a famous Japanese quality management philosopher, developed seven 
basic tools of quality. These are: process maps, check sheets, histograms, scatter diagrams, 
control charts, Pareto charts and his own cause-and-effect diagram. These simple tools 
are easy to use and can make a valuable contribution to quality improvement. The tools 
may be used in a logical order (see figure 10-2).

	Process maps

• A process map is a picture of a process and is the first step in many process im-
provement projects.

• A process map has its own “language”. See figure 10-3 on page 264.
• A few simple rules for process maps:

o Use simple symbols.
o Develop a general process map, then fill it out by adding more detail.
o Step through the process by interviewing those who perform it.
o Determine which steps add value and which don’t.
o Determine whether the work needs to be done in the first place.

• The steps in process mapping include the following:

o Settle on a standard set of symbols.
o Clearly communicate the purpose of the process map.
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• See figures 10-4 to 10-6 on pages 265 to 268 of the prescribed book for some 
examples of process mapping.

	Check sheets

• These are data gathering tools that can be used in forming histograms; they can 
be either tabular or schematic.

• Steps in setting up a check sheet:

o Identify common defects occurring in the process.
o Draw a table with common defects in the left column and time period across 

the tops of the columns to track the defects.
o The user of the check sheet then places check marks on the sheet whenever 

the defect is encountered.

• See figure 10-8 on page 270 for an example of a tabular check sheet.

	Histograms

• A representation of data in a bar chart format.
• See figure 10-9 of the prescribed book for an example of a histogram.
• Rules for developing a histogram:

o The width of the histogram bars must be consistent.
o The classes must be mutually exclusive and all inclusive.
o Determining the number of classes:

299 2k n≥ ; where:
300n = number of data values
301k = the number of classes
302Solving for k, we obtain log log 2k n≥ .

303Using this formula, we have the following guideline:

No. of observations No. of classes

9 to 16 4

17 to 32 5

33 to 64 6

65 to 128 7

129 to 256 8

• See example 10.3 on pages 271 to 272. Note that the range is equal to the differ-
ence between the smallest value and the largest value in the data set. The class 
width is then the range divided by the number of classes.
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	Scatter diagrams

• The scatter diagram or scatter plot is used to examine the relationships between 
variables. These relationships are sometimes used to identify indicator variables 
in organisations.

• See figure 10-10 on page 273 of the prescribed book for an example of a scatter 
plot. Note the type of relationship it implies.

• Steps in setting up a scatter plot:

o Determine your X (independent) and Y (dependent) variables.
o Gather process data relating to the variables identified in the first step.
o Plot the data on a two-dimensional plane.
o Observe the plotted data to see whether there is a relationship between the 

variables.

• See example 10.4 on pages 273 to 274 of the prescribed book. Note the type of 
relationship displayed by the scatter plot.

	Control charts

304Control charts are used to determine whether a process will produce a product or 
service with consistent measurable properties. Control charts will be discussed in 
more detail in study units 11 and 12.

	Cause-and-effect (Ishikawa) diagrams

305This tool, as seen in the quality circle process discussed in the next study unit, can 
be used to identify the possible causes of quality problems. Various causes identi-
fied through brainstorming are sorted out and placed in categories. Each category 
forms a sub-branch of the diagram. Various stan dard categories can be used. Other 
cate gories such as the 5 Ms (men, methods, machi nery, material and maintenance) 
may also be used.

• A diagram designed to help workers focus on the causes of a problem rather than 
the symptoms.

• The diagram looks like the skeleton of a fish, therefore it is also called a fishbone 
diagram.

• The diagram is drawn with the problem being the head of the fish, major causes 
being the “ribs” of the fish and subcauses forming smaller “bones” off the ribs.

• The diagram is created during a brainstorming session with a facilitator by fol-
lowing these steps:

o State the problem clearly in the head of the fish.
o Next, draw the backbone and ribs.
o Participants identify major causes of the problem.
o If participants have trouble identifying major problem categories, it may be 

helpful to use materials, machines, people, and methods as possible bones of 
the fish.
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o Continue to fill out the fishbone diagram, asking “why?” about each problem 
or cause of a problem until the fish is filled out.

• The diagram can be used to identify core causes. It is important to set clear goals 
to address these core issues.

• The following considerations are important:

o Deal with causes, not symptoms.
o Make sure that the problem definition is satisfactory.
o It is a visual aid for a group, and encourages people to work together.
o The nature of the diagram leads people to think about variability.

• See figure 10-13 on page 276 of the prescribed book. The Ishikawa diagram was 
drawn to address the problem of wobbling saw blades. Note the layout of the 
diagram.

• Look at example 10.5 on pages 276 to 277 of the prescribed book. Note that it won’t 
be expected of you to draw such a large Ishikawa diagram in the examination.

	Pareto charts

306Pareto charts are used to identify and prioritise problems to be solved. Pareto analysis 
enables prioritisation of problems or areas for improvement so that scarce resources 
can be directed towards the areas and problems where most benefits can be gained.

307Pareto analysis is often referred to as the 80/20 principle, because more often than 
not it is found that, if 20% of the major causes of a quality problem can be eliminated, 
then 80% of the problem will be solved. It is a concept first identified by an Italian 
economist, Vilfredo Pareto. He observed that total national in come was concentrated 
in the hands of about 20% of the popula tion. His natural inclination led him to express 
this concentra tion of income in mathematical terms. This economic concept is called 
Pareto’s law or the 80/20 rule. Later on, this observation was adapted by Joseph Ju-
ran, who argued that the majority of quality problems are caused by relatively few 
causes. He dichotomised the population of causes of quality problems as the vital 
few and the trivial many.

308Similarly, inventory control analysis revealed that when inventory items were plotted 
on cumulative percentage graphs (as illustra ted in the quality circle process in the 
next study unit) in order of descending value, then Pareto’s relationship (the 80-20 
principle) seemed to emerge. A large number of items then accounted for a tiny 
portion of the inventory value.

309
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310Below is an example of a Pareto chart:

311

312Pareto analysis is also referred to as ABC analysis. Zone A is the top priority zone, 
where it is found that about 20% of the rejects account for about 80% of the costs. 
Zone B contains the next 30% of rejects which account for about 15% of the costs, 
while in zone C, the remaining 50% of rejects account for 5% of the costs. An ABC clas-
sification of inventory is a technique based on Pareto analysis where A, B and C class 
items are respectively responsible for 70, 20 and 10 per cent of the total investment.

• Rules for constructing Pareto charts:

o Information must be selected based on types or classifications of defects that 
occur as a result of a process.

o Data must be collected and classified into categories.
o A histogram is constructed, showing the number of occurrences.

• The steps used in Pareto analysis include:

o Gathering categorical data relating to quality problems.
o Drawing a histogram of the data.
o Focus on the tallest bars in the histogram first to solve the problem.

• See example 10.6 on page 278 of the prescribed book.
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10.3 QUALITY CIRCLES AND KAIZEN TEAMS

Study the material that follows. Also keep in mind Ishikawa’s seven tools for 
performance measurement from section 10.2. Please note that this section is 
not in the prescribed book.

313Conventional so-called “quality circles” or “green circles” are similar to Kaizen teams. The 
Kaizen message is an incremental progress made possible by the discipline of teams. 
“Kaizen” is a Japanese word that means “slow, never-ending improvement in all aspects 
of life”. Typically, Kaizen has been at the heart of quality improvement. If a spon taneous 
improvement culture can be established, then people will be frustrated if they do not 
improve things.

314Quality will be the first beneficiary of this technique, which relies heavily on investment 
in the creativity and innovative ability of individual persons and groups of people. Large-
scale changes have often led to dramatic improvements but have failed in performance 
over time because they have not been standardised and maintained.

315Kaizen, on the other hand, is a continuous series of small-step improvements made on 
existing equipment or systems by the actual people working on them. The important 
point about Kaizen is that improvements must be standardised and maintained until 
further improvements are made.

316There may come a time when an innovative step is required, but this must be further 
supported by a Kaizen approach. More drastic change through redesign is radical, and 
leads to new processes and equipment. This is the concept of re-engineering.

317This section is an extension of the hard component “teams” because it is regarded as 
a “tool”. There is a huge difference between pure working groups and teams. Effective 
quality circles depend on certain factors relating to the discipline of teams, with the result 
that quality circles are a powerful tool.

318The essential significance of this qualitative approach or tool is the value and power of 
participating management. If your organisation believes in participation, why not en-
hance the concept by adding some structure and discipline to it through quality circles? 
In doing so, personnel gather spontaneously in groups at regular intervals to discuss 
proposals for improvements.

	Other principles of quality circles

• Top management may adapt the tool according to their speci fic situation as long as 
small-group activity is not re stric ted and participation is promoted. A participa ting 
management culture must exist before circles are im ple mented. Lower or middle 
management level personnel must be regarded as a rich source of creative ideas.

• Circle members should be reasonably homogeneous in terms of operating level 
and qualifications. Members from the same functional work department are not 
ideally suited to all cases. The “customer as the next process” could be a wise 
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imple mentation strategy so that circle members can understand more of other 
process activities from other departments.

• The quality circle meeting should not be a platform to complain and present 
grievances. The focus should be on quality-related problems.

• A quality circle coordinator must be appointed (usually from middle manage-
ment) in order to give the circle the necessary guidance, training and whatever 
support they need.

• Selected problems to be investigated must be clearly defined and registered with 
top management in order to keep on working at something worthwhile.

• After quality circle members have made a presentation to top management, im-
mediate feedback to other circle members is of great importance and should be 
as concrete as possible. If the proposed solution is accepted, management must 
be committed to supporting the implementation of the solu tion. This could also 
entail the provision of additional resources.

• The typical quality circle process will be discussed next in order to make it more 
understandable. This process is similar to the problem-solving or decision-making 
process.

	The quality circle process and typical statistical techniques used

319The quality circle concept refers to a system or broad tool. This is because several sta-
tistical techniques are used by means of the tool. Most of the techniques (eg fishbone 
and Pareto) are used in phase 4. The following seven phases can be distinguished in 
the quality circle process: 

320The first four of the seven quality circle phases

PHASE TASK TECHNIQUE KEY FACTOR

1.   Identification of 
problem areas

Practical use of 
brain storming 
ideas

Brainstorming Distinguish 
between griev-
ances and quality 
problems

2.   Selection of prob-
lem area

Select a problem 
by means of the 
weighted vote 
system

Weighted vote 
system 

3.  Registration of 
problem

Register the 
selected problem 
after management 
and the facilitator 
have evaluated it 
according to policy

Registration 
policy

Proactive control 
is practised dur-
ing this phase to 
ensure an efficient 
quality circle 
process

4.  Analysis of the 
problem:

4.1  Definition of the 
problem

Define the prob-
lem briefly and 
clearly

Problem area Irrelevant data 
could be gathered 
if the problem area 
is vaguely defined
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PHASE TASK TECHNIQUE KEY FACTOR

4.2  Identification of 
causes

Brainstorming Brainstorming 
technique

Do not consider 
solutions during 
this phase

4.3  Place causes on an 
Ishikawa diagram

Draw the diagram 
and line up identi-
fied causes on the 
diagram

Ishikawa 
diagram

Additional causes 
can be added

4.4  Assign values to 
the causes on the 
Ishikawa diagram

Apply the weight-
ed vote system in 
the group

Weighted vote 
system

4.5  Draw up a table of 
values based on the 
vote counts

Calculate cumula-
tive percentages 
based on the total 
vote counts to de-
termine the 80/20 
point 

Table of values

4.6  Draw the Pareto 
diagram

Use the data on 
the table of values 
to illustrate the 
Pareto principle

Pareto principle 
and diagram

Indicate how about 
20% of the causes 
are res pon sible for 
80% of the prob-
lem. Concentrate 
on these causes 
when resolving the 
problem areas

321The last three phases of the quality circle process are:

1. Information gathering during problem-solving/cause elimination
2. Presentation to top management
3. Implementation and evaluation of the solution

322The most important techniques used in the quality circle process are:

•	 Brainstorming
•	 The fishbone diagram
•	 The table of values and Pareto diagram

323The brainstorming technique, which is used in the quality circle process (or in other 
circumstances) will be elaborated upon next.

	Brainstorming

324Quality improvement teams all use some form of brainstorming. This is a simple 
technique specifically used during the quality circle process and encourages group 
creativity. It is a formal approach used to help generate as many ideas as possible in 
a relatively short time. Pycraft, et al (2010:651) define brainstorming as “an improve-
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ment technique where small groups of people put forward ideas in a creative free-
form manner”.

325Benefit can be maximised by adopting formal guidelines. The two main phases of 
a brainstorming session are the creative development of ideas and evaluation of 
ideas. Before ideas are evaluated, the central issue must be clearly defined, everyone 
should be encouraged to contribute, every idea should be recorded in the words 
of the contributor and no lengthy discussions should take place. Great enjoyment 
can be gained from brainstorming, especially when an idea is found that would not 
have come from an individual member of the team alone.

326Brainstorming is a well-known group technique that enhances boldness in a group. 
The result is group dynamics, synergy and creative thinking. There are variations on 
the theme, but the procedure is based on the stimulation and evaluation of ideas.

327During the first phase, all ideas are accepted and recorded. One idea leads to the 
next and spontaneous participation is encouraged. When this phase is completed, 
ideas are evaluated. This idea evaluation phase implies discussion of each idea where 
some are scrapped, combined and added.

328This phase is completed when each member is given a chance to vote. Each idea (be 
it a cause or a solution) is prioritised by means of the weighted vote system. Each 
member receives three votes: three points for the most important one; two points 
for the second priority; and one point for the third priority. The points are added 
together and the priorities finalised. 

329Example: Quality circle process

Phase Task/Technique Illustration/Description

1.  Problem 
identifi-
cation

Practical use of brain-
storming ideas

Brainstorming

Development of ideas Evaluation of ideas

330P 

331R 

332O 

333B 

334P 

335R  

336O 

337B 

338L 

339E 

Scrap

Combine

Add

2.  Problem 
selection

A problem is se-
lected by means of 
the weighted vote 
system

Weighted vote system

Each member has 3 votes:           
340R O    3 3 1

341B  1

342L  2 3 1 1

343E     2 2 1 1

3 points for first preference
2 points for second preference 
1 point for third preference

(Four members)

Problem L is selected.
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3.  Problem 
registra-
tion

The facilitator and 
management evalu-
ate the problem 
according to policy. 
Problem is then 
registered

4.  Analysis 
of the 
problem

4.1.  Problem 
definition

Define the problem 
briefly and clearly

See phase 2. The problem is now defined as:

Lack of resources

4.2.  Identifi-
cation of 
causes

Practical use of brain-
storming ideas

Brainstorming

Development of ideas Evaluation of ideas  
(no alteration)

344LACK OF RESOURCES

345X 

346Y 

347Z 

348V 

349W 

350LACK OF RESOURCES

351X 

352Y 

353Z 

354V 

355W 

4.3.  Place 
causes on 
fishbone 
diagram

Draw a fishbone 
diagram and line up 
the causes identified 
in phase 4.2

Fishbone diagram

356X

357Z 358V

359Y

360W

361Materials
362Environment 363Process

364Lack of 
resources

365Equipment 366People

4.4.  Assign 
values to 
causes

Assign a value to 
each cause by using 
the weighted vote 
system

Weighted vote system

367LACK OF RESOURCES

368X   1

369Y   2

370Z   5

371V   28

372W   4

4.5.  Draw up 
a table 
of values 
based 
on vote 
counts

Calculate the cumu-
lative percentages in 
order to determine 
the 80/20 point

Table of values

Cause Value Percentage Cumulative
V 28  70.0  70.0
Z 5  12.5  82.5
W 4  10.0  92.5
Y 2  5.0  97.5
X 1  2.5 100.0

Total 40 100.0
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4.6.  Pareto 
analysis

Illustrate the Pareto 
principle by using 
the table of values.

Pareto diagram

According to the Pareto diagram, causes V and Z are 
responsible for just more than 80% of the problem. 
In order to efficiently solve this problem, the focus 
should be on causes V and Z.

373You must fully understand the quality circle process. This is a basic but powerful tool 
and you should be able to use this tool in any organisation. The power of quality 
circles lies in three elements, namely:

• Group dynamics (participative management)
• Top management involvement
• Facts-based management of problem-solving

Source:  Adapted from Steenkamp, RJ & Dirkse Van Schalkwyk, R. 2011: 135–144

10.4 THE SEVEN NEW TOOLS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Read pages 279 to 291 of the prescribed book.

374The new seven (N7) tools were developed in addition to the basic seven tools of quality. 
This set of tools focuses more on group processes and decision-making. The seven new 
tools for management are as follows:

	Affinity diagram
	Interrelationship diagram
	Tree diagram
	Prioritisation grid
	Matrix diagram
	Process decision program chart
	Activity network diagram
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375See figure 10-16 in the prescribed book for a graphical summary of the N7 tools. Also see 
figures 10-18 to 10-25 for examples of these tools.

376The N7 tools are useful for the management of projects which involve teams. The B7 tools 
together with the N7 tools provide a reasonably good set of skills to manage many types 
of projects. The power of these tools is that, in combination with the Plan-Do-Check-Act 
(PDCA) cycle, they give organisations a simple methodology for solving unstructured 
problems.

10.5 OTHER TOOLS FOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Read pages 291 to 293 of the prescribed book.

377There are also other tools used to communicate performance to employees. You may 
well ask why you need MORE tools. Well, these tools are used to present important data 
in an economical and understandable way. Three such tools are:

•	 Spider chart
•	 Balanced scorecard
•	 Dashboard

378Also see figures 10-26 to 10-28 in the prescribed book for examples of these tools.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 10.

Activity 10.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Explain what implementing quality entails.
(b) Briefly explain the different tools of quality.
(c) By making use of your own practical quality-related example, discuss the first four 

phases of the quality circle process. Illustrate each step, where applicable. 

Activity 10.2

Read the following case studies at the end of chapter 10 in the prescribed book. Answer 
the questions at the end of each case study.

 − Case 10-1 (p 297)
 − Case 10-2 (p 298)
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Feedback on activity 10.1

(a) A successful organisation or business must balance the needs of the different functional 
areas, including supply chain management, marketing, accounting, human resources, 
operations, engineering, and strategy. None of these fields operate in a vacuum. They are 
all interrelated and interdependent. The objective of the system is to satisfy the customer, 
thereby achieving higher customer retention, and improve profitability.

The business model which is focused on the customer includes the dynamics of continual 
improvement, change, planning and renewal. Continual improvement is necessary for 
a company to grow.

(b) The basic seven tools of quality include the flowchart which gives the team the big 
picture of the process to be improved. Process data are collected using a check sheet. Data 
are analysed using histograms, scatter plot diagrams or control charts. The root cause 
of problems associated with processes is identified using a cause-and-effect diagram. 
Causes are finally prioritised using Pareto analysis.

Figure 10-2: Logical Map of the Order for the Basic Seven (B7) Tools

Source: Based on M. Brassard, The Memory Jogger II, published by GOAL/QPC, 2 Manor 
Parkway, Salem, New Hampshire, 2004. Reprint with permission of GOAL/QPC

The new seven (N7) tools of quality were developed by a committee of the Japanese 
Society for QC Technique Development.

 y The affinity diagram is used to surface all the issues associated with a problem. It groups 
a set number of themes or ideas that can be addressed later. It creates a hierarchy of 
ideas on a large surface.

 y The interrelationship digraph is used to understand the causal relationships between 
the different issues that surfaced in the affinity diagram. It shows the interrelationships 
between different issues.

 y Tree diagrams are used to identify steps needed to identify a given problem. It is similar 
to a work breakdown structure used in planning projects.

 y A prioritisation grid is used to make decisions based on multiple criteria. For example, 
in choosing a technology, there might be a variety of alternative options.

 y The matrix diagram uses a similar concept to quality function deployment in its use 
of symbols and layout, and its application. This is a brainstorming tool that can be 
used in a group to show the relationships between ideas or issues. They can be used 
in two, three or four dimensions.
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 y A process decision program chart is a tool to help brainstorm possible contingencies or 
problems associated with the implementation of some programme or improvement.

 y The activity network diagram, also known as the PERT (program evaluation and review 
technique diagram), or critical path (longest path in time from beginning to end) is 
used in controlling projects.

The N7 tools are used for managing extensive projects that involve teams.

(c) Feedback on this question will be given in Tutorial Letter 201.

SUMMARY
379In this study unit we have briefly introduced the basic tools of quality. The B7 and N7 
tools are useful because of their simplicity and power. There are also some other useful 
tools for measuring performance. In the study units that follow, we discuss the statisti-
cal context within which these tools can be used successfully for quality improvement.
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Study unit 11

Statistically based quality improvement for variables

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
11.0 Introduction
11.1  Statistical fundamentals
11.2  Process control charts
11.3 Some control chart concepts for variables
11.4  Process capability for variables
11.5  Other statistical techniques in quality management
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − explain the concept of process variation
 − distinguish between random and non-random variation in a process
 − explain why sampling methods are important in process control
 − identify the different types of samples
 − discuss the different variables charts and identify when to use them
 − discuss the generic process for implementing process charts
 − interpret process control charts
 − calculate limits for the different types of process charts
 − develop and draw an x-bar chart based on the range
 − define process capability and explain how it relates to process control
 − distinguish between a sample and a population
 − distinguish between a sample distribution and a population distribution
 − calculate and interpret the process capability index
 − determine the proportion of production which will not conform to specifications
 − distinguish between a capable process and a stable process

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 332 of the prescribed book.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
380The chapter begins on page 276 with the fascinating statement that many people view 
the topic of statistics with fear, loathing, and trembling. The chapter unravels the seeming 
intricacies of statistical thought in a clear, process-oriented manner.

381The text presents a series of tools. Each tool is presented in a situation-based premise 
that illustrates, not only the mechanics of the tool, but its use. The intent of the chapter 
is to present tools that are useable.

11.1 STATISTICAL FUNDAMENTALS

Study pages 300 to 305 of the prescribed book.

382Statistics are everywhere – just look around you. Every day we hear statistics about politics, 
health, inflation or the economy on the radio or television. The purpose of statistics is to 
provide a group of tools to analyse data, make summaries, generalise from data and make 
conclusions. Statistics are very important in the field of quality. As a matter of fact, during 
the early years of the quality movement, nearly all the work done was related to statistics.

383This study unit focuses on the use of statistical tools as the foundation for continual im-
provement. We discuss various statistical techniques and control charts. These tools are 
powerful techniques for monitoring and improving processes. We also discuss aspects 
of statistical process improvement. It is not enough to merely learn the different charts 
and statistical techniques – you need to know how to apply these techniques in a way that 
will contribute to continual quality improvement in organisations.

	Statistical thinking

• Statistical thinking is a skill in which you make decisions and/or draw conclusions 
based on data.

• Statistical thinking guides us to make informed decisions based on analysis of data.
• We often base our decisions on intuition and gut feelings.
• In the business world, decisions need to be made based on facts and data.
• Customer satisfaction: one needs to gather data about the customers to under-

stand their preferences.
• Production process: It is important to collect data about the process and make 

adjustments to the process based on these data.
• Statistical thinking is based on three concepts:

o All work occurs in a system of interconnected processes.
o All processes have variation.
o The key to success is understanding and reducing variation.
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• See quality highlight 11-1 on page 301 of the prescribed book. Note that this case 
study shows how important it is for a company to apply statistical quality tools.

	Sometimes statistics fail in the workplace

• Statistical tools often do not achieve the desired results.
• Many organisations fail to implement quality control in a substantive way.
• See the reasons for failure of statistical tools on page 302 of the prescribed book. In 

particular, take note of the misunderstanding of the difference between a “type I” 
error and a “type II” error.

	Process variation

• Variation occurs in all processes. Some variation can be managed (or controlled), 
but others cannot be managed.

• Too much variation in a process will result in defective parts or products, and an 
organisation will gain a reputation for poor quality.

• Two types of process variation, namely random variation and non-random variation.

• Random variation

o Centred around a mean and occurs with consistent dispersion.
o Cannot be controlled – “uncontrolled variation”.
o The amount of random variation in a process determines the extent to which 

it can meet specifications on a consistent basis.
o The statistical tools discussed in this study unit are not designed to detect 

random variation.
o See figure 11-1 on page 303 of the prescribed book – a graphical explanation 

of random variation. Note the consistency in the amount of dispersion and 
mean of the process.

• Non-random (“special cause”) variation

o Occurs as a result of some event, like a shift in a process mean or some unex-
pected occurrence.

o Examples of non-random variation:

 − Receiving flawed materials from supplier
 − Change in work shift
 − Employee under influence of drugs makes mistakes
 − A machine breaks or does not function properly

o See figure 11-2 on page 303 of the prescribed book. Note, especially, the change 
in dispersion and process average from one sample to another.
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• The statistical tools discussed in this study unit are useful to determine the type 
of variation present in a process.

	Process stability

• A process is stable if the variation observed in the process is random variation and 
not non-random variation.

• Process charts: Designed to indicate when non-random variation is present.

	Sampling methods

• To ensure that processes are stable, process control requires that data be gathered 
in samples.

• Sampling methods have been preferred to 100% inspection as an alternative.
• Some reasons for sampling:

o Saves money and time
o Less intrusive
o Allows user to frame the sample
o 100% inspection is not always possible

• 100% inspection
o Can be effective in certain instances. Also known as screening samples, sorting 

samples, rectifying samples, detailing samples
o Most common in acceptance sampling (see section 9.6)

384Next we are going to look at some of the different types of samples.

	Random samples

• Randomisation ensures independence among observations.
• Randomise: To sample such that each unit has an equal chance of being selected 

for inspection.
• Example: If 1 000 products are produced in a single day, each product has a 1/1000 

= 0.001 chance of being selected for inspection on that day.
• Most preferred, but often most difficult to obtain.

	Systematic samples

• These have some benefits of random samples, but without the difficulty of 
randomising.

• Systematic according to time or sequence:

o Time: Product is inspected at regular intervals, for instance, every 15 minutes.
o Sequence: One product is inspected each time after a certain iteration, for 

instance, every tenth product coming off the line is sampled.
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	Sampling by rational subgroups

• Rational sub-group: Group of data that is logically homogenous.

• Variation within a rational subgroup can be used to compute limits on the standard 
variation between sub-groups.

• Example: In a hospital, measurements such as body temperature or medication 
levels are taken in the morning and evening.

o Rational subgroup 1 – Morning measurements. Occur before medications are 
given and before breakfast.

o Rational subgroup 2 – Evening measurements. Taken after treatment, medica-
tions and nourishments.

• Data must be gathered separately from each rational subgroup, otherwise un-
wanted sources of nonrandom variation will be present.

	Planning for inspection

• Type of sampling plan to be used

• Who will perform inspection?

• Who will use in-process inspection?

• Appropriate sample size

• Critical attributes to be inspected

• Appropriate place for inspection

• (Cost of inspection) : (Cost of failure) ratio

	Control plans

• Important part of a quality control system.

• Required part of an ISO 9000 quality management system (QMS).

• Inspection is put in place at critical points in a process after process failure modes 
and effects analysis (PFMEA).

• Documented and proactive approach to defining how to respond to out-of-control 
processes.

• See figure 11-3 on page 306 of the prescribed book. Note that the far right column 
is referred to as the reaction plan.

11.2 PROCESS CONTROL CHARTS

Study pages 305 to 323 of the prescribed book.

385In the previous section we learnt about variation. Now we learn about the tools used to 
understand random and nonrandom variation. Statistical process control charts are tools 
used to monitor process variation. A control chart has a lower limit, a centre line and an 
upper limit (see figure 11.4 in the prescribed book).
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386In this study unit you will get to know the most important types of control charts. We 
first introduce a generalised process for implementing all types of control charts. You will 
also learn how to compute the control limits of a control chart by using formulas. These 
formulas are not complex; they are really simple to use.

387To select the most appropriate control chart, you must be able to differentiate between 
variables and attributes. In this study unit we discuss variables control charts and in study 
unit 12 we will discuss attributes control charts.

	Variables and attributes control charts

• A variable is a continuous measurement such as weight, height and volume, while 
an attribute is an either-or situation.

• Variables charts include: X, x-bar, R, MR and s charts
• Attributes charts include: p, np, c and u charts (see table 11-1 on p 307 of the 

prescribed book)
• Very important: Four requirements for using process control charts.

	Generalised procedure for developing control charts

388See page 307 of the prescribed book. Note that the process for developing a control 
chart is the same for most types of charts.

	x-bar and R charts

• Two variables of interest when monitoring measurements:

o Process average (mean): x-bar chart
o Process dispersion (range): R chart

• x-bar chart: Used to monitor the average of the characteristic being measured. 
Steps for creating a x-bar chart:

o Select samples from the process.
o Divide the samples into rational subgroups.
o Find the average* value of each sample.
o Plot the averages on the x-bar chart.

• R chart: Used to monitor the dispersion of the process. Used in conjunction with x-
bar chart when the process characteristic is a variable. Steps in setting up a R chart:

o Collect samples from the process.
o Organise samples into subgroups, consisting of three to six items.
o Compute the range^ for each sub-group.
o Plot the R values on the R chart.

• Centre line of the charts is the process average. Upper and lower control limits are 
located three standard deviations from the centre line.
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• Formulas for centre line and control limits (see figure 11.9 on p 312, see also table 
A-1 on p 446 of the prescribed book):

o x-bar chart:

 Centre line: Process average X=

389Upper control limit: 2XUCL X A R= +

390Lower control limit: 2XLCL X A R= −

o R chart:

391Centre line: Process average R=

392Upper control limit: 4RUCL D R=
393Lower control limit: N/A (Why?..)

•	 See figure 11-8 for an example of a completed x-bar and R chart.

394* Average = Sum of measurements divided by sample size
395^ Range = Largest value minus smallest value

	Interpretation of control charts

• Different signals for nonrandom variation: See figure 11-11 on page 313 of the 
prescribed book. Note the second and third pictures – data point above UCL or 
below LCL.

• “Out-of-control situation”: Point outside the control limits.
• If a process is out of control, it means that non-random variation is present.
• Other out-of-control signals:

o two successive points farther than two standard deviations from mean
o process run
o process drift
o erratic behaviour

• Out-of-control processes should be stopped immediately.
• Structured problem-solving process using brainstorming and cause-and-effect 

tools (see study unit 10)
• Corrective action once assignable cause of variation has been identified.
• See example 11-1 on page 314 of the prescribed book. Try to use Excel to draw 

the x-bar and R charts.

	x-bar and s charts

• R chart not always sufficiently precise when concerned about dispersion.
• x-bar chart can be used with the standard deviation chart (s chart).
• The s chart is used when process variation is small.
• The x-bar and s chart are especially important for high-tech production.
• Formulas for centre line and control limits (see p 321, see also table A-3 on p 448 

of the prescribed book):
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o x-bar chart:

 Centre line = process average X=

396Upper control limit: 3XUCL X A s= +

397Lower control limit: 3XLCL X A s= −

o s chart:

398Centre line = process average s=

399Upper control limit: 4sUCL B s=
400Lower control limit: 3sLCL B s=
401Note that is s k=∑ , where

402 is =  standard deviation for sample i

403k = number of samples.

• See Example 11-4 together with figure 11-17 on pages 321 to 322 of the prescribed 
book. Try to use Excel to draw the x-bar and s charts.

	Other control charts

404The control charts discussed so far, are the most important charts used most of the 
time for production processes. Other charts used less often are the moving average 
chart and the cusum chart.

11.3  SOME CONTROL CHART CONCEPTS FOR VARIABLES

Read pages 323 to 325 of the prescribed book.

405Now that we have developed control charts, it’s time to briefly discuss some important 
control chart concepts.

	It is important to be able to choose the most appropriate chart. See figure 11-19 on 
page 324 of the prescribed book.

	Corrective action is needed when a process is out of control. Take note of the eight 
steps mentioned on page 325 of the prescribed book.

	The focus of control charts should be on continuous improvement of quality.
	Never tamper with a process. Random effects should not be adjusted, because they 

cannot be controlled. See figure 11-20 on page 325 of the prescribed book for an 
illustration of the effects of tampering.
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11.4  PROCESS CAPABILITY FOR VARIABLES

Study pages 325 to 330 of the prescribed book.

406Once a process is stable, the next step is to ensure that the process is capable. Process 
capability refers to the ability of a process to produce a product that meets specification. 
A capable process produces high volumes with few or no defects. Such a desirable pro-
cess is the result of optimising the interactions between people, machines, raw materials, 
procedures and measurement systems.

407An important part of any quality management strategy is meeting standards and having 
controlled processes. No organisation wants to suffer from the results of poor quality and 
defects. See A Closer Look At Quality 11-1 on page 326 of the prescribed book for some 
examples in the field of software quality.

408Six Sigma programs are designed in such a way that it results in highly capable processes. 
These processes are characterised by specifications that are ± 6 standard deviations from 
the process mean. See figure 11-21 on page 327 of the prescribed book. You will learn 
more on Six Sigma management in study unit 13.

	Population versus sampling distributions

• Population: A collection of all the items or observations of interest to a decision- maker

• Sample: A subset of a population.

• Population distribution: A distribution with all individual responses from an entire 
population.

• Sampling distribution: A distribution of the sample means.

• Population distributions have more dispersion than sampling distributions. See 
figure 11-22 on page 327 of the prescribed book.

• Specifications and capability are associated with population distributions.

• Sample-based process charts and stability reflect sampling distributions.

• Do not compare process limits with product specifications!

	Capability studies

• Two reasons for performing process capability studies:

o To determine whether a process consistently results in products that meet 
specifications

o To determine whether a process is in need of monitoring

• These studies help process managers understand whether the range over which 
natural variation occurs is the result of the system of common (or random) causes.

• See page 328 of the prescribed book: Performing a process capability study.
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• Capability indexes:

409Upper capability index: ( ) ˆCpu USL 3= −µ σ

410Lower capability index: ( ) ˆCpl LSL 3= µ − σ

411Capability index: { }Cpk min Cpu,  Cpk=
412where USL = Upper specification limit

413LSL = Lower specification limit

414 =µ  population process mean

415 =σ̂  estimated process standard deviation = 2dR

• Generally accepted benchmarks for process capability:

 1.25 ≤  Cpk < 1.33: Process is capable

4161.33 ≤  Cpk < 2.0: Process is highly capable

417Cpk ≥2.0: Process is world-class capable (Six Sigma)

• See example 11-5 on page 329 of the prescribed book. You must be able to deter-
mine what proportion of product will not conform (see figure 11-23).

	Difference between process capability and stability

•	 Capable process: Individual products consistently meet specifications.
•	 Stable process: Only common variation is present in the process.
•	 Important distinction – A process may be stable, but not capable.

11.5  OTHER STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES IN QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT

Read pages 330 to 331 of the prescribed book.

418Throughout this study unit we have focused on process control charts. However, there 
are also other statistical techniques used in quality management. These include:

	Hypothesis testing
	Experimental design
	Off-line experimentation
	Correlation and regression

419Although we don’t cover these statistical techniques in detail in this module, it is impor-
tant that you take note of them and know how and for what they are used.
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Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 11:

Activity 11.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Explain the basics of process control charts and distinguish between improvement 
for variables and improvement for attributes.

(b) The quality engineer in charge of a coffee filter pack production line was concerned 
about the weight of the filter packs being produced. The quality team sampled four 
packs every 20 minutes throughout the production day. The table below presents 
the weight in grams of each pack sampled, for eight samples of size 4.

Sample 
number Observations Average Range

1 19.6 20.1 19.7 19.2 19.65 0.9

2 19.1 19.0 19.2 20.5 19.45 1.5

3 19.6 20.2 20.2 20.4 20.10 0.8

4 20.5 21.2 20.4 21.6 20.93 1.2

5 22.5 18.1 17.2 18.4 19.05 5.3

6 20.3 19.3 19.8 20.2 19.90 1.0

7 20.6 19.9 20.3 19.8 20.15 0.8

8 21.1 19.2 20.3 20.2 20.20 1.9

Sum = 159.43 Sum = 13.4

Construct an x-bar chart for this production process, based on the range. Interpret the 
chart and state whether the process is in control. Motivate your answer.

(c) The design specifications of a pressed tablet calls for a target weight of 65,55 mg, 
with specification limits of 65,55 ± 1,25 mg. The process is stable with a mean of 
65,70 mg and a standard deviation of 0,42.

Calculate the process capability index and comment on the capability of this process. 
How can such a process be improved to produce fewer defects?

Activity 11.2

Read the case study Case 11-1 (p 336) at the end of chapter 11 in the prescribed book and 
answer the questions that follow after the case study.

Feedback on activity 11.1

(a) Statistical process control charts, also referred to as process charts or control charts, are 
tools used for monitoring process variation. A control chart has an upper limit, a centre 
line, and a lower limit.

A variable is a continuous measurement such as weight, height, or volume. An attribute 
is an “either or” situation.
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(b) The formulae for the control limits of an x-bar chart (based on the range) is:

 y upper control limit: RAxUCL 2+=

 y central line = process average x=

 y lower control limit: RAxLCL 2−=

Therefore, in order to obtain the average range R  and the overall average x , the range 
and average for each sample have been calculated in the last two columns of the table 
above.

The average range is then given by:

13.4 1.675
8

R
R

k
= = =∑

The overall average is calculated as follows:

159.43 19.92875
8

x
x

k
= = =∑

From table A-1 on page 446 of the prescribed book we find 2 0.73A =  for a sample size of 
four. Hence, the control limits are given by:

 y UCL = 19.92875 + 0.73(1.675) = 21.15
 y Centre line = 19.93
 y LCL = 19.92875 – 0.73(1.675) = 18.71

Now we can draw the x-bar chart for the coffee filter pack process. We plot each sample 
average on a graph. The horizontal axis is the sample number and the vertical axis rep-
resents the sample average. For a clearer picture of the process, we connect successive 
points by a straight line. The dotted lines show the control limits. The top line is the upper 
control limit (UCL). The middle line is the centre line, while the bottom line is the lower 
control limit (LCL). The completed x-bar control chart is shown below.

The final step is to interpret the chart to see whether the process is in control. Have a look 
again at figure 11-11 on page 313 of the prescribed book and check if one of those situa-
tions occur. We see that there is no evidence of abnormal behaviour. Hence we conclude 
that the process is in control.
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(c) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆCpu USL 3 66.80 65.70 3 0.42 0.87= −µ σ = − =

( ) ( ) ( )ˆCpl LSL 3 65.70 64.30 3 0.42 1.11= µ − σ = − =

{ } { }Cpk min Cpu,  Cpk min 0.87,  1.11 0.87= = =

The process is not capable, since Cpk is below 1.25. The process can be improved by 
reducing its variability.

SUMMARY
420In this study unit, we have introduced the basic process charts and fundamentals of 
statistical quality improvement. The process for developing process charts is the same, 
regardless of the chart. Process control charts are tools used to monitor process variation 
and to help organisations to continually improve.

421Once a process is stable, we need to ensure that the process is capable. Capable processes 
will produce products that meet specifications. Such a process is desirable because it pro-
duces high volumes with few or no defects. However, a stable process may be incapable.

422Statistical techniques such as hypothesis testing, experimental design, off-line experi-
mentation, correlation and regression are very important in quality management. These 
are tools used to analyse data and enable us to make informed decisions.
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Study unit 12

Statistically based quality improvement for attributes

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
12.0  Introduction
12.1  Types of attributes
12.2  Generic process for developing attributes charts
12.3  Understanding attributes charts
12.4  Choosing the right attributes chart
12.5  Reliabilty models
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − distinguish between the five attributes for quality improvement
 − reiterate the generic process for developing attributes charts
 − construct and interpret a p chart for the proportion defective
 − construct and interpret a np chart for the proportion defective
 − choose the correct attributes control chart to use
 − calculate the reliability of a system with both series and parallel components
 − use reliability functions to measure reliability

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 354 of the prescribed book.

12.0  INTRODUCTION
423An attribute is a physical property; it is something that either exists or does not exist. 
These five attribute types identify the attributes that the continuous quality improvement 
process deals with. This chapter provides tools for dealing with these attributes.
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12.1  TYPES OF ATTRIBUTES

Study pages 338 to 339 of the prescribed book.

424Before we look at quality improvement for attributes, you need to know the different 
types of attributes and the nature thereof. There are five types of attributes:

	Structural: physical characteristics of a particular product or service
	Sensory: senses of touch, smell, taste, vision and sound
	Performance: whether a product or service performs as it should
	Temporal: time related, reliability of delivery
	Ethical: proper reporting, transparency, empathy, kindness.

425All these attributes have one thing in common – they are all concerned with some state. 
Next we are going to look at quality control for attributes, which includes two types of 
process charts. Later in this study unit we present reliability models.

12.2 GENERIC PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING ATTRIBUTES 
CHARTS

Study page 339 of the prescribed book.

426In study unit 11 we looked at the basics of how to use control charts, specifically for 
variables. Control charts for attributes are developed in the same way as for variables, 
except now we are dealing with states of being and not measurements. See page 339 of 
the prescribed book – six steps for developing process control charts:

	Identify critical process operations.
	Identify critical product characteristics.
	Determine if the critical product characteristic is a variable or an attribute.
	Select an appropriate process chart.
	Establish control limits and use the chart for monitoring and improvement.
	Update the limits when changes have to be made to the process.

12.3 UNDERSTANDING ATTRIBUTES CHARTS

Study pages 339 to 344 of the prescribed book.

427Control charts for attributes deal with processes that are not measurements. Think in 
terms of defectives rather than diameters and widths. A defective is a unit which, as a 
whole, is not acceptable or doesn’t meet the stated requirements (non-conforming to 
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specification). For example, a bicycle whose gears don’t shift smoothly is defective. A 
letter with the wrong address is defective.

428Note that we are not dealing with defects here. A defect is an irregularity or problem with 
a larger unit. For example, a piece of glass may contain several bubbles or scratches. A 
metal sheet of some length may have a few small dents.

429Defectives are monitored using p and np charts, while defects are monitored by using 
c and u charts. In this module, we are only going to look at attributes control charts for 
defectives. We start with the p chart for the proportion of defectives.

	p charts for proportion defective

• Used to graph the proportion of defective items in a sample
• To identify a shift in the proportion of defective for a product or service
• Some typical applications:

o late deliveries
o incomplete orders
o accounting transaction errors
o clerical errors

• Typical subgroup size: 50 to 100 units
• Subgroup sizes may differ. We are only looking at constant sub-group sizes.
• Formulas for control limits:

o Centre line = process average p=

o Lower control limit: ( )3 1LCL p p p n= − −
o Upper control limit: ( )3 1UCL p p p n= + − , where

430

p =  proportion defective;

431 p =  average proportion defective;

432
n =  sample size.

433Note that ip p k=∑ , where

434 ip =  proportion of defectives for sample i;

435k = number of samples.

•	 See example 12-1 on page 340 of the prescribed book: Number of convictions 
in relation to number of arrests. Rework the problem with a constant sample 
size of n = 105. Try to use Excel to draw the p chart.

	np charts for number defective

• A graph of the number of defectives (non-conforming units) per sub-group
• Subgroup sizes need to be equal – either p or np chart can be used
• Uses for np chart essentially the same as uses for p chart
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• Usually at least 25 sub-groups are used
• Sub-group sizes vary between 50 and 100
• Formulas for control limits (same notation as p chart):

o Centre line: Process average np=

o Lower control limit: ( )3 1LCL np np p= − −

o Upper control limit: ( )3 1UCL np np p= + −

• See example 12-2 on page 343 of the prescribed book: Incorrect ratings of insur-
ance policies. Try to use Excel to construct the np chart for this example.

• Work through the previous example of a p chart, but this time construct an np 
chart for the number of defective cardboard cans. Did you notice the similarities 
in terms of the development of these two process charts?

12.4  CHOOSING THE RIGHT ATTRIBUTES CHART

Study pages 347 to 348 of the prescribed book.

436In quality control, it is crucial that you choose the correct chart to use. Choosing the wrong 
chart, may cause misleading results and wastes valuable time. Key aspects to consider 
include the following:

	Are you dealing with defective units or defects?
	Are the sample sizes constant?

437Although we don’t cover all the types of control charts in this module, you still must be 
able to distinguish between different types of charts and select the most appropriate 
chart to use for the relevant data.

12.5 RELIABILITY MODELS

Study pages 349-354 of the prescribed book.

438Reliability can be defined as the probability that a product will not fail over its defined 
product life. So we see that reliability has to do with whether a product fails or not – here 
failure is an attribute. Several reliability models are used in quality management. We will 
be only discussing some of the simpler models.

439The first model we look at is the bathtub-shaped hazard function. This is a graphical 
model, where the vertical axis is the failure rate and the horizontal axis is time. See figure 
12.9 on page 349 of the prescribed book. The model shows that products are likely to fail 
either very early in their life or late in their useful life.
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	Series reliability

• Performance of the entire system depends on all the individual components 
functioning properly.

• Components need not be physically wired sequentially.
• For the system to function, all parts must function.
• See figure 12-10 on page 349 of the prescribed book: Components in series.
• Calculating the reliability for a series system:

440

( )ns xxxPR 21=   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )121213121 /// −= nn xxxxPxxxPxxPxP        ; where
441 =sR  series system reliability
442
( ) =ixP 1 – probability that component ix  will fail

443               = probability that component ix  will not fail.

• Independence between failure events – failure of one component does not influ-
ence another component to fail.

• Independence in terms of conditional probability: Suppose that 1x  and 2x  are 
two independent events, then ( ) ( )121 / xPxxP = .

 Therefore ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ns xPxPxPxPR 321=
 Now let ( ) ii RxP =  be the reliability of component i.
 Then ns RRRRR 321= .

	Parallel reliability

• High-reliability systems often require very high component reliability.
• A back-up system is used when such high reliability is impossible.
• Back-up systems are also called redundant or parallel systems.
• A parallel system can still function if a component fails.
• Calculating the reliability for a parallel system:

444

( )np xxxPR +++= 21

445        ( )nxxxP 211−=

• Failures are independent, therefore

446

( ) ( ) ( )np xPxPxPR 211−=

447        ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]nxPxPxP −−−−= 1111 21  , therefore

448

( )( ) ( )np RRRR −−−−= 1111 21 

• See example 12-4 on page 350 of the prescribed book. Note the combination of 
series and parallel components. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )121213121 /// −= nn xxxxPxxxPxxPxP 
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449Also work through the following example:

	Measuring reliability

450We now are going to discuss some basic reliability functions that are used in quality 
management to measure the reliability of products.

• Failure rate

o The number of failures in a given time period.

o hu
f
×

=λ

451where: f = number of failures
452 u = number of units tested
453 h = number of hours tested

o See Example 12-5 on page 351 of the prescribed book.

• Mean time to failure (MTTF)

o The average time before a product fails
o 

tetFtR λ−=−= )(1)( , where

454 =)(tR  reliability of product
455 =)(tF  unreliability of product
456 =λ  failure rate
457 =t  useful life of product

o Then we have 1MTTF λ= .
o See Example 12-6 on page 352 of the prescribed book.

• Mean time between failures (MTBF)

o The average time from one failure to the next
o MTBF = (total operating hours) / (number of failures)
o Important in scheduling service calls
o See Example 12-7 on page 353 of the prescribed book.

• System availability (SA)

o The “uptime” of a product or system
o MTBF not always appropriate to measure reliability
o Add another statistic: Mean time to repair (MTTR)
o Useful measure for maintainability of a product
o SA ( )MTTRMTBFMTBFSA +=
o See Example 12-8 on pages 353 to 354 of the prescribed book.
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458

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 12.

Activity 12.1

Answer the following questions. First attempt each question before consulting the 
feedback.

(a) Hugh Neesa Inc. is a company that manufactures cardboard cans for frozen orange 
juice concentrate. These cans are shaped on a machine, spinning them from card-
board stock and attaching a metal bottom panel. Inspection of a can may reveal if 
it could possibly leak on the side seam or around the bottom joint. In such cases a 
can is considered to be defective. The company has gathered data regarding the 
number of defective cans found in 12 consecutive samples of 50 cans each, over a 
three-shift period. The results were as follows:

Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Number of defective cans 12 15 8 10 4 7 16 9 14 10 5 6

The company’s quality control engineer has been asked to analyse the production 
process for their cardboard cans.

(b) Consider the following system consisting of six components, connected as follows:

Calculate the reliability of the system, given that the reliability of each component is:

Activity 12.2

Read case study 12-1 (p 358) at the end of chapter 12 in the prescribed book and answer 
the questions that follow the case study.

Feedback on activity 12.1

(a) We need to construct an appropriate process control chart. Since we are dealing with 
the proportion of defective cans, we will be using a p chart. Note that the data show the 
number of defective cans. Hence we need to determine the proportion of defective cans 
for each sample.

The proportion is simply the number divided by the sample size. The constant 
sample size is n = 50. For example, the proportion of defective cans in the first 
sample is 12/50 = 0.24. 
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Now we have the following table:

Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Proportion of defective cans 0.24 0.3 0.16 0.2 0.08 0.14 0.32 0.18 0.28 0.2 0.1 0.12

Next we compute the control limits:

Centre line: ip p k=∑
( )0.24 0.3 0.12 12
2.32 12
0.193

= + +

=
=



Lower control limit: ( )3 1LCL p p p n= − −

( )0.193 3 0.193 1 0.193 50

0.193 3 0.0031
0.193 0.1674
0.026

= − −

= −
= −
=

Upper control limit: ( )3 1UCL p p p n= + −

0.193 0.1674
0.36

= +
=

Now we are ready to draw the chart. We plot each sample proportion on a graph. The 
horizontal axis is the sample number and the vertical axis represents the proportion 
of defectives. For a clearer picture of the process, we connect successive points with a 
straight line. The dotted lines show the control limits. The top line is the upper control 
limit (UCL). The middle line is the centre line, while the bottom line is the lower control 
limit (LCL). The completed p chart is shown below.

We now interpret the chart to see whether the process is in control. Do you still remember 
the out-of-control signals we discussed in study unit 11? Check each of those situations 
against the chart. We see that there are no such signs occurring. We can therefore con-
clude that the process is in control and does not need any special monitoring.
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(b) Components B and C are connected in series, therefore:

This results in the following equivalent system consisting of five components:

We see that components s1 and D are connected in parallel, therefore

Now we have the following equivalent system, consisting of four components:

We can now see that components A and p1 are connected in series, therefore

This further reduces the system to only three components:

Components E and F are also connected in series:

Finally, we have the following equivalent system, consisting of only two components:

The final diagram shows that components s2 and s3 are connected in parallel:
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The reliability of the system is therefore 0.988, or 98.8%. This means that the probability 
that the system will not fail is 0.988.

SUMMARY
459In study unit 11 and in this study unit, we introduced the basics of quality control. Pro-
cess charts are used to continually improve a process, as merely monitoring processes is 
not enough. Attributes charts will improve as changes and improvements are made to a 
process – defects and defectives will decrease. The control limits of attributes charts will 
become closer to zero, and this is the goal. You should see this type of improvement in 
your processes, otherwise you should try harder in order to improve processes.

460We also introduced a number of reliability models. These models are useful tools, since 
a reliable process is cost effective and productive.

461As you might have noticed, we have thus far covered several quality techniques in study 
units 10 to 12. In the next study unit we are going to look at the basic concepts of Six 
Sigma management, which is a powerful application of these techniques.
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Study unit 13

Six sigma management and lean tools

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
13.0  Introduction
13.1  What is Six Sigma?
13.2  Organising Lean Six Sigma
13.3  DMAIC overview
13.4.1  Define phase
13.4.2  Measure phase
13.4.3  Analyse phase
13.4.4  Improve phase
13.4.5  Control phase
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − understand and explain the Six Sigma concept
 − know the purpose of Six  Sigma management and how it is used for quality improvement
 − identify and explain the key players in Six Sigma
 − briefly comment on the phases in the DMAIC process

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 389 of the prescribed book.

13.0 INTRODUCTION

462In 1995, General Electric began implementation of Six Sigma with a goal of being a 
Six Sigma company by 2000. Six Sigma is a methodology that puts the entire quality 
atmosphere within a firm into focus. Six Sigma involves all of the topics that have been 
presented so far under a single organisation.

463
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464On page 337, the text provides the following definition of Six Sigma:

465First, Six Sigma represents a well-thought out packaging of quality tools and philosophies in 
an honest effort to provide rigor and repeatability to quality improvement efforts. Second, 
Six Sigma is much more cost-reduction-oriented than traditional continuous improvement.

466This pragmatic, overall approach is what makes Six Sigma successful. Many companies have 
reported outstanding results with Lean Six Sigma. There are also many failures. Keys to 
Lean Six Sigma success are skilled management, leadership, and long-term commitment.

13.1 WHAT IS SIX SIGMA?

Study pages 361 to 363 of the prescribed book.

467Six Sigma is a very popular approach to improving quality. Read the introduction on page 
361 of the prescribed book; note how Six Sigma is different from traditional continuous 
improvement.

468So what exactly is Six Sigma? The “sigma” refers to the greek symbol σ, which in statistics 
is the notation for the standard deviation. The “six” refers to the number of standard de-
viations from a specification limit to the mean of a highly capable process.

469There are two key versions of Six Sigma. From one perspective, it is a programme initi-
ated at Motorola in 1982. They needed to improve their product designs and analytical 
techniques in order to cut their costs. From the other perspective, Six Sigma is an ad-
vanced quality improvement approach designed to help tackle the most difficult quality 
problems. At the core of Six Sigma is the following equation:

470 ( )Y f X=

471This simply means that Y (the dependent variable) is a function of X (the independent 
variable). In Six Sigma language, we say that Y (the output) is a function of X (the inputs 
and processes).

472Hence we have:

473Y = output (key business objectives and measures)
474

( )f ⋅  = function (interrelationships to be controlled and measured)
475X = controllable and noncontrollable variables that affect Y

476For example, the profitability of a company (Y) is affected by several variables (Xs), including 
customer retention, inventory turnovers, rolled throughput yield, production costs, and 
so forth. To improve profits, we need to focus on these variables on a project-by-project 
basis and improve our performance.

477As you can see, Six Sigma started out as a single company’s approach to reducing costs 
and improving quality. Today it is much more than that. It involves planning, organisa-
tion, training, human resources planning and pay-for-knowledge. Ultimately, Six Sigma 
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translates into more robust designs, radically lower defect levels and lowered costs of 
poor quality (COPQ).

13.2 ORGANISING LEAN SIX SIGMA

Read pages 363 to 365 of the prescribed book.

478When firms undertook implementing Six Sigma, many saw that it had a lot in common 
with lean manufacturing. So, rather than having two competing models for improve-
ment, many organisations have combined Six Sigma with lean. This is often referred to 
as Lean Six Sigma.

479In this context, the focus is more on reducing wastefulness in organisations. It recognises 
the fact that all processes are inherently wasteful and include the possibility of improve-
ment. Shingo’s seven wastes are targeted as opportunities for improvement.

480The key players in Six Sigma efforts include the following:

	Champions – work with black belts to identify possible projects
	Master black belts – serve as mentors and trainers for new black belts
	Black belts – trained individuals who are committed to full-time projects
	Green belts – trained in basic quality tools and work in teams to improve quality

481See figure 13-3 on page 364 of the prescribed book: Champion Decision Making.

13.3 DMAIC OVERVIEW

Study page 365–367 of the prescribed book

482Six Sigma management is implemented by following the steps outlined in the DMAIC 
process. DMAIC is short for define, measure, analyse, improve and control (see table 13-2 
on page 366 of the prescribed book). The DMAIC process is similar to the PDCA cycle 
proposed by Shewhart and Deming.

483As mentioned before, Six Sigma is a powerful management program that applies a wide 
variety of statistical tools and techniques. Figure 13-5 on page 367 of the prescribed book 
shows an overview of the tools and techniques used in Six Sigma at each step of the DMAIC 
process. Next, we are going to have a closer look at each phase of the DMAIC process.
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13.4.1 DEFINE PHASE

Study pages 367 to 371 of the prescribed book.

484In the define phase of the DMAIC process, projects are identified and selected. This phase 
consists of four parts, namely:

1. developing the business case
2. project evaluation
3. Pareto analysis
4. project definition

	Developing the business case

485The business case is a short statement outlining the objectives, measurables and 
justification for the project. This part of the define phase involves the following:

• Identifying a group of possible projects
• Writing the business case
• Stratifying the business case into a problem statement and objective statements

486The accronym RUMBA is used to check the efficacy of a business case. RUMBA refers 
to Realistic, Understandable, Measurable, Believable, Actionable.

	Project evaluation

487One of the methods used to evaluate a project is called project risk assessment. See 
examples 13-1 and 13-2 on pages 368 to 370 of the prescribed book for a demonstra-
tion of how this method is applied to a potential Six Sigma project.

	Pareto analysis

488Part of the responsibilities of a champion is to perform a cost of poor quality (COPQ) 
analysis, based on the PAF categorisation of cost (see study unit 4). Performing a study 
of internal and external failure costs, will help to determine where the most benefit 
can be found. Figure 13-9 on page 371 shows a two-level Pareto analysis of COPQ.

	Problem definition

489After completion of the risk analysis and Pareto analysis, the problem definition 
is compiled. This part consists of the following:

• problem statement
• project goals/objectives
• primary metrics
• secondary metrics
• team member identification
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13.4.2 MEASURE PHASE

Study pages 371 to 379 of the prescribed book.

490The measure phase of the DMAIC process involves two major steps, namely:

1. selecting process outcomes
2. verifying measurements

	Selecting process outcomes

491The following tools are often used in the measure phase:

• process map

• XY matrix

• FMEA

• gauge R&R

• capability assessment

	Verifying measurements

492The tools used to measure critical characteristics of processes are usually accurate. 
But problems can occur with variation in measurements. Therefore, measurement 
system analysis (MSA) is used to determine measurement consistency. Another ap-
proach to verify measurements is product and process capability analysis.

13.4.3  ANALYSE PHASE

Study pages 379 to 380 of the prescribed book.

493The analyse phase of the DMAIC process involves gathering and analysing data relative 
to a particular black-belt project. The steps in this phase are as follows:

1. Define your performance objectives.
2. Identify independent variables.
3. Analyse sources of variability.

494Many of the tools and techniques used in this phase were discussed in study units 10, 11 
and 12. You may need to refresh your memory about these tools.

	Defining objectives

495In this step of the analyse phase you need to determine what characteristics of the 
process need to be changed to achieve improvement.
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	Identifying independent variables

496If data is to be gathered, you need to determine which variables will contribute sig-
nificantly to process or product variation. The primary tools used for this purpose 
are process maps, XY matrices, brainstorming and FMEA.

	Analysing sources of variation

497Here we use statistical tools to better understand the relationships between the 
independent and dependent variables for future use in experimentation. A number 
of tools and techniques are used in this step, including histograms, box plots, scatter 
plots, regression analysis and hypothesis tests.

13.4.4  IMPROVE PHASE

Study page 380 of the prescribed book.

498The improve phase of the DMAIC process involves offline experimentation. Offline ex-
perimentation involves studying the variables we have identified in the previous phase 
and then using ANOVA to determine whether these variables significantly affect variation 
in the dependent variable.

499ANOVA is short for Analysis of Variance, an advanced statistical technique not covered 
in this module. An important method for performing offline experiments is the Taguchi 
method.

13.4.5  CONTROL PHASE

Study page 380 of the prescribed book.

500This phase involves managing the improved processes by applying control charts and 
implementing control plans (as discussed in study units 11 and 12).

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 13.

Activity 13.1

Explain the Six Sigma concept.
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Feedback on activity 13.1

Six Sigma is a very popular and effective approach to improving quality. Several distinctions 
of Six Sigma differentiate it from traditional continuous improvement:

 y First, Six Sigma is a well thought out packaging of quality tools and philosophies in an 
effort to provide rigour and repeatability to quality improvement efforts.

 y Second Six Sigma is much more cost reduction oriented than traditional continuous 
improvement.

 y The third fundamental nuance of Six Sigma is the way it is organised around creating 
champions, black belts, green belts, and yellow belts.

 y Six Sigma and lean production have been combined into an approach termed Lean Six 
Sigma. It is Six Sigma, with an increased emphasis on reducing waste.

SUMMARY
501In this study unit we have discussed Lean Six Sigma. We emphasised the managerial and 
technical requirements for Lean Six Sigma. The process for Lean Six Sigma is define, mea-
sure, analyse, improve, and control. Many companies have reported outstanding results 
using Lean Six Sigma. There are also many failures. The keys to successful implementa-
tion of Lean Six Sigma are skilled management, leadership and long-term commitment. 
In the next two study units we are going to embark on improving the quality system.
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TOPIC 4

Forever improving the quality system

OVERVIEW
502Study unit 14 is aimed at organisations that have gone through the work outlined in the 
first 13 chapters of the prescribed book and are now trying to get to the next level to 
manage the growth of individuals in the organisation.

503Study unit 14 is focused on team facilitation and organisational improvement. The future 
will demand that employees are effectively assessed, developed and trained. This is a key 
aspect of a quality manager. Managing organisational learning is an interesting concept 
involving everyone in training.

504Study unit 15 provides a means for outstanding companies to assess themselves and to 
determine the areas that need to improve.

TOPIC CONTENT
505Study unit 14:  Managing quality improvement teams and projects

506Study unit 15:  Implementing and validating the quality system
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Study unit 14

Managing quality improvement teams and projects

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
14.0  Introduction
14.1 Leading teams for quality improvement
14.2 Types of teams
14.3 Implementing teams
14.4 Managing and controlling projects
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this unit, you should be able to:

 − comment on leading teams for quality improvement
 − analyse the types of teams
 − demonstrate how you will implement teams

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 420 of the prescribed book.

14.0  INTRODUCTION
507This chapter covers three aspects:

	The way in which today’s business environment has changed the focus of businesses 
from command and control (or reacting to problems) to an environment based on 
what the text calls “knowledge work” on page 372. The increased complexity of 
running a successful business is driving that change.

	Leading teams has become a major part of a successful product implementation. 
The well-led team offers a work environment that is conducive to success.

	Managing projects has increased in importance. Most development or modification 
efforts are done via a project. These projects have a defined life; they start and end. 
The period of time between the start and end must be managed correctly. This 
chapter discusses tools/methodologies that will aid in making a project successful.
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14.1 LEADING TEAMS FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Study pages 397 to 402 of the prescribed book.

508Well-led teams often lead to improved employee morale. Employees like teams for many 
reasons. Teamwork is often correlated with positive attitudes.

	Employee empowerment and involvement

• Empowerment means giving power to team members who previously had little 
control over their jobs.

• Implicit in empowerment is a series of promises to employees, such as:

o You will have greater control over your work.
o You will not be penalised for making decisions that don’t pan out.

• Pre-conditions necessary for empowerment

o Clear authority and accountability
o Participation in planning at all levels
o Adequate communication and information for decision-making
o Responsibility with authority

• Organisational learning

o Empowerment is a way to improve organisational learning.
o Organisational learning implies change in organisational behaviour in a way 

that improves performance.

	Flattening hierarchies for improved effectiveness

• Along with the emphasis on teamwork and empowerment, there has been a move 
toward flattening hierarchies in organisations.

• Too many layers of management can prevent creativity, and this will make em-
powerment impossible.

	Team leader roles and responsibility

• Quality professionals are unanimous – to be successful in achieving teamwork 
and participation, strong leadership both at the company level and within teams 
is essential.

• Situational leadership model: According to this model, situational leadership is 
based on interplay among the following:

o The amount of guidance and direction a leader gives (task behaviour).
o The amount of socio-economic support a leaders provides (relationship 

behaviour).
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o The readiness level the followers exhibit in performing a specific task, func-
tion, or objective.

• See figure 14-1 on page 400 of the prescribed book.

	Team formation and evolution

• Forming: The team is composed and the objective for the team is set.

• Storming: Team members begin getting to know each other and agreements 
haven’t yet been made that facilitate smooth interaction.

• Norming: Team becomes a cohesive unit and interdependence, trust and co-
operation develop.

• Performing: A mutually supportive, steady state is achieved.

• Mourning: Team members regret the end of the project, breaking up as a team.

• See figure 14-2 on page 401 of the prescribed book.

	Team rules

• Teams develop ground rules during the norming stage.

• Table 14-2 on page 402 of the prescribed book: Ground rules for effective teams.

• Useful to establish ground rules first in order to be functional.

• If a team is functional, individual participation enhances group efficiency.

14.2  TYPES OF TEAMS

Study pages 402 to 405 of the prescribed book.

509At this stage of our journey, we need to take a breath to define the different types of teams 
for improving quality. Each project in a company is different, and hence requires different 
types of teams to manage these projects. Table 14-3 on page 403 of the prescribed book 
shows a list of major types of teams, as found in the literature.

	Process improvement teams
510These are teams that work to improve processes and customer service.

	Cross-functional teams
511These are teams that enlist people from a variety of functional groups within the firm.

	Tiger teams
512These are assigned to work on a specific problem for a limited amount of time.

	Natural work groups
513These are teams organised around a common product, customer, or service.
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	Self-directed work teams
514These are teams chartered to work on projects identified by team members themselves.

	Virtual teams
515Teams rarely meet physically, except electronically.

14.3 IMPLEMENTING TEAMS

Study pages 405 to 409 of the prescribed book.

516The teams discussed so far all have something in common – the performance of the team 
is essential to their individual success and, in some cases, even lives hang in the balance. 
For a team to be successful, it requires facilitation and team-building.

517Facilitation is helping or aiding teams by maintaining a process orientation and focusing 
the group. Team-building is accomplished by following a process that identifies roles for 
team members and then helps them to become competent in achieving those roles.

	Meeting management

• Effective meeting management is an important skill for a facilitator of quality 
improvement teams.

• The steps required for meeting management are:

o defining an agenda
o developing meeting objectives
o designing the agenda activity outline
o using process techniques

• Parking lot: This is another useful meeting management tool. It is a flipchart or 
whiteboard where topics that are off-the-shelf are “parked”; these topics will be 
candidates for the next meeting’s agenda.

	Conflict resolution in teams

• Four stages in the conflict resolution process:

o Frustration: People are at odds, and competition or aggression ensues.
o Conceptualisation and orientation: Opponents identify the issues that need to 

be resolved.
o Interaction: Team members discuss and air the problems.
o Outcome: The problem is resolved.

• See figure 14-4 on page 407 of the prescribed book: Modes of Conflict Behaviour
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• Leaders solve conflict in a variety of ways:
• passive conflict resolution

o win-win
o structured problem-solving
o confronting conflict
o choosing a winner
o selecting a better alternative
o preventing conflict

	Saving quality teams from failure: diagnosing problems and intervening be-
fore it is too late

518In the previous paragraph we talked about how to handle conflict. Sometimes, quality 
improvement teams undertake improvement projects, and for some or other reason, 
things begin to fall apart, and the team risks failure. Read the paragraph on page 409 
of the prescribed book. It is essential that problems in a team are diagnosed early to 
prevent total failure.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 14:

Activity 14.1

Explain the management of improvement teams.

Activity 14.2

Read case study 14-1 (p 423) at the end of chapter 14 in the prescribed book and answer 
the questions that follows.

Feedback on activity 14.1

When we begin to use teams, decision-making authority is given to team members. Empower-
ment means giving power to team members who have little power over their jobs. When such 
power is given, management must follow through and give up a reasonable amount of control. 
Implicit in empowerment is a series of promises to employees. These implicit promises include:

 y You will have greater control over your own work.

 y You will not be penalised for making painful changes.

 y Management is changing and becoming more contemporary.

 y Management is committed to quality improvement over the long haul.

 y Management will concede more control over company systems to you.

 y Management values ideas and opinions and will give them serious consideration.

 y Management trusts you and is worthy of trust in return.

 y You will be rewarded for making decisions that benefit the company.

 y Labour is capable of decision-making concerning its own jobs and company processes.
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This approach to managing labour is important in improving employee morale. It means a 
lot to employees to be told that their thoughts and ideas are valued.

A company’s success depends on the knowledge, skills, and motivation of its workforce. Em-
ployee success depends increasingly on having opportunities to learn and to practise new 
skills. Companies need to invest and develop the workforce through education, training, and 
opportunities for continual growth. Opportunities might include classroom work and on-the-
job-training, job rotation and pay for demonstrated knowledge in skills. On-the-job-training 
offers a cost-effective way to train and to better link training to work processes.

Major challenges in the area of workforce development include the integration of human 
resources practices selection, performance, recognition, training, career advancement, and 
alignment of human resource management with strategic change processes. Addressing these 
challenges requires the use of employee-related data on knowledge, skills, satisfaction motiva-
tion, safety, and wellbeing. Such data need to be tied to indicators of company performance 
such as customer satisfaction, customer retention, and productivity. Through this approach, 
human resource management may be better integrated and aligned with business directions.

A number of pre-conditions are necessary for empowerment:

• Clear authority and accountability. Employees must know what is expected of them 
and be given authority over their own work.

• Participation in planning at all levels. Employees should be involved in planning related 
to their jobs. They should be provided with planning tools.

• Adequate communication and information for decision-making. If employees are to 
make decisions related to their jobs, they need the right managerial information.

• Responsibility with authority. Employees should be given a definition of power that 
focuses on getting things done rather than exerting influence over people.

SUMMARY
519In this study unit, we explored the use of teams and collaboration as a means of improve-
ment. We focused on behavioural aspects of building and leading effective teams. We 
also presented the force field analysis, which is a useful tool for planning projects.
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Study unit 15

Implementing and validating the quality system

CONTENTS

Learning outcomes
Key concepts
15.0  Introduction
15.1  Building blocks for the system of quality improvement
15.2  Internal validation: documenting and assessing the quality system
15.3  Quality audits
15.4  Validating the quality system
Assessment
Summary

Learning outcomes

After working through this study unit, you should be able to:

 − identify and explain the building blocks for quality improvement
 − explain the importance of internal validation
 − understand the generic process for internal self-assessment
 − have an understanding of the purpose of quality audits
 − list and discuss the quality audit process
 − distinguish between the different types of audits
 − know the difference between qualitative and quantitative audits
 − explain the process for validating a quality system

Key concepts

See key concepts on page 442 of the prescribed book.

15.0 INTRODUCTION
520Now that the text has defined all of the facets of being best in class or best in the world, 
how do you implement the plans and procedures to achieve that status?

521How does a company assess where they are in achieving this goal? How do they move 
to the next level? This chapter provides the tools to evaluate your position and move to 
the next level.
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522Companies also should recognise that these approaches are not short-term fixes. They 
require long-term commitment and support that will probably be more obvious in firms 
that have established quality programs.

15.1 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR THE SYSTEM OF QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT

Study pages 426 to 430 of the prescribed book.

523A quality system depends on the interactions of many variables (see the quality system 
model, figure 15-1, page 426 of the prescribed book). Quality improvement is definitely 
not a stand-alone discipline. In this section we discuss the parts that fit together to cre-
ate a quality system.

	People

• Represent the core of a company’s capabilities.
• Provide intellect, empathy and ability to provide outstanding customer service.
• Employees must understand that they are integral to the quality system.
• Corporate restructuring and reengineering can have a negative influence on 

employees.
• Quality improvement should be associated with improved morale and confidence 

among employees.

	Organisational learning and knowledge

• Knowledge is the capital that fuels outstanding quality results.
• Lifelong learning is a key attribute for employees.
• It is required for consistency in operations, approaches and customer contact.

	Culture

• Norms and beliefs that lead to decision-making patterns and actions in the 
organisation.

• Some of the key aspects of culture include:

o attitudes towards change
o presence or absence of fear
o degree of openness
o fairness
o trust
o employee behaviour at all levels

• Good quality culture – decision-making is open, information is available to eve-
ryone and risks are rewarded.
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	Closeness to customers

• Describes the firm’s understanding of customers’ needs and wants.
• Customer closeness engenders loyalty.
• Customer closeness is especially key in services.

	Information and finance

• Information systems provide the core of the support system for satisfying the 
customer.

• Financial resources are needed to provide the infrastructure and services that 
customers want.

	The three spheres of quality

524The building blocks we have discussed above provide the foundation for the qual-
ity system that supports the three key spheres of quality, namely quality planning 
and management, quality assurance, and quality control. These three spheres were 
discussed in study unit 1.

	The integrative approach

525The integrative systems view recognises that all the building blocks must be in place 
in all the functional areas and throughout all levels of the organisation for quality im-
provement to be both horizontally and vertically deployed in world-class companies.

	Alignment between the quality system and strategy

526The design of a quality system must have focus. A strategic framework is necessary to 
achieve the focus. This means that the design of the quality system must be aligned 
with the strategic objectives and plans of the organisation.

15.2 INTERNAL VALIDATION: DOCUMENTING AND ASSESSING 
THE QUALITY SYSTEM

Study pages 430 to 435 of the prescribed book.

527Once the quality system has been established, the system must be allowed to operate 
effectively over time. The system is in constant change as continuous improvement efforts 
occur throughout the organisation. At times, managers have difficulty finding new ideas 
for improvement. The generic process for an internal environmental analysis is done in 
four stages (also see figure 15-2 on p 432 of the prescribed book – internal environmental 
analysis process).

•	 surveying
•	 categorising
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•	 investigating
•	 evaluating

15.3 QUALITY AUDITS

Study pages 436 to 441 of the prescribed book.

528Quality audits are an internal assessment tool to identify areas of improvement. It is used 
to study ways to improve customer service and ascertain whether current customer service 
processes are being performed. The audit process is based on a framework of standards, 
concepts, procedures, and reporting practices. Steps for auditing include the following:

	familiarisation
	verification
	evaluation
	recommendation

529There are three main ingredients to an audit, namely:

	Auditing principles: Basic truths and doctrines that indicate the objective of auditing; 
the basis for the application of audit procedures in a logical manner

	Auditing standards: A measurement of performance or a criterion establishing profes-
sional authority and consent

	Auditing procedures: The courses of action available to the auditor to judge adherence 
to the standards and the validity of the application of principles

	Quality audit process

530There are many types of quality-related audit approaches. However, the basic quality 
audit follows the following steps:

• Preparation: This step consists of the following:

o Develop lists of questions.
o Gather materials.
o Form a list of candidates for the audit team.
o Establish schedules.
o Perform the activities required for the beginning of the audit.

• Audit team selection: Select a team with technical and managerial skills.
• Develop checklists: These contain questions to be studied, and identify who will 

perform the audits in various departments.
• The opening meeting: A meeting which is held between the audit team and man-

agement, establishing the ground rules for the audit.
• Implementation: Audit is conducted and pertinent information is collected.
• Analysis: Data are analysed and preliminary results are developed.
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• The exit meeting: Preliminary results are shared with management.
• Reporting and corrective action: The final report is given to management and plans 

are made for taking corrective action. Management implements corrective action.
• Follow up: A post-implementation review is performed to ensure that the correc-

tive actions were taken and the desired results obtained.
• Closure: The audit is closed for the current audit cycle.

	Types of audits

531Next we are going to look at the different approaches to quality auditing that are 
used most often. Remember – the focus is on studying current systems in order to 
see how they can be improved. The two main types of audits are operational audits 
and performance audits.

• Operational audits: To assist all members of management to effectively discharge 
their responsibilities.

• Performance audits: There are several major types of performance audits. We briefly 
discuss the most important types here.

o Supplier audits – Conducted by purchasers of their suppliers; periodic audits 
are performed to ensure that the supplier is maintaining standards.

o Certification audits – Used to maintain a certification, for instance ISO 14000; 
focus on the documentation of systems and adherence to those standards.

o Award audits – Site visits to externally validate claims made by applicants in 
their applications, for instance Baldrige, state quality awards, customer awards 
and other prizes.

o Consultant audits – Also called quality maturity studies; performed by consul-
tants to determine maturity of company in the quality pursuit.

o Presidential audits – Performed by a team led by the president of the company; 
usually operational and quality-related in focus.

o Qualitative audits – Compare current practice against structural measures; 
studies are performed to see whether procedures are being followed correctly.

15.4  VALIDATING THE QUALITY SYSTEM

Study pages 441 to 442 of the prescribed book.

532In this section, we are going to outline a process for reenergising the quality efforts of 
organisations. This process has been used extensively by Prof Tom Foster in actual com-
panies to assess the status of their efforts in terms of quality improvement.

1. Assemble the right quality team

2The team should include quality managers, data analysts, a facilitator and operating 
force participants. The composition will depend on your focus.
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2. Go over your results

3Present your evaluation of the current state of your improvement efforts to the team; 
identify quality-related practices in your firm for relevance and efficacy.

3. Identify approaches that are working well

4Use your data in order to gain consensus from the team about which quality improve-
ment approaches are getting results.

4. Identify what is not working well

5Here you identify promising approaches that are unsuccessful, but hold promise due 
to high relevance ratings.

5. Identify additional areas that are not being addressed

6Identifying areas that need to be addressed that current quality approaches don’t 
address; a major benefit of validating quality systems.

6. Develop your signature strategy

7A focused strategy outlining a lean, well-defined and well-understood approach to 
improvement of quality in services and procedures.

7. Develop a plan for implementation

8Use a modern project management approach to develop a project plan.

8. Implement the project plan

9Now implement your focused signature strategy; remember to apply the fundamen-
tals of change management when pursuing the project.

9. Repeat this on an annual basis

10It is important to perform this analysis annually, in order to baseline your results and 
establish possible trends over time.

Activities

Do the following activities once you have studied study unit 15.

Activity 15.1

Answer the following questions before consulting the feedback.

(a) Explain the relationship between changing the culture and implementing quality.
(b) Explain learning for quality improvement.
(c) Explain the importance of proper implementation of a quality system.
(d) Explain the building blocks for the system of quality improvement.
(e) Explain the concept of internal and external validation of the quality system.
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Activity 15.2

Read case study 15-1 (p 443) at the end of chapter 15 in the prescribed book and answer 
the questions that follow.

Feedback on activity 15.1

(a) Culture is the norms and beliefs that lead to decision-making patterns and actions in 
an organisation. Some of the key aspects of culture include attitudes toward change; 
presence or absence of fear; degree of openness, fairness, and trust; and employee be-
haviours at all levels. Where there is a culture of the blame game, employees always act 
defensively. In an environment of fear, distrust takes root between labour, management, 
mid-management, vice presidents and between departments. Such distrust is the op-
posite of an open, trusting culture that is required for a company to be able to respond 
rapidly to changing customer needs. When distrust is present, control systems are put 
in place that result in lost time, capacity, and flexibility.

Companies that respond quickly to customers’ needs have open decision-making cultures 
where information is available to everyone and risks are rewarded. Some companies 
have cultures that are controlled and younger companies foster different environments, 
including “granola cultures,” where managers and employees view the company as a 
means of achieving happiness for all employees.

(b) Organisational learning and knowledge is the second building block of a quality system. 
Knowledge is the capital that fuels outstanding quality results. Business leaders report 
that lifelong learning is a key attribute for employees. CEOs and presidents of companies 
fail to reward lifelong learning. The realisation by managers that rank and file employees 
are primary sources for in-depth knowledge relating to processes and organisational 
learning is the sum of the learning of individual employees.

Learning needs assessment, training design, and delivery of training are important 
for competitiveness. Outstanding customer service results from providing employees with 
outstanding knowledge and training. Organisational learning is required for consistency 
in operations, approaches, and customer contact.

(c) An organisation that fully implements the tools, philosophies, and techniques from 
the quality management and techniques module, will be able to improve their quality 
management system. Such improvement will result in better performance. Reaching 
the best-in-class or best-in-the-world status, means that you need to discover the next 
step that will form the foundation for continually improving once you have reached 
quality maturity.

World class competitors did not achieve their status by adopting tools or techniques. 
They got there being very good at performing. They understand their customers, prod-
ucts, employees, competitors, markets, and technologies. World class performers have 
a good understanding of where they are and where they want to be. They are excellent 
and creative and devise processes for achieving goals.

Success is good progress in a short period of time. Rarely is there success overnight. Suc-
cess is more a process of continual growth and improvement. Organisations need to 
grasp, make mistakes, and stumble on the way to the next level.

(d) A quality system depends on the interactions of many different variables, as evidenced 
in the quality system model. Quality improvement is not a standalone discipline. Quality 
improvement requires the interactions, on a contingency basis, of many different disci-
plines to create products, services, processes, and systems that effectively serve customers.
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Another factor driving the integrative approach is the increasing complexity of work. 
Complexity requires people from different disciplines to settle on standardised methods 
of serving customers that result in work simplification. The parts that create the quality 
systems integrative approach include: people, organisational learning and knowledge, 
culture, closeness to customers, information and finance, the three spheres of quality, 
the integrative approach and alignment between the quality system and strategy.

(e) Internal validation

It uses self-assessment to observe current practices, to assess and to identify gaps that 
need improving. A generic process used for self-assessment is a four-stage process of sur-
veying, categorising, investigating, and evaluating. Stage one surveying is the means of 
generating lists of strengths and weaknesses for the organisation. Stage two is categoris-
ing the strengths and weaknesses. Strengths can be categorised as strategic resources 
and capabilities that help define the path for improvement the firm should undertake. 
Stage three is investigating the sources of competitive advantage. Stage four relates to 
evaluation of competitive advantage to assess how relevant resources and capabilities 
are in terms of generic strategies of cost leadership, differentiation, and focus.

Generic auditing steps are quality audits to study and improve customer service and 
ascertain whether current customer service processes are being performed. The audit 
process is based on a framework of standards, concepts, procedures, and reporting 
practices. The auditing steps include familiarisation, verification, evaluation, and recom-
mendation. This disciplined process relies heavy on evidence, analysis, convention and 
informed professional judgement.

Operational audits have a specific objective to improve operations being audited. Per-
formance audits include supplier audits conducted by purchasers to ensure suppliers 
maintain standards and improve the performance of suppliers. Presidential audits are 
usually performed by a team led by the president of the company.

(f) External validation

This entails certification audits being used to maintain certification standards such as 
ISO 9000:2008 and ISO 14000, or other standards. Award audits are state quality awards, 
customer awards, and other prizes that are externally used to validate the claims made 
by applicants. Consultant audits are studies performed by consultants to determine the 
maturity of a company to identify areas to be addressed in future quality plans.

SUMMARY

11A quality system depends on the interactions of many variables, such as people, organ-
isational learning and knowledge, culture, closeness to customers, as well as information 
and finance. Together, these variables form the building blocks for a quality improvement 
system.

12In this study unit we also identified ways for outstanding companies to improve even 
further. It is difficult to find ways to improve if the company already has achieved high 
standards; that’s why it’s necessary to realise that there are endless ways to improve. This 
should lead the company to auditing and self-assessment.
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13The audit processes and Baldrige’s self-assessment enable top management to improve its 
leadership in the area of quality management. These models emphasise the importance 
of the role of top management leadership in enhancing the system for improvement. 
A company looking to improve on already high standards should be moderately mature 
in its quality journey.

14
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